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ABSTRACT 

Within this dissertation, we estabHsh the accuracy limitations of hybrid 

optoelectronic processing systems based upon an empirical understanding of elemental 

device noise characteristics. We approach this investigation in three phases. In the first 

phase we develop an analytical understanding of the information-bearing signal space for 

discrete numeric processors and establish how generalized spatiotemporal noise processes 

introduce uncertainty into this signal space, resulting in accuracy limitations. The second 

phase estabHshes an empirical understanding of the intensity-based noise processes for 

common sources, modulators, and detectors used to construct these processing systems. 

The third phase develops an understanding, both analytically and empiricaUy, of the 

complex-amplimde signal and noise characteristics of a variety of Hquid crystal spatial 

tight modulators. The investigation concludes with an interpretation of the accuracy 

implications resulting from the observed electrical, intensity, and complex-amplitude noise 

processes, and proposes techniques which may achieve accuracy enhancements in such 

systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

As our understanding of the nature of information matures, encompassing more 

complex concepts, we become increasingly aware of the timitations of contemporary 

information processing paradigms to both address problems of interest and to provide 

solutions in a computationally efficient manner. As new processing paradigms are 

envisioned to address these issues, we find that their implementations are timited by the 

fundamental performance characteristics of the physical mediums used to realize them. 

This has motivated the search for new information processing mediums. Optics has shown 

great promise as an information processing medium in which to reatize highly distributed 

and inherentiy parallel processing paradigms. However, before these potentials can be 

fuUy realized the physical characteristics of the medium must be thoroughly understood. 

In this dissertation we focus on the characteristics of the optical medium as it is realized in 

electrooptical devices to represent, manipulate, and transmit information in a discrete 

numeric optical processing system. The goal of this investigation is to establish an 

understanding of how the accuracy of these systems is compronused by uncertainties 

introduced by device-level noise processes. 

1.1 Evolution of the Information Processing Paradigm 

Automated information processing systems bom from the industrial era^ concepts 

of tinear low-complexity information and sequential processing paradigms have flourished 

for the past 100 years. Aided by the development of two critical technologies, real-time 

information processing systems based on these industrial era concepts have rapidly 

matured. The first of these critical technologies developed a suitable information 

processing medium based upon the manipulation of the electron. This allowed for the 

-representation, transmission, and manipulation of information at very high speeds and over 

very long distances. The second of these technologies developed new ways to represent 



information; first, by means of analog modulation to move the signals off the baseband, 

and secondly by replacing analog representations with digital schemes. These 

representations allowed for the development of general purpose processing systems to 

manipulate a wide variety of data, regardless of its origin. Combined, these technologies 

have driven the advancement of automated information processing systems, within the 

confines of the sequential paradigms, at a phenomenal rate. As a result, our information 

processing abUities have matured to the state where our simptistic concepts of information 

and the resulting processing paradigms are no longer sufficient to address the problems we 

now pose. The fundamental reason for this failure is that we are beginning to derive 

information from more distributed sources of data collected from a wider variety of 

physical events. As the simptistic industrial era concepts fail, radical new concepts are 

being developed to organize, process, and interpret information. These developments 

form the foundation of the emerging information era,^ and their details are being driven by 

three fundamental questions: 

Question I: Does the concept of information allow for the proper formulation of the 

problem posed? 

This question forces us to critically rethink our fundamental understanding of what 

information is. If our understanding is not well-suited for the problem at hand, then we 

must develop a new understanding. The industrial era concepts of information being linear 

and of low-complexity flowed directiy from the concept of time being tinear and one-

dimensional. This concept was well-suited for time-ordered one-dimensional events which 

form the vast majority of industrial era information. However, the concept of linear time 

has been evolving into the more general concept of concurrent time. With this we are now 

posing problems in which information is inherentiy distributed over higher dimensional 

events and data. For these new problems the traditional concepts of information are 

inadequate to efficientiy, if at aU, formulate them. In addition to problems where the 



events are inherentiy multidimensional, traditional sequential problems are nou being 

reformulated into higher dimensions to exploit the greater throughput rates these 

representations provide. 

In recent years, the concept of real-time has dramatically reduced the temporal 

window defming when and for how long information is usable. This has added a new 

dimension to the information processing problem, one of meeting specified throughput 

constraints. Hence, when formulating a concept of information we must consider not only 

the inherent content, but also the temporal constraints. For example, consider a space-

borne autonomous robotic docking system. If it takes longer to extract the pose and 

orientation of a docking port than it takes for the port to move relative to the robotic 

platform, then the derived information is of no use. 

As a consequence of these higher dimensional characteristics and temporal 

constraints, we find that general new concepts of information are needed. It is not the 

intent of this investigation to discuss the development of these new concepts; however, we 

observe that a common aspect of these concepts is their exploitation of the concurrent 

nature of events to extract the desired information. 

Question 2: Does the processing paradigm derived from the concept of information 

aUow for a proper formulation of the solution? 

Extracting information from the data derived from physical events requires a 

processing paradigm. As our concepts of information evolve, they necessarily lead to new 

processing methods. The integral link between the concept of information and the 

subsequent processing paradigms is easUy iUustrated for our contemporary industrial era 

concepts. For this case, the concept of information as being linear and of low-complexity 

leads du-ectiy to a paradigm in which the events can be efficiently decomposed into a set of 

sequentially ordered tasks. The impact of this processing paradigm is easUy observed at 

every level of industrial era thought and structure. In our late industrial age society, for 



example, this structure is everywhere, ranging from the organization of manufacturing 

processes to the adnunistration of pubtic education, and from the systematization of the 

banking systems to the Von Neumann structure of information processing systems.' 

With the establishment of new concepts of information comes the development of 

new processing paradigms. A fundamental characteristic of these emerging paradigms is 

that they are highly distributed; matching the concurrent nature of the information. These 

distributed paradigms are not simply extensions of the sequential paradigms, but are 

fundamentaUy unique. 

Question 3: Does the physical medium for implementing the processing paradigm aUow 

for a realization of the solution? 

We have observed that automated information processing systems must be based 

on an adequate concept of information, and from this a suitable processing paradigm can 

be derived. Combined, these allow for the correct formulation of the information 

processing task. The paradigm must then be implemented in a physical medium to realize 

a solution. A crucial characteristic of this medium is how the signals within the 

architecture are generated, transmitted, made to interact (when desired), stored, and 

detected. It is these characteristics, above aU other matters, that have the greatest impact 

on the capabUifies of a processing system. For the past 100 years, the medium of choice 

has been based on the electron. 

1.1.1 Electronics as an information processing medium 

The phenomenal success of contemporary automated information processing 

systems has been due largely to the fact that the electronic-based information processing 

medium is well suited for sequential processing paradigms. This medium has rapidly 

matured due to the fact that electrons are easy to control and the devices developed for 

manipulating them are relatively inexpensive and easy (not to imply trivial) to develop. 



The control of electrons is accomptished by exploiting their strong interaction, via the 

Coulomb force, with each other and with electromagnetic fields. This strong interaction 

has been fundamental to the development of a wide variety of useful linear and nonlinear 

devices. IronicaUy, however, this strong interaction is now surfacing as the source of the 

fundamental performance limitation for electronic-based devices. One consequence of this 

strong interaction is that electrons require conducting propagation structures. This has 

resulted in two major shortcomings of microelectronics-based devices for the 

implementation of large scale sequential processors and inherentiy nonsequential 

processors. The first shortcoming results from a fundamental upper limit in the speed of 

operation of semiconductor-based devices, and the second is the realization of relatively 

low point-to-point interconnection densities. 

Limits in the operating speed result from interconnection delays between 

processing elements, and are not due to the slewing rate of the elements. These 

interconnection delays are a function of the resistance-capacitance (RC) time constant of 

the conductors and do not change with the scale of the conductor. This invariance to 

scale results from the proportional relationship between the capacitance and resistance of 

the conductor as a function of area. As the conductor's cross sectional area is reduced its 

capacitance decreases in proportion to the increase in its resistance, hence, the RC time 

constant remains the same. A common propagation velocity in a VLSI conductor is 

0.005c, where c is the speed of tight in a vacuum.^ Propagation delays are of concern 

because they impose fundamental limits on the size and speed of an electronic processing 

system by introducing clock skewing effects. Contemporary sequential processors are 

now reaching dimensions where these effects are surfacing as serious practical concerns. 

The second shortcoming of electronic-based systems is their relatively low 

reatizable interconnection densities. This, again, is due primarily to the requirement for 

propagation paths which consume large amounts of real estate. Limits to the amount of 

usable real estate are imposed by two factors. The first is that VLSI structures are 

basicaUy planar, hence, interconnections can be practically made only to unmediate 



neighbors. This restriction has been alleviated to some degree by creating multilayer 

devices and systems; however, these techniques have practical limits of a few layers. The 

second real estate issue arises from the need to control crosstalk between adjacent 

conductors. The crosstalk concerns are further compounded by the proportional 

relationship between the radiated field intensities from a conductor and the clocking rates 

of the signals witiiin the conductors. This requties that conductors be separated by a 

distance proportional to the clocking speeds, hence, further reducing interconnection 

densities in higher speed systems. 

It is noted that interconnection density problems have only recently surfaced as a 

timitation in sequential-type single instruction-path single data-path (SISD) processors. 

However, the highly distributed processing paradigms we are now endeavoring to develop 

exploit multiple instruction paths and multiple data paths, which require interconnection 

densities well in excess of those achievable in planar VLSI structures. 

It can be seen that the properties revolving around the strong interaction of 

electrons which have enabled the phenomenal growth of contemporary sequential-based 

information processors are now surfacing as the sources of fundamental performance 

timitations for developing the next generation of distributed processing paradigms. In 

general, the electronic medium is very good for generating, storing, detecting, and 

inducing strong interactions among signals within processing elements; however, the 

inabUity to effectively control strong signal interactions outside the processing elements 

(e.g., during transmission) leads to fundamental timitations which impede the development 

of very fast large-scale sequential processors or inherentiy nonsequential processing 

paradigms. To implement these new processing paradigms, an altemative processing 

medium is needed. IdeaUy this medium should possess the favorable attributes of 

electronics to generate, store, detect, and induce strong interactions, but for which the 

strong interactions can be controlled outside the processing elements. Optical fields have 

shown promise to be this medium, and distributed processing paradigms which exploit the 

optical medium are the general subject of this investigation. 



1.1.2 Optics as an information processing medium 

As an information processing medium, optical fields excel in the one area that 

electronics is weak; they can propagate information from one processing element to 

another with virtuaUy no restriction due to interconnection delays or densities. This 

property results from the fact that photons do not dtiectly interact with each other, or with 

electromagnetic fields. As a consequence, optical fields propagate easUy through free 

space or other nondispersive media. Since the propagation velocity is the speed of tight 

(modulo the index of refraction of the medium), interconnection delays are on the order of 

femtoseconds, and hence are generaUy insignificant for even very large systems. The 

propagation velocity within integrated optical structures is on the order of 0.3c, over two 

orders of magnimde greater that that achievable in electronic VLSI structures. 

AdditionaUy, since no propagation pathways are required (over short Hne-of-sight 

distances), high density three-dimensional interconnections, to within the diffraction limit 

of the fields, can be achieved using free space propagation. For longer range, or non-tine-

of-sight transmission, guided optical structures can be employed. 

Another advantage of optical fields is that they are complex, and hence are capable 

of representing much more information than the scalar quantities of electric charge. In 

electronic circuits signals are represented solely by charge densities. In incoherent optical 

systems, signals can be represented, analogously, as photon densities, or in coherent 

systems by the phase or polarization state of the field. This enables optical systems to 

implement a much wider variety of processing paradigms. 

Based upon their fundamental properties, and as attested to by the success of 

longhaul optical fiber-based communication systems, optics easily transcend the limitations 

of electronics in the area of transmission of signals. However, if optics is to succeed as an 

information processing medium for distributed systems, and to supersede electronics as 

the medium of choice, it must also excel at those tasks which electronics perform weU, 

namely to generate, store, detect, and induce strong interactions among signals. These 

tasks have proven to be problematic for optics due primarily to the fact that photons do 



not directiy interact. As a consequence, photons cannot be used to directly generate, 

store, detect or interact with other photons. As a result these operations must be 

implemented in an optically active medium (i.e., one whose physical state changes in some 

way when it is exposed to tight). Ironically, just as the performance limitations of 

electronic-based systems stemmed from the electron's interaction with the conducting 

medium required for propagation structures, the fundamental performance limitations of 

optical systems result from the characteristics of the mediums needed to induce signal 

interactions. In essence, by exploiting an optical medium, the advantages gained in signal 

propagation are offset by a significant reduction in the abitities to generate, store, detect, 

and manipulate signals. Are the gains made by this switch sufficient to offset the new 

problems and provide for the realization of practical distributed processing systems? To 

answer this we must consider the nature of these new problems. 

The single most significant shortcoming of the optical medium ties in its inability to 

directiy induce strong signal interactions. By requiring an optically active medium in 

which to induce this interaction, we fmd that many of the inherent advantages of optical 

fields are compromised. This is, in large part, due to the fact that the information 

represented within the system is transformed from an optical state into a material state. 

Under the most optimistic circumstances, an optical signal can indirectly interact with 

other optical signals through one material state transformation. This can be achieved in 

such opticaUy active materials as photorefractives, and photosensitive organics (such as 

bacteriorhodopsin); however, these materials (as well as others) are not yet mature enough 

to be utilized in large scale pixelated systems. In Heu of suitable opticaUy active materials, 

reasonably mature electrooptical materials do exist. These materials exploit electric fields 

to change the characteristics of the medium, which in turn interacts with the optical field 

or induces optical-optical signal interactions. 

From the perspective of performing optical processing, these electrooptical devices 

impose severe performance timitations since at least one of the interacting signals is in 

electronic form. As a result, these hybrid optoelectronic systems exhibit performance 
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restrictions resulting from the compounded shortcontings of the electronic, material, and 

optical medium characteristics. Another problem arises from the fact that practical optical 

(or electrooptical) devices are basicaUy linear. This has limited their appHcabiHty to 

specialized processors, since general purpose processors requu-e nonlinear devices. 

Steady progress continues to be made toward nonlinear optical materials and devices;̂ "^° 

however, in tieu of suitable devices, systems-level techniques have been developed which 

allow for practical linear devices to be used in a variety of specialized processors.^'"'* 

These techrtiques have mostiy centered on analog and discrete multUevel processors, and 

not on the more famiUar digital schemes. 

From this discussion, it can be seen that the single most significant issue facing the 

optical processing community is the lack of suitable optical materials for implementing 

strong optical signal interactions. Limitations imposed by opticaUy active and 

electrooptical materials must be fuUy understood before system-level development can be 

attempted. In addition, a detailed understanding of the device-level signal characteristics 

is needed in order to guide the maturation of the materials, and set goals for new material 

developments, so that the next generation of devices wiU be suitable for reatizing desired 

processing paradigms. In general, this investigation attempts to understand the properties 

of the material medium as it implements simple signal interactions witiiin the context of a 

discrete numeric processor. To gain this understanding it is first necessary to understand 

the unique attributes of discrete numeric operations and to establish how these operations 

are implemented within a processor and/or computer. 

1.1.3 Analog versus discrete operations 

The linear analog nature of mature optical and electrooptical devices has lent itself 

weU to the development of speciaHzed, inherentiy analog processors.'^"'^ A class of 

analog processor in which optics has exceUed has exploited the Fourier Transform (FT) 

properties of Fraunhofer diflraction.'^ In general, witiiin inherentiy analog systems, 

information exists in the global characteristics of the function being operated on, and not 



at discrete points or discrete signal levels along the function's domain or range. As a 

consequence analog processors can represent a limitiess set of functions within the 

representable range. Since the information is distributed continuously across the analog 

function's range, these signals exhibit robustness in the presence of analog noise. This 

results from the fact that analog noise does not, in general, irrevocably change the shape 

of the function (e.g., analog noise usuaUy does not introduce discontinuities into an 

otherwise continuous analog function). The point here, albeit conceptual, is that analog 

information processors are generaUy tolerant of analog noise processes. This is one 

reason for the success of FT processing schemes based on linear optical (and 

electrooptical) elements. 

Discrete processors, on the other hand, define information over well-defined 

discontinuous signal ranges. These processors are usually developed from devices which 

possess a fixed set of highly quantized discrete signal levels. Discrete processors are 

generaUy termed state machines because they operate on a fixed domain of well-defined 

signal states. These processors are generaUy intolerant to either analog or discrete noise 

processes since either of these can modify a signal state into either a valid but erroneous 

state, or an invaUd state. The source and extent of this noise susceptibility is a function of 

the physical signal interactions (within the medium), and the resulting errors are a function 

of the algorithm implemented by the processor. The point here is that discrete processors 

are highly intolerant of noise (this conceptual assertion wiU be validated by the analytical 

development in Chapter 3). 

In general, state machines require a domain of weU defined signal states. Ideally 

these signal states should be generated by nonlinear devices capable of realizing a fixed set 

of valid quantized states. As indicated in Section 1.1.2, however, nonlinear optical 

materials from which such quantized devices could be constructed are not readily 

avaUable. Although non- optimal (for many reasons to be discussed within this 

investigation), state machines can be developed from linear analog optical and 

electrooptical devices. Initial timitation of linear devices in such discrete systems result 
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from the fact that multivalued systems are generaUy intolerant of signal state noise; 

however, being developed from linear analog devices these discrete systems wiU not 

exhibit any of the noise immunity offered by nonlinear devices. From this perspective it is 

obvious that there are many potential problems with analog-based discrete numeric 

processors. The one obvious conclusion is that they wiU not be very accurate (i.e., the 

state machine wiU not be able to support many states). However, these analog-based 

systems do offer some potential advantages. If these potential advantages can be 

exploited whUe at the same time achieving significant accuracy improvements, analog-

based discrete numeric processors could assume useful roles in specialized processing 

tasks. The potential usefulness of these specialized analog-based discrete numeric 

processors establishes the rationale for their continued study. 

Some of the potential advantages of analog-based processors are that: (1) they can 

achieve very high space-bandwidth products (SBWPs); and (2) they can implement 

multivalued numeric representations which require no arithmetic carries. As noted, they 

are expected to exhibit a high degree of susceptibitity to both analog and discrete noise 

processes. If, as with contemporary electronic-based numerical processors, these 

electrooptical processors were implemented using discrete or digital hardware they would 

achieve a high degree of analog noise immunity, however, they would also exhibit a much 

lower SBWP, and in the digital case would require arithmetic carries which would destroy 

the parallel signal flow well suited to most optical processors. 

The conclusion here is that if we want high accuracy and high noise immunity we 

must use nonlinear devices to implement discrete state machines. If, however, it is desired 

to realize only low to modest accuracies at high throughput rates we can (possibly) use 

linear analog-based devices to implement discrete state machines. 

1.1.4 Processors and computers 

To establish the events in the system which generate signals and noises of interest, 

we first define the elemental components of a processor and then recognize the distinction 
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between a processor and a computer. By definition, a processor consists of an input 

transducer, a processing element (also known as a gate) witii transducer, an output 

transducer, and the propagation strucmres between the transducers and the gate (Fig. 1.1). 

A processor can either be a task-specific device (i.e., can only manipulate information in a 

specific way), and is referred to as special purpose, or it can be automatically reconfigured 

to suit any algorithm, hence general purpose. Due to the Hnear nature of practical optical 

and electrooptical devices, special purpose processors are the only type currentiy 

reatizable. 

Input Output 
Transducer Gate Transducer 

O 

¥ 
Gate 

Transducer 
^p{.} 

Figure 1.1 The basic processor element. 

In hybrid electrooptical systems, the signals I, P, and O are electronic, F, O' are 

optical, and V is in general a material state. As is obvious, if aU signals were electronic 

(or optical) then the transducers would not be needed and we would have an aU electronic 

(or aU optical) processor. In general, the observable output from the processor as based 

on the observable inputs, is given as 

0 = %{^p{P}®4',{I}}. (1.1) 

From this expression we see that there are generaUy two potential sources of error: (1) 

those due to the physical transformation ^.{.}, and (2) those due to the general arithmetic 
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operation <S). If the transducers implement "ideal" physical transformations, e.g. without 

introducing noise or sacrificing signal dynamic range, then we can consider the 

intermediate states (primed) to be informationaUy equivalent to those of the observable 

states. In this, the most optimistic case, the potential source of error wUl be timited to that 

induced by the arithmetic operation performed in the gate. If the transformations are not 

ideal, as we shaU see in Chapters 5 and 7, then the arithmetic operation, whether ideal or 

nonideal, wiU compound these input errors. The characteristics by which these errors are 

propagated and increased by the arithmetic operation wiU be discussed further in Chapters 

3 and 8. 

In general, processor systems are constructed from many processing elements. 

Due to the parallel nature of optical systems, these elements are usually arrayed spatially. 

In these systems, each pixelated channel corresponds to a processing element. This makes 

optical processors particularly well-suited for special purpose pipeline architectures 

commonly referred to as single instruction-stream multiple data-stream (SIMD). 

Since the term processor and computer are often used interchangeably, a general 

confusion exists as to their distinction. By definition, a computer consists of a processor, 

along with a memory, in which data can be stored and retrieved. If the computer is based 

on a general purpose processor it wiU embody components to store, retrieve, and execute 

an algorithm, as shown in Fig. 1.2 below. 
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Figure 1.2 A basic computer system. 

From this we can see that the observable inputs to the processors are values that have 

been extracted from memory, with these signals originaUy being generated by the 

processor at some previous time. The storing operation involves an input transducer, a 

degradation factor (D), and a output transducer. The degradation factor can be viewed as 

a multipticative time-dependent coefficient which acts to reduce the value of the stored 

signal state as a function of storage time. 

I = %o{D-^Mi{0}} 

P = %o{D-^Mi{0}} 

(1.2a) 

(1.2b) 

The output observable written in terms of the input observables then becomes 
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0 = %{%{%,o{D-41„{0}}}®'I',{4U,{D.>f„,{0}}}}. (1.3) 

From this expression we see that the potential sources of error have significantiy increased 

from those solely associated with the processor. If we want to discuss the performance of 

an electrooptical computer, we must consider aU these issues. However, we are primarily 

interested in the noise processes which limit the accuracy of the mathematical operations, 

and not those related to auxitiary systems issues such as memory and instruction storage 

and retrieval. Hence, within this investigation we are interested in the accuracy 

characteristics of only the processor, and not the computer per-se. Only when the 

timitations of the processor are known can the issues resulting from the broader concerns 

of the computer system be addressed. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Our emerging concepts of information are leading to new processing paradigms 

which possess inherentiy distributed characteristics. The fiindamental performance 

limitations of electronics as an information processing medium are surfacing as a major 

obstacle in the realization of these new processing paradigms. To realize these new 

paradigms, a processing medium which does not suffer from the speed and interconnection 

limitations of electrortics is required. As an altemative information processing medium, 

optics has shown promise to reatize these highly distributed paradigms. However, in spite 

of its many potential advantages, optics is not well-suited for developing processing 

elements in which strong signal interactions must be induced. To accomplish this latter 

objective, nonlinear optically active materials are required. These materials, however, do 

not readUy exist, and contemporary materials which are abundantiy avaUable are basicaUy 

linear and electrooptical. Fundamentally, the problems associated with realizable discrete 

numeric optical processors result from timitations imposed by these linear electrooptical 

devices. These timitations are both static and dynamic and include variations in response 
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luiearity, highly deterministic and signal-dependent noise characteristics, and slow 

switching times. These device-level characteristics, coupled with algorithmic and 

architectural factors, lead to low achievable accuracies, as compared to digital electronic 

systems. Understanding these device and systems-level timitations is prerequisite to 

developing realizable systems. Witiiin this dissertation, we ponder the following questions 

to achieve this understanding: 

1. What are the characteristics of the signal space in a discrete numeric 

processor? 

2. How do uncertainties effect this signal space? 

3. How do device-level signals and noises, and practical extraneous events 

introduce uncertainty? 

4. What are the static and dynamic characteristics of some contemporary analog 

linear electrooptical sources, modulators, and detectors? 

5. Based on the measured device characteristics, how accurate can a discrete 

numeric processor be? 

6. What enhancement steps can be taken to increase the accuracy performance 

of discrete numeric processors based on linear analog devices? 

1.3 Method of Approach 

Accuracy timitations in analog-based discrete numeric electrooptical processors is 

a many faceted problem. To formulate this problem, we require a marriage between a 

systems-level approach and a device-level understanding. We must also establish to what 

extent the phenomenological behavior of the physical processes and the technological 

Hntitations of their practical realizations dominated these characteristics. 
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1.3.1 Systems-level approach based on a device-level understanding 

To formulate an approach to this accuracy analysis problem, we must fu-st 

appreciate why this problem requires a systems-level approach based on a detaUed 

understanding of the device-level characteristics. TypicaUy, systems-level formulations 

deal with generatized concepts to estabtish basic performance behaviors. To achieve this 

comprehensive perspective they rely on a set of tools, primarily statistical, to investigate 

the signals and noises within the system. Models usuaUy assume simptistic statistically 

stationary components composed of rudimentary additive and multipticative signal-

independent and signal-dependent noise terms. The fundamental noise model is invariably 

Gaussian, although Poisson is also frequently employed for optical systems. These 

generatized noise models exhibit nice analytical characteristics and possess physical 

significance for some narrowly defined circumstances. 

Systems models that are built from ideatized elements are almost always elegant; 

however, the vaHdity of their predictions are subject to how weU these sanitized models 

capture the essence of the underlying physical processes governing the system. For 

instance, in the case where the extraneous noise is truly Gaussian, or where the central 

limit theorem can be invoked to vaUdate this assumption, these models work reasonably 

weU for establishing the general signal-to-noise behavior of the system. Often, however, 

real systems do not exhibit this idealized behavior and the conclusions based on these 

assumptions can be misleading. The extent to which the results wUl be misleading are 

subject to the goals of the model. If the systems-level investigation is intended to 

characterize the signals, and the noise is not the primary focus, then these approximate 

results may not adversely impact the outcome. However, if the goal of the systems-level 

investigation is to determine the characteristics of the noise, then these idealizations can 

severely hinder one's abitity to gain any useful insights from the model. To this end, the 

role of the systems model would be to guide the noise investigation, and, as such, should 

not bias the noise understanding by assuming any specific noise form. We assert that noise 
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investigations must necessarily be formulated from the foundation of the physical 

processes. This requties that the systems-level investigation be conducted from a device-

level perspective. The importance of tins approach wUl become apparent in Chapters 3,5, 

6, and 7 where the significance of the signal-dependence due to fundamental aritiimetic 

manipulations of noisy signals is discussed. If a strictiy systems-level approach is taken, 

then the potential for reaching severely misleading conclusions is high. Within this 

investigation we develop a device-based systems perspective to determine where, and to 

what extent, reatistic accuracy-limiting bottienecks occur within analog-based discrete 

numeric electrooptical processors. 

1.3.2 The impact of phenomenological and technological limitations 

The characteristic responses of the devices are governed by both 

phenomenological and technological factors. On a very smaU spatiotemporal scale 

phenomenological processes dominate. In electrooptical devices these processes are 

governed by the fundamental behavior of the photon and the electron within the material 

medium(s). From a noise perspective these behaviors can neatiy (not to imply trivially) be 

formulated, in terms of Poisson statistics derived from the optical fields, or Gaussian 

statistics derived from the electron interactions. These phenomenological characteristics, 

although elegant, do not usuaUy shed much tight on what is happening in these devices 

over practical spatiotemporal scales. At these macroscopic scales, extraneous factors can 

easUy dominate the phenomenological processes. These factors include everything from 

material defects to variations in manufacturing tolerances, and from nonideal drive signals 

to extraneous noise contamination. Phenomenological investigations generaUy ignore 

these extraneous factors in the name of tractabitity. However, to achieve a reatistic 

understanding of the device's static and dynamic characteristics, and particularly its noise, 

one does not have the luxury of discounting these extraneous factors due to technological 

limitations (e.g., nonideal power sources; inconsistent material densities and atignments, 

etc.). In fact, it wUl be seen that these technological factors dominate almost aU of the 
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phenomenological noise behaviors in practical electrooptical devices. Since the goal of 

this investigation is to estabtish the noise (and hence accuracy) behaviors of realizable 

electrooptical processing systems, this investigation assumes a decidedly empirical tone. 

In this way we first isolate and then understand the technological, as weU as the 

phenomenological, limitations of practical elemental devices. 

1.3.3 Philosophy of empirical analysis: quantitative versus qualitative 

The design of a successful empirical investigation requires a well-grounded 

experimental phUosophy and vision. This philosophy guides the questions to be asked as 

well as the methods used to achieve the answers. Without a suitable philosophy, empirical 

investigations wiU be iU-planned, poorly executed, and wUl most Hkely produce 

indefensible results. 

The first issue confronted by the empirical investigator is whether to employ a 

quantitative or a qualitative analysis. To some degree aU empirical investigations begin as 

qualitative and move towards the quantitative as the experimental apparatus is refined. 

The fundamental distinction between a qualitative and quantitative investigation ties in the 

nature of the principles being estabtished. GeneraUy, proof of principle experiments are 

qualitative. An example of such is a test to see if a given system responds to an input in a 

reciprocal manner. A statement to this fact is perfectly quatitative, and the experimental 

apparatus to determine this behavior can be quite simple. At the point in which the 

investigator wishes to comment on the measured values of the system's response, the 

investigation has evolved from a quatitative examination into one which is quantitative. 

To perform this quantitative analysis, the experimental apparatus must be carefuUy 

developed and calibrated so as to produce repeatable and defensible results. Since 

empirical investigations usuaUy start with a qualitative phase, there can be a great 

temptation to base the quantitative analysis solely on the data derived from the apparatus 

developed to establish qualitative behaviors. This temptation must be vigorously resisted, 

and an appropriate apparatus developed, either by redesigning/analyzing the qualitative 
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experiment, or by developing a new experiment based upon the qualitative behavior of the 

response in question. 

The goal of aU quantitative experimental work is to isolate and measure specific 

events with sufficient resolution as to extract usable information about the characteristics 

of the events. In general, quantitative investigations answer one of two basic questions: 

(1) ''can we find a specific evenf; and (2) ''what events do we find." In practice all 

experiments ask a combination of these questions, however, one wUl dominate. The 

distinction between these viewpoints has enormous impact on the details of the 

experimental facility and apparatus that must be developed. 

We wUl refer to investigations based on the first queries as model-based. The 

goal of this type of experiment is to look for specific events which have been predicted by 

a phenomenological model. These predictions provide the experimentatist with event 

characteristics which can be used to target the response characteristics of the apparatus. 

With these characteristics known, it is straightforward to isolate the desired events from 

noise and other extraneous artifacts. Experimental design based on a model-based 

approach is the most desirable since it leads to a simpler and more robust apparatus and 

experimental procedure. In addition, having a prediction for the characteristics provides a 

measure of confidence with which to interpret the results. However, the model-based 

approach is usable only if the phenomenological model adequately predicts the events of 

interest. As the confidence bounds on the model's predictions are relaxed, the error box 

around the expected events wiU increase requiring the experimental apparatus to possess 

broader response characteristics. This necessarily results in an increased complexity of the 

apparatus and a decrease in its sensitivity to detect a specific event. In the limit where the 

phenomenological understanding of the events is poorly known, or not known at aU, the 

model-based approach wiU be inadequate and one must focus on the second quarry "what 

events do we find." We wUl refer to empirical investigations guided by this query as 

observation-based. 
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Due to the general nature of observation-based investigations, the experimental 

facitities and apparatus require response characteristics much broader than for a model-

based investigation. It is also imperative that the apparatus's systematic, nonsystematic, 

random, and extraneous responses must be weU understood. If not, the detected "events 

of interest" may turn out to be artifacts of the apparatus. Developing and characterizing a 

usable experimental platform is not a trivial issue. Given that there wiU always be practical 

limits to how perfect a system can be, the investigator must strive for the most 

comprehensive understanding of its behavior possible, and must be able to demonstrate the 

experimental liirtits and the repeatabitity of the results. 

In Hght of the comments in Section 1.3.2 it has been necessary for us to approach 

the empirical development from the observation-based perspective. The reason for this is 

simple: phenomenological models for the noise characteristics of the system and devices 

(particularly modulators) do not readUy exist. With this said, we do know enough about 

the device's characteristics to set some practical limits on the response of the apparatus. 

The low noise experimental facihty developed for these experiments is described in 

Appendix A, and the individual apparatus are described throughout Chapters 5 and 7. 

1.3.4 Method of analysis and overview of dissertation 

With the vision of the problem estabtished, we note that the most significant source 

of noise (and hence uncertainty) in contemporary hybrid electrooptical processing systems 

is due to realization of desired signal states on the elemental devices. The primary 

problem addressed in this investigation is to understand the noise behaviors of the sources, 

modulators, and detectors commonly used to construct electrooptical processing systems. 

The secondary problem is to develop a means of interpreting this noise in terms of 

uncertainty in the processor's information bearing space, and, ultimately, to relate this 

uncertainty to errors commonly found in numeric processors. 

We begin this investigation with an analytical systems-level model of the 

information in a discrete numeric processor. In Chapter 2, we introduce the concepts of 
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accuracy and precision, develop a suitable precision-timited noise measure, and then 

describe a precision-optimal quantization scheme which wiU preserve the precision 

capacity of the discrete numeric system. In Chapter 3, we estabtish the fundamental 

behavior of the ideal nonregenerative signal space as it is governed by the arithmetic rules 

of the number system. The uncertainty impHcations of spatiotemporal noise are then 

estabUshed for simple signal-independent, signal-dependent, and spatial uniformity cases. 

This generalized systems-level analysis provides us with the foundation upon which to 

build an empirical noise study of the devices. 

To establish what signals are influencing the performance of the processor, we 

observe that all accessible input and output signals in a hybrid electrooptic processor are in 

electronic form. Noise is introduced into the information-bearing states in two 

fundamental ways; the first resulting from the original representation of the signal states 

(at the device-level), and the second resulting from the interactions of the signal states (at 

the device and systems-levels). In Chapter 4, we develop a generalized model for an 

observable intensity signal in one channel of the processor in terms of aU electronic inputs 

and the intermediate material and optical states. This model is used in the empirical 

characterization performed in Chapter 5 to isolate the intensity contributions due to the 

source, spatial tight modulator (SLM), and detector. The precision-timited noise 

behaviors of several SLMs are then measured. For each SLM it is found that the noise is 

fundamentaUy deterministic and drive-signal dependent. This deterministic noise has 

severe system wide implications. As such, the intensity-based analysis is insufficient to 

answer the questions: (1) where does the device noise come from? and (2) how can we 

minimize it to increase the achievable accuracy of these processors? We can only answer 

these questions by considering the material state characteristics of the modulators. 

The SLMs of interest are based on several different types and orientations of Hquid 

crystal materials. These devices act on the complex-amplitude of an incident field to 

change its polarization state, and are widely used in both intensity-based coherent or 

incoherent optical systems by placing them between crossed polarizer-analyzer pairs. In 
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Chapter 6, we introduce simple complex-amplitude models for these devices which are 

then used to derive the basic relationship between the modulator's amptitude noise and 

polarization state noise components, their resulting intensity fluctuations, and how the 

resulting noise components are transformed by the arithmetic operations. In Chapter 7, 

we empiricaUy characterize the polarization state dynamics of the modulators investigated 

in Chapter 5. This provides us with a means of determiiting to what extent the physical 

transformations of the signals are the donunant source of noise, and under what operating 

conditions this noise is most severe. 

Based on an understanding of the processor's signal space and the noise 

characteristics of the devices, we establish the fundamental accuracy limitations for a 

practical processor. With these in hand, in Chapter 8 we interpret the accuracy 

imptications and establish insights into required enhancement methods. The overall 

investigation is summarized in Fig. 1.3. 

Ch5&8 

Ch2 

Ch2 

Figure 1.3 Overview of the dissertation. 
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1.4 Dissertation Contributions and Their Relation to Other 
Research Efforts 

There have been many investigations into elements of the optical processor 
11 1/1 ̂ f\ o "i 

accuracy problem. ' ' ' In large part these investigations have assumed either simptistic 

systems-level models or they concentrated on specific device-level behaviors which were 

not interpreted in terms of systems-level imptications. From the device-level, several 

investigations have characterized the noise properties of detectors,̂ "̂ "̂ ^ sources,̂ '"'*^ and 

the static characteristics of modulators,"^ '̂̂ ' but few have considered the noise properties 

of these devices.^^ 

This investigation attempts to fill the void in our understanding of the practical 

noise properties of contemporary tinear analog electrooptical devices used to develop 

hybrid electrooptical discrete numeric processors. To accomplish this we address several 

topics which were not considered, or comprehensively considered, by previous 

researchers, namely: (1) the modeling of the macroscopic signal space of the processor; 

(2) discussion of the accuracy imptications of the algorithm and number system; (3) 

discussion of uncertainty in the processors output space in terms of numerical errors; (4) 

defining the concept of precision; (5) establishment of the relationship between noise, 

uncertainty, and quantization; (6) decomposition of the intensity-based arithmetic 

operations into their complex-amplitude realizations; (7) coupling of complex-amplitude 

noise processes to the intensity noise process; (8) empirical understanding of the 

polarization state dynamics to establish a fundamental understanding of the information 

and noise on tiquid crystal modulators. To accomptish the empirical phase of this noise 

analysis we developed a unique low-noise test facihty and several specialized low noise 

experimental apparatus and procedures. 

1.5 Summary of Contributions 
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The contributions made by this investigation to the general field of information 

processing, and the specific field of discrete numeric analog-based electrooptical signal 

processing are as follows: 

1. Development of a conceptual and analytical framework for formulating an 

accuracy analysis based on a combined systems/device and 

phenomenological/empirical approach (Chapter 1); 

2. Definition of information, accuracy, precision, uncertainty, noise, and a 

precision optimal quantizer for an analog-based discrete numeric processor 

(Chapter 2); 

3. Determination of the ideal signal space characteristics and the role played by 

quantization-induced signal-dependent numerical roundoff and significance 

errors (Chapter 3); 

4. Establishment of the dominant uncertainty effects due to spatiotemporal 

signal-independent, signal-dependent, and spatially nonuniform noise sources 

(Chapter 3); 

5. Establishment of an accuracy uncertainty principle which describes the 

accuracy gains of trading off the use of spatial domain for temporal accuracy 

(Chapter 3); 

6. Establishment of a generic systems-level model of the observable output 

signal to facilitate the isolation of the electronic and optical contributions 

(Chapter 4); 

7. Development of experimental tools, including a low EMI test facility and 

computer-integrated instrumentation, used to perform an empirical device 

and system-level noise analysis (Appendices A, B, C, and D); 

8. Development of low-noise experimental apparatus and procedures to isolate 

and measure intensity-based noise processes (Chapter 5); 
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9. Determination of the sources and characteristics of the intensity-based noise 

processes for common sources, modulators, and detectors (Chapters 5); 

10. Development of a complex-amplitude model to describe the coupling of both 

amplitude and polarization state fluctuations uito an intensity-based noise 

process (Chapter 6); 

11. Estabtishment of the fundamental RMS-based physical mechanisms operating 

within a nematic liquid crystal layer (Chapter 6); 

12. Development of simple models for the signal state behavior of both twisted 

and non-twisted nematic tiquid crystal layers (Chapter 6); 

13. Development of a unique computer-controlled simultaneous Stokes 

polarimeter (Chapter 7); 

14. Determination of the empirical polarization state dynamics of two liquid 

crystal spatial light modulators (Chapter 7); 

15. Discussion of accuracy enhancement schemes which can be implemented at 

both the device and systems-levels to enhance the accuracy performance of 

hybrid electrooptical processors (Chapters 5 and 8); 

16. Outtining a design methodology for developing analog-based discrete 

numeric processors (Chapter 8). 

Details on these contributions are presented in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ACCURACY AND THE DISCRETE NUMERIC OPTICAL PROCESSOR 

Accuracy is an attribute of the processor's output signal space as it relates to the 

input signal space through the system's transformations. To begin to understand accuracy 

we must first: (1) understand the information-bearing signal space within the system; (2) 

understand how the information carrying capacity of the signal space is degraded by 

uncertainty resulting from noise and other nonideal effects; and (3) develop a way to 

interpret this degraded signal space in terms which are relevant to the system's 

transformations (i.e., numerical operations). 

The first step in any accuracy analysis is to understand how information is 

represented in the system and how it is transformed from the input to the output. We note 

that aU information within a numeric processor is defined on a number system. The 

arithmetic rules of the number system set the fundamental characteristics of the 

information and dictate the way in which the information propagates though algorithmic 

interactions. From this it is obvious that the number system is the single most important 

accuracy-related consideration under the control of the designer. Knowing both the 

number system and algorithm, we can establish an upper bound on the accuracy of the 

ideal noiseless processor. 

The second step is to understand how uncertainty is introduced into the ideal 

information-bearing signal space or the algorithmic transformations. There can be many 

potential sources of noise within the processor, including both spatial and temporal effects 

which can be composed of any combination of signal-dependent and signal-independent 

components. These effects are, in general, introduced at every point of signal interaction 

within the system. A primary goal of this investigation is to determine the dontinant 

sources of noise, their characteristics, and how they contribute to the overall uncertainty in 

the output. To achieve this understanding we first examine the characteristics of the 

output signal space as the consequence of simple input signal and noise models. 
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The third step is to interpret uncertainty in the signal space in a manner which is 

pertinent to the processor's algorithmic aims. In this investigation we relate uncertainty 

directly to numerical roundoff and significance errors through the concept of precision. 

2.1 Accuracy and Precision 

What is meant by the accuracy of a numeric processor? In the broadest sense, 

accuracy is a measure of the amount of information that can be represented by a signal or 

system. Since contemporary numerical processors are digital, accuracy is usuaUy 

discussed in terms of a number of bits: a bit resolution. The higher the bit resolution, the 

more information the system can represent, hence, the higher the accuracy. For analog 

processors, the bit-resolution N is defined as 

N = 
ln(L) 
ln(2) 

(2.1) 

where L is the number of quantized signal levels for a given dynantic range and L. J denotes 

the floor operator. 

In a numerical processor it only makes sense to discuss the accuracy of the system 

in terms of the accuracy of the inputs as they relate to the outputs. In this sense we 

discuss accuracy in terms of the bit resolution of the output space relative to the bit 

resolution of the input space. This leads namraUy to a distinction between the accuracy of 

the processor and that of the numerical operation. The accuracy of the processor is fixed 

by the finite domain of its physicaUy representable signals. Hence, we can say the output 

space of the processor can only support an accuracy of a fixed maximum amount. On the 

other hand, the accuracy of a numerical operation is set by the number of significant digits 

in the output, which is a function of the number of significant digits in the input, and 

which must be less than or equal to the processor's accuracy. Numerically, accuracy 

timitations result from eitiier truncation, significance, or roundoff errors. Truncation 
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errors occur when the result requires more significant digits than the processor can 

represent. Significance errors are produced when the result generates more significant 

digits than are required by the input, and roundoff errors occur when the result contains 

fewer significant digits than the tiiputs require. AU accuracy timitations in a numeric 

processor, no matter what theu- root cause, wiU surface as one of these three types of 

error. 

It is important to reatize that when discussing the accuracy of a processor as being 

N-bits, this does not imply that the processor can operate on two (or more) N-bit inputs. 

This means that the output space can support N-bits, and, as we wiU see in Section 3.1, 

the number system and the algorithm wUl dictate the maximum bit resolution of the inputs 

for this N-bit output space. It is also noted that the bit resolution of the inputs wUl 

frequentiy be significantiy less that N-bits. 

This saititary concept of accuracy (Eqn. 2.1) is sufficient to describe, in general 

terms, the information carrying capacity of the processor (or result); however, it is 

insufficient to describe the quality of that information. To accomplish this we introduce 

the concept of precision for a numerical processor or numeric operation. Precision and 

accuracy are related, yet distinctly different quantities. Whereas accuracy is the amount of 

information which can be represented in the result, the precision is the amount of 

information which can be represented without error in the result. The precision of a result 

can never exceed the accuracy; however, a result can possess N-bits of accuracy whUe 

containing no precision. 

Precision limitations wUl surface in numerical operations, no matter what their root 

cause, as either significance or roundoff errors. It is our contention that precision is the 

most important measure of a processor performance, and not accuracy, per-se. With this 

point made, we wiU continue to use the term accuracy where we mean both accuracy and 

precision inclusively. The term precision wUl be used in those cases where it is necessary 

to narrow the discussion to the quality of the result. It is the primary goal of this chapter 
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to defme the relationship between noise, uncertainty, precision, and accuracy, in the 

processor's signal space. 

It is important to draw a fundamental distinction between the accuracy of an 

inherentiy digital processor based upon bistable devices and that of multUevel processors 

based upon quantized analog devices. At the heart of this distinction is the physical 

meaning of a bit. Since the bit is a fundamental measure of discrete numeric accuracy, the 

bit itself must be defined, as with aU elemental buUding blocks, to contain no error. The 

bit is an informationaUy binary element, hence, it can exist in only one of two valid states. 

By error-free-bit we mean that the bit exists in one of these vaHd states without an\ 

possibiHty of assuming a value somewhere in-between. In digital systems this error-free-

bit is realized by nonlinear bistable devices which produce highly quantized signal states. 

When we refer to the bit as being error free we mean that it is in a vaHd state. We are not, 

however, implying that the bit is in the correct vaHd state (erroneous states lead to bit-

errors, e.g., bit error rates, BER). 

This concept of an error-free-bit is fundamental to the accuracy behavior of a 

digital processor. After aU, how could one describe a number represented by N-bits, 

where each bit possessed an appreciable amount of error? How could one account for the 

propagation of that error through cascaded arithmetic carry operations? From this it is 

obvious that the fundamental behavior of binary bistable devices ensures the error-free-bit 

condition, and consequently the precision of digital processing systems. This is not the 

case, however, for quantized analog processors. The signal range in analog systems are 

inherentiy continuous, hence arbitrary signal state quantization is imposed in order to 

perform discrete numeric operations. This quantization leads to L signal states and 

subsequently to a bit-resolution, through Eqn. (2.1). An incongruity arises in the precision 

unptications of the bit-resolution as defmed for inherentiy digital and that of quantized 

analog systems. This is due to the fact that the bit-resolution for a quantized analog 

processor no longer necessarily defines an absolute precision since the quantization levels 
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upon which it is based can easUy be defined, as is commonly done, using a measure which 

does not guarantee precision. 

To illustrate the concepts of accuracy and precision, and to explore the 

imptications of the error-free-bit condition, consider the generic multivalued analog signal 

space h shown in Fig. 2.1. Here, L valid signal states are represented along a 

monotonically increasing domain by a discrete set of density functions fy , for k = 1 , .. , L. 

Information is extracted from this signal space by quantizing it into decision regions dk, for 

k = 1 , .. , L. Using Eqn. (2.1) we can determine the accuracy of this quantized signal 

space, however, by observing the intersection of adjacent signal states, we must be 

concerned as to the precision unptications of the quantized signal space. This intersection 

of signal states effectively violates the error-free-bit condition which ensured the precision 

of the signal space. 

signal-state 
PDFs 

decision 
regions 

'L-l volts 

Figure 2.1 Generic monotonic signal space. 

To illustrate this we define the average bit-error-risk-factor (BERF) over a quantized 

dynamic range to be 

1 ^ 

^ k=l 

Jfv^(v)dv+jfv^^^(v)dv 

^\ 

(2.2) 
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where f̂^ (v) and fv^ ĵ(v) are the density functions for adjacent quantization levels along a 

monotonicaUy increasing dynamic range, dĵ  is the decision region between the levels, and 

L is the total number of levels (Fig. 2.1). In tins formulation it is assumed that only 

adjacent density functions uitersect; however, the conclusions are appticable to more 

general situations. Using titis and Eqn. (2.1), we define the bit precision as 

n = N± - [ N - 1 ] L S B 
2 

(2.3) 

and the absolute precision as 

^ = N - [ e [ N - l ] l . (2.4) 

Here LSB indicates the least-significant-bit and 1.1 represents the ceiling operator. The 

absolute precision is a quantity which is an inherent property of the signal space. All 

operations which realize this quantity wiU be referred to as precision-limited. It is obvious 

that when e is zero (the ideal noiseless case) the bit precision and the absolute precision 

equal N, and the conventional digital precision interpretation of N is valid. As the overlap 

between adjacent signal states is aUowed to increase, N (by Eqn. 2.1) wiU necessarily 

increase; however, the absolute precision wiU remain the same. In this case N (bits of 

accuracy) wiU not suitably describe precision. To Ulustrate the relationship between N, IP, 

and e, consider the plot in Fig. 2.2. 

In essence, quantities which are not precision-tintited suffer from significance 

errors. From this it is easy to see that any accuracy interpretation based on a bit-

resolution which is not precision-limited wUl be misleading (i.e., overiy optimistic). This 

also has severe ramifications for the propagation of precision through cascaded 

operations. In a digital sense, it is obvious that as a word of N-bits containing ± m LSBs 

of imprecision propagates through several iterations of a perfectiy precise arithmetic 
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operation the precision wUl degrade until in the lintit ± m -> N/2. In a nomegenerative (to 

be discussed in Section 2.2.2) quantized analog sense this propagation error wiU grow 

even faster. The effects of this propagation error would be an unfortunate habUity for a 

processor which is developed to exploit high throughput rates to perform several cascaded 

computational operations. 

Precision (bits) 

Figure 2.2 The effect of BERF on the number of levels and the absolute 
bits of precision in a signal space. 

It is obvious that what is required in order to perform analog-based discrete 

operations is a precision-based noise measure, one which leads to a quantitative 

description of the accuracy imptications of the noise, and, when used as a quantization 

metric wiU ensure the precision of the resulting numeric representation (i.e., conforms to 

the precision-limit). This measure must be universal for aU possible noise processes with 

finite probability densities and signal-dependencies since this metric wUl be used to defme 

the precision-capacity of each component in the system. The need for this universality 

results from the fact that at the device-level we must expect signal states with signal-
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dependencies and probabiUty density functions with multimodal and nonsymmeuic 

characteristics. The highly non-Gaussian nature of the practical device-level noise 

processes wiU become apparent in Chapters 5 and 7. As a result, only when the analysis is 

based on this general precision-timited quantization wiU the bit-resolution of a discrete 

numeric analog system correspond to that of the conventional meaning of precision, and 

hence become a useful quantitative measure of the system's accuracy. 

2.1.1 Precision-based noise measure 

In previous investigations.̂ '̂̂ "^ as in most systems analyses, it was common to 

describe device noise in terms of an additive signal-independent Gaussian process and, 

consequentially, to use the standard deviation as the noise measure. To achieve an 

arbitrarily low quantization error several standard deviations could be used, however it 

was not the rule, as is necessary, to base this quantization measure on the concept of 

precision. As a consequence, any accuracy interpretations for reatizable systems (most of 

which wiU not exhibit Gaussian noise characteristics) based upon that noise analysis wiU 

be misleading, at best, and altogether wrong in many cases. 

In defining this precision-limited noise metric, we consider there to be a continuum 

of density functions, across a monotonic dynamic range, of essentially arbitrary form and 

signal-dependencies (Fig. 2.1). To ensure precision we require that the metric be based 

upon a bit-error-risk-factor (BERF), e, which quantifies the tolerance for error in a bit 

(i.e., reatizes the error-free-bit condition). TypicaUy, we want e < 0.1%, comparable with 

digital systems. We can see that the BERF is in effect a measure of the probabUity of 

intersection between quantization levels, hence, it is a property of the taUs of the density 

functions defining a signal state. In formulating a general BERF-based quantization 

metric, one which is appticable to any finite density function, it is obvious that it cannot be 

based upon the conventional low order statistical moments of the process. Indeed, since 

the "tails" are of interest we want to avoid such "mass" measures. 
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For a general density function, f̂  (v ĵ), we defme the upper v(e)'^ and lower v(e) 

bit-decision-levels (BDL) in terms of the BERF as 

V 

Her 

8^2 j f (v,)dv^2|fv(v,)dv, (2.5) 
vCe)" 

We now define a precision-limited noise measure as the BERF-based dispersion (BERFD) 

^(e) = v(e)A - v(e)v (2.6) 

This is a convenient noise measure which defines the precision, within e, of the 

corresponding signal state. It is noted that Eqn. (2.6) is only one measure which can be 

based on the BERF. In general, any detection-estimation procedure based upon e wUl be 

precision-limited. The precision-based signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as 

/ 

SNR(e) = 20 log <Vd(0> (2.7) 

We observe that under the operation of addition 

fv(v) = X V ^ ' 

the BERFD exhibits the property 

C(e)= X^>(^)- (2.8) 
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2.1.2 Precision-optimal quantizer (POQ) 

With a general precision-limited noise measure defmed, we are now in a position 

to discuss a signal space's discrete numeric characteristics. For a discrete numeric 

multivalued analog processor, the quantization must be performed on aU input as weU as 

the output signal spaces. The crucial characteristic of the quantization is that it produce 

signal states which are precision-limited. 

The only constraint we place on the signal space is that it be monotonic along the 

analog dynantic range (DR) to be partitioned. This monotonicity ensures that there wiU be 

a unique one-to-one mapping of the input signal states into the output (required by the 

number system and algorithm as discussed in Section 2.2.3). The noise characteristics of 

the signal states can assume any form and possess any combination of signal-

dependencies. This general noise model impties that the BERF must be considered 

expHcitiy signal-dependent, hence e(v). For the remainder of this dissertation we wiU 

denote this signal-dependence by a subscript v, thus £v. 

With £v as a general noise measure and (̂ev) as a specific measure, we are now 

ready to define the precision-optimal quantizer (POQ). Simply, a quantizer acts on a 

probabitity space in such a way as to partition it into mumaUy exclusive subsets based 

upon a given measure. Consistent with our generic definition of a signal space h 

composed of a continuum of subsets consisting of elemental density functions fy, the 

partitioning of this space based upon the measure Ev wiU produce L precision-limited 

tiiformation-bearing subsets, hence 9t{^}le^ =[fvj»..,fvj- The existence of 9̂ {«?)}l£ 

ensures that space h has the capacity for precision (also referred to as precision-capacity), 

with a specific bit-resolution L. If 9t{^}le does not exist then h has no capacity for 

precision, hence, the error free bit condition cannot be satisfied and it is inappropriate to 

discuss the discrete numeric accuracy of this signal space. 

As we shaU see in Section 3.1 the most suitable input signal space DR for the state 

machine wUl be uniformly distributed over a Hnear dynamic range (LDR). This LDR is 

defined as the largest extent of the monotonic range which minimizes a Hnear mean 
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squares fit. Consequentiy the probabUity space for the modulator, h^, and the input 

source, h-^, contain aU possible representable signal states along this LDR. The uniform 

partitioning of this LDR is particularly simple. The quantization measure, HEV), is based 

upon the maximum BERF-based dispersion over this range. 

r(e) = max{ C,(ev)) |kG LDR. (2.9) 

The tinear partitioning of the LDR is based on r(e), hence 9ln^{i)jn}lr(e) ' ^ ^ ^̂ ^ number 

of quantization levels is given by 

L(e) = LDR/r(e). (2.10) 

In Section 3.1 we shaU see that, given general uniformly distributed input signal 

states, the output signal space for a state machine wiU be nonuniformly distributed over a 

nonlinear dynamic range. For this we may require nonuniform nonlinear precision-optimal 

quantizers. These can be easUy specified, however, their realization may be difficult since 

the irtitial quantization is performed in hardware, and, in most cases analog-to-digital 

converters (ADC) partition uniformly along a LDR. To perform nonuniform or nonlinear 

quantization we must either (1) develop an analog preprocessor to implement nonlinear 

transformations, (2) develop nonuniform nonlinear ADC hardware, or (3) develop a very 

high resolution uniform linear ADC for the purposes of oversampHng the signal space. 

This oversampled signal space can be requantized using a nonuniform nonlinear method 

implemented in software or firmware. The imptications of improperly quantizing the 

output signal space wiU be further explored in Section 3.1, and accuracy imptications and 

enhancement metiiods wiU be discussed further in Chapter 8. 
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2.2 Information and the Signal Space 

With a general precision-based noise metric and a precision-optimal quantizer 

defined, we are now in a position to discuss the general characteristics of a discrete 

numeric signal space. In the preceding sections, we defined the generic signal space h to 

be composed of a continuum of subsets consisting of elemental density functions fy.. At 

that time we did not make a distinction as to whether the signal space corresponded to an 

input space or an output space, nor did we discuss whether the signal space was created 

by a physical transformation at an input device or by the propagation and interaction of an 

input signal space within the system. In the remaining sections in this chapter we establish 

the conceptual basis for understanding the signal space everywhere in the system; from the 

inputs, through the intermediate interactions, to the outputs. This conceptual basis is a 

prerequisite to understanding where and how uncertainty is introduced in the processor's 

output signal space. 

2.2.1 Microscopic versus macroscopic view of the signal space 

The domain of the output signal space is determined by aU possible combinations 

and permutations of the input signal states under the action of the algorithm. It is 

important to reatize that accuracy has meaning only over the entire output signal space. 

This fact is supported by Eqns. (2.1) and (2.2), where the number of signal levels L and 

the average BERF, and hence precision, are derived over the entire signal space. In Hght 

of this, we subdivide the signal space into microscopic and macroscopic regions. These 

regions correspond to different domains in the output signal space, and facUitate an 

understanding of how each action in the system contributes to the output. 

To Ulustrate these two signal space domains we consider a general processor to 

possess multiple inputs and a single output (as would be the case for a matrix-vector 

processor). Each input corresponds to either a separate input channel or a separate 

transformation due to an algorithmic interaction. The information in each of the input 

channels is defined over the domain of the number system. Now, if we study the output 
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characteristics of the processor under the influence of only a single input channel, we hmit 

our view of the total potential output signal space to that influenced by the range of that 

channel (Figure 2.3). We caU this the microscopic view of the signal space domain. This 

view is useful for analyzing the characteristics of a generic signal (and noise) model as it 

propagates through the processor, as is commonly done in systems-level investigations. 

However, it is important to note that from this nticroscopic perspective we cannot draw 

any conclusions about the characteristics of the signal space in general. It is tempting to 

formulate an accuracy understanding based solely on this nticroscopic perspective; 

however, as we shall see in the next chapter, this will result in misleading conclusions since 

accuracy is a characteristic of the entire output signal space. This complete signal space is 

composed of the combinations and permutations of aU input channels over their 

constituent information domains, under the action of the algorithmic transformations. We 

caU this the macroscopic view of the signal space. In Fig. 2.3 the macroscopic input 

signal space hi is shown to be composed of two microscopic subsets. The macroscopic 

output signal space ^Q contains two microscopic subsets, where IQ =^{i>[}, and ^Q = 

^{iii } . However, the macroscopic space i)Q results from the combinations and 

permutations of the entire input signal space under the action of ^ {.}. This results in the 

macroscopic signal space having a much larger domain than that of individual microscopic 

contributions. The microscopic and macroscopic signal spaces of the state machine wiU be 

modeled in section 3.1. 

Figure 2.3 Concept of microscopic and macroscopic information on a generic 
signal space. 
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2.2.2 Regenerative versus nonregenerative signal spaces 

We think of a system as acting on an input signal space, h[, to transform it,^{h[}, 

into an output signal space, i>Q (Fig. 2.4). In general these transformations are induced at 

each point of physical interaction within the system including generation, transmission, 

manipulation, detection, and storage; however, for the purposes of this discussion we wiU 

focus on those interactions induced in the processing elements (i.e., manipulation). 

Figure 2.4 Generic system mapping of an input signal space through to an output. 

The most important characteristic of this transformation, in addition to the specific 

operation ^ { . } being performed, is whether the signals are regenerated as they propagate 

and interact within the system. In digital electronic systems fuU signal regeneration takes 

place at every processing element, hence, the signal level for a bit is consistent throughout 

the system, no matter how many interactions the signal has undergone. Systems which 

add energy to the signal or that completely regenerate the signals at each point of 

interaction wUl be referred to as regenerative. Systems which do not add energy or 

regenerate the signals will be referred to as nonregenerative. 

In regenerative systems the propagation-induced uncertainties are minimized. For 

these systems uncertainties are generaUy introduced at a regenerating node by extemal 

events or a faulty component. These uncertainties take the form of either vatid but 

erroneous states or invatid states. In spite of the potential for these uncertainties, 

fabrication techniques have matured (e.g., through mUitary standard specifications) to the 

point where these sources of uncertainty are uncommon and devices which exhibit them 

are rejected. As a consequence, the greatest source of uncertainty resulting in a 
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regenerative system is that due to numerical or algorithmic accuracy timitations. From tiie 

perspective of unplementing a processing paradigm these numerical and algoritiimic 

uncertainties are as optimistic as one can hope to achieve. 

For nonregenerative systems the propagation and interaction uncertainties 

cumulate rapidly. These systems are far less robust than regenerative systems in the 

presents of either extemal or device-induced noise. Nonregenerative systems are easier to 

develop, however, and can be built from simple linear analog devices. Since linear 

electrooptic devices are readUy avaUable, nonregenerative processing paradigms are the 

focus of this investigation. In such systems the signal propagates through cascaded 

interactions until the final result is detected. 

To grasp the implications and consequences of signal regeneration, we can think of 

regenerative interactions to be memory-based, and nonregenerative interactions to be 

memoryless. In addition, it is useful to think of the entropy of the signal levels after each 

interaction. In the regenerative case, under ideal conditions and with aU factors remaining 

the same (such as temperature, etc.), the entropy wUl ideaUy remain constant after each 

interaction. This allows for a cascading of a multitude of signal interactions, with each 

interaction operating on a signal with a consistent physical range and noise characteristics. 

This is precisely the conditions required for maintaining a weU-defined fixed domain signal 

space for a state machine. For the nonregenerative case, the entropy increases after each 

interaction. This is due to the accumulation of noise effects coupled with the diminishing 

signal range. These facts severely complicates the cascading of operations. It is also 

noted that each operation must be tuned to the specific signal's characteristics (range and 

noise) at that specific point within the system. In tight of the fact that we are interested in 

state machines, the nonregenerative nature of the elemental devices creates a significant 

obstacle to overcome. 

It is noted that the most severe signal range degradation occurs within dissipative 

intensity-based nonregenerative systems. This can easily be visualized in terms of photon 

densities. At each interaction (except addition), the signal level is reduced by a factor 
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proportional to the interaction. This reduces the photon population while the interaction-

induced noise is increased. 

Preserving the domain of the signal space would lead to significant performance 

improvements. This can be achieved if the photon densities are not reduced at each 

interaction. This can be realized if the vector nature of the optical field, and not the 

intensity, is exploited (polarization, for instance). Here the photon densities could be 

preserved through each physical interaction and a single extinction implemented at the 

detectors to recover the intensity-based signal. Such complex-amplitude systems wUl still 

suffer from the accumulation of noise at each interaction (as discussed in Chapters 5 and 

6), but they wUl not undergo the severe depletion of signal range. As a result this class of 

systems should be better suited for implementing nonregenerative analog-based state 

machines. 

Imptications of the signal range degradation for nonregenerative systems are of 

serious concern. In general, they aU but eliminate the class of linear analog devices from 

serious consideration for the development of state machines. These devices, however, 

could be utilized in some special purpose systems if schemes to minimize this range 

degradation were developed, as observed in the preceding paragraph. It is not the intent 

of this discussion, or investigation, to explore these schemes but rather to establish that 

signal regeneration issue are important, and to interpret the device issues within this 

context. With this said, coupled with the rationale established for this investigation in 

Section 1.1.3, we continue focused on intensity-based systems (strictiy photonic). 

2.2.3 Number systems 

AU information in a numeric processor is defined on a number system. The 

arithmetic rules of the number system govern the performance of the algorithm. The 

number system dictates how much information can be represented, how the information 

interacts and propagates through the processing elements, and how robust the information 
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is in the presence of uncertainties. For these reasons we assert that the number system is 

the single most significant accuracy related issue under the control of the designer. 

The appticabitity of a number system to a specific processing paradigm is 

determined by the following factors: (1) whether the representation is signed or unsigned, 

floating point or fixed point; (2) how the signal states and arithmetic rules can be 

physicaUy realized; (3) how the arithmetic mles propagate information (e.g., carry 

operations); and (4) whether transformations to and from other number systems can be 

implemented efficiently and without a loss of accuracy. 

To start with, it is observed that concurrent distributed processing paradigms do 

not readUy tolerate arithmeticaUy induced carries. This is due primarily to the fact that 

carries from one channel to the next destroy the inherentiy parallel data flow of the 

process. As a result opticaUy based discrete numeric processors generally try to exploit 

unsigned, fixed-point, multivalued numeric representations. 

In this investigation we consider an unsigned normalized radix-R numeric 

representation (UNRNR) where the signal space is defined as 

^UNRNR=^k/R-l'k = 0 ' l ' " ' ^ - l ^ - (2.12) 

Here we consider k to be an average photon density (i.e. mean number of photons per unit 

time and unit area). This representation is of interest for several reasons: (1) it employs 

conventional arithmetic rules which require no carry operations; (2) exact transformations 

to and from binary are simple; and (3) the physical representations of the numeric states 

are easily realized with contemporary dissipative tinear analog electrooptical devices. This 

representation, however, also exhibits one significant accuracy related timitation: the 

numeric range is bounded (e.g., fixed-point numerical representations). This fixed-point 

representation, however, provides for the existence of an exact solution under the ideal 

noise-free condition. The necessary condition for the existence of the exact solution is 
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that there exists a unique mapping (under the arithmetic rules) of the input signal space 

onto the output signal space. 

The UNRNR has no inherent shortcomings other than those problems encountered 

in realizing it using linear analog devices. In Chapter 3, we wUl investigate how various 

analog noise processes introduce uncertainties into information encoded in the UNRNR. 

2.3 Optical Matrix-Vector Processor 

With the characteristics of the number system established, we are now in a position 

to discuss the processor's architecture and algorithm. The system of interest is an 

intensity-based multUevel logic four-plane SIMD optical matrix-vector processor (OMVP) 

which utitizes a single source, a dynamic input vector, a dynamic matrix, and an output 

vector comprised of the outputs of an array of photodetectors (Fig. 2.5). Dynamic is used 

here to indicate that the input states are temporally updatable using some form of 

electrooptical process. The fan-out and fan-in optics are implied, although not expHcitiy 

shown in the figure. 

We investigate the four plane processor because it is the simplest reatizable 

architecture using contemporary devices, and one which allows for both a dynamic input 

vector and a matrix. With the advent of analog modulated source arrays (such as vertical 

cavity surface emitting lasers, VCSELS), this architecture can be collapsed to three planes. 

The conclusions reached for the four plane processor wUl be directiy appticable to the 

three plane system, as long as the vector and the matrix are both dynantic. 

AU processors possess some degree of uncertainty introduced by their algorithms 

and/or architectures (including devices). In order to understand the accuracy issues we 

must isolate the algorithmic and architectural contributions to uncertainty. To do this we 

define the algorithm as what is being done, and the architecture as how it is being done. 
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Figure 2.5 General four-plane intensity-based hybrid electrooptical matrix-vector 
processor. 

2.3.1 Algorithm-induced uncertainty 

From an algorithmic perspective, the processor performs a scalar vector-matrix 

multiptication: 

yj=X\M3„ j = l,2,..,J (2.13) 
k=l 

This algorithm executes two primitive arithmetic operations: addition and 

multiplication. The numerical errors expected from this algorithm are roundoff and 

overflow. These errors result if the numerical range of y (the output signal space of the 

processor) is insufficient to support the resolution of the inputs x and M, under the action 

of the arithmetic operations. Using the fixed point UNRNR defined in Section 2.2.3 we 

can state that for the scalar matrix-vector algorithm the unique mapping of the input signal 

space onto the output signal space exists, hence, the exact solution exists. This unpHes 

that the algorithm operating on a fixed-point numeric representation is not a source of 
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uncertainty. This does not imply that the algorithm does not amptify existing uncertainty 

(as wUl be discussed in Section 3.4); just that it is not a source of uncertainty. The 

existence of the exact solution at the algorithmic-level is a good sign, and indicates that 

the architectural implementation will be the source of all uncertainty. 

2.3.2 Architecture-induced uncertainty 

To understand how uncertainty is introduced by the architecture, we must 

understand the physical signal transformations and interactions which take place as input 

signal spaces propagate through the system as specified by the algorithm. In general, the 

inputs to hybrid OMVPs are binary electronic signals which are converted into analog 

electronic signals, which in turn drive linear electrooptical devices. These analog drive 

signals change the material state of the device which results in either the emission of an 

optical field or a change of state of an incident field. Fig. 2.6 depicts the significant signal 

space transformations for one channel of the OMVP, starting with the digital electronic 

inputs and ending with the quantized electronic output. 

Each of these physical signal transformations introduce uncertainty into the output 

signal states and degrades the precision of the numerical result. If we consider the 

algorithm (Eqn. 2.13) expanded in terms of the major signal transformations, it is easy to 

observe the dependencies of the output on the cascaded transformations and interactions. 

k=l 

(2.14) 

where j = 1,2,.., J. 

Here ^{.} indicates a generalized physical transformation, and ® indicates a generalized 

arithmetic operation. From this expression it can be seen that smaU uncertainties in the 

input signal spaces hs-, i>x'-., i>m"-^., cascade through several potentially nonideal signal 

transformations and physical representation, leading to potentially large uncertainty. It is 
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important to note that the important issue here is how the signals are physically 

represented, and how they are physicaUy transformed. In Chapter 3, we wUl investigate 

how noise introduced witiiin a specific transformation induces uncertainty into the signal 

space, and in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, we wiU investigate the characteristics of the noise 

processes associated with generating the physical signal representations. 

2.4 Summary 

Within this chapter we have defmed the concepts of accuracy and precision. We 

asserted that precision is the most fundamental performance criterion of a discrete numeric 

process. From this concept we defined a precision-tintited noise measure and then a 

precision-optimal quantizer. We then introduced the concepts of a signal space within the 

processor. It was observed that aU information in a numeric processor is defined on a 

number system. We asserted that selection of the number system is the single most 

significant accuracy related issue under the control of the designer. With the number 

system defined it was then observed that the matrix-vector algorithm can produce exact 

results under ideal (noiseless) conditions. This established that architectural issues, 

primarily the device-level physical representations of the signal states, wUl be the dominant 

source of uncertainty within these processors. 

With these observations and definitions we are now prepared to investigate the 

systematic imptications of uncertainties on the accuracy of a discrete numeric processor. 

In the foUowing chapter we provide a simple model for the spatiotemporal noise processes 

within an OMVP to determine what signal-dependencies may dontinate the output signal 

space. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SIGNAL SPACE NOISE AND UNCERTAINTY 

With the concepts of accuracy and precision defined, and the general roles of the 

number system, algorithm, and architectural transformation established, we are prepared 

to quantify the noise behavior of the system and to establish how the noise induces 

uncertainty in the processor's output signal space. We assert that all numerical 

uncertainties are realized when the signal space is quantized. In this sense a signal space 

can be noiseless (in the traditional sense), yet could nonetheless suffer from accuracy-

timiting uncertainties if not appropriately quantized. 

In order to begin to understand uncertainty, it is necessary to first establish the 

characteristics of the ideal signal space, and from this to determine how numerical 

uncertainties are introduced by quantization. With the behavior of the ideal signal space 

known, we proceed to establish the behavior of a generic nonideal signal space corrupted 

by a generalized signal-dependent spatiotemporal noise process. This analysis Ulustrates 

the relationships between noise and uncertainty as influenced by the algorithm. The 

characteristics of the ideal signal space and the generalized nonideal signal space wUl be 

used to guide the empirical analysis in the following chapters. It is the goal of this chapter 

to both establish the imptications of the nticroscopic and macroscopic noise within the 

processor, and to determine to what extent spatiotemporal noises, signal-dependencies, 

and uncertainties could exist in a realizable signal space. 

3.1 Ideal Signal Space 

Before discussing noise induced uncertainties, and their implications, it is necessary 

to understand the characteristics of the ideal signal space. These characteristics dictate the 

necessary systematic requu-ements (i.e., input signal space ranges and quantization 

scheme) needed for the processor to realize an exact numerical result. 
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By ideal we mean that the signal states are not corrupted by spatiotemporal noise 

and that the arithmetic operations are perfectiy reatized. As governed by the number 

system (Section 2.2.3), these ideal conditions provide for a unique mapping of the input 

signal space onto the output space producing L non-overlapping, non-intersecting signal 

states. The signal space characteristics of interest include: (1) the number of signal states 

L given the dimensions of the vector and matrix and the representable range of each 

processing element; (2) the radius of information (ROI) for each of the L states; and (3) 

the density of information-bearing states (DOI) for each signal space. Knowing these 

attributes a suitable partitioning function can be defmed which wUl produce an exact 

numerical solution (as discussed in Section 2.1.2). 

The number of signal states L is predetermined by the combination and 

permutation of aU the input signal states under aU arithmetic interactions. Due to the 

UNRNR-based addition and multiplication operations implemented by algorithm (Eqn 

2.13), there is no symmetry in the event space (as wUl be discussed below), hence, a 

closed form solution for L in terms of the input signal states does not exist. The value for 

L can, however, be tabulated numerically. 

The ROI is defined as the distance, on the signal space, from one signal state to 

another. For the ideal case we define the ROI for a signal state j as 

XROÎ = { I W ^ - W J |k = 0,..,L-l;j = k-Hl, . . , L } , (3.1) 

and the ntinimum ROI over the entu-e signal space is lUcewise defined as 

XROI = {ntin(|(x>^-(x).|) | k = 0,. . ,L-1; j = k-Hl, . . , L } - (3.2) 

A fundamental characteristic of aU multivalued number representations realized on 

nonregenerative architectures is that as the signal space propagates through cascaded 

operations the number of represented signal states increases as the representable ranges 
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decrease. This results in an increase in the DOI wititin the signal space. We define the 

DOI for an arbitrary signal space A to be 

L^ 

' ' ' ^ ' - " RDR/ ^ -̂̂ ^ 

where LA is the number of elements in the signal space and RDR^ is the relative 

representable dynamic range. Here RDR^ is defined relative to the dynamic range of the 

input signal space (DRs) by 

DR 
RDR^ = ^ < 1 . (3.4) 

' ' D R . 

The ROI concept is important for defining a partitioning function for the signal 

space. On the other hand, the DOI concept is important for understanding how the 

representable range of each signal space is scaled relative to the preceding space. This in 

turn is necessary for understanding the practical Hmits on how many cascaded operations 

can be performed. In a sense, the DOI is a weighted measure of the photon densities per 

signal state. It is also noted that the DOI is a characteristic of the number system as 

implemented on the architecture. From an accuracy perspective, it is generally desirable to 

maintain a consistent and low DOI throughout the system. At this early stage of the 

investigation, we note that improved DOI characteristics can be achieved by reducing L 

and/or reducing the number of channels in the system, or by employing regenerative 

devices. Implications of these issues will be further discussed in Chapter 8. 

To illustrate the general behavior of the ideal signal space we consider the vector 

to be of dimension K, the matrix to be of dimension [J,K], the number of representational 

signals of each vector element to be VD, and of each matrix element to be MD. Table 3.2 

shows the L, ROI, and DOI characteristics for three signal spaces: the inputs Ax-; and .?)„,"; 

the output from the matrix hm, and the output from the processor h^ (refer to Fig. 2.6 for a 
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map of these signal spaces), with varying input resolutions and a fixed spatial dimension, 

J=K=2 (Fig. 3.1). This fixed J=K=2 dimension was selected to make the problem 

numerically tractable, however, it is sufficient to portray the basic characteristics of the 

signal space. 

Ouput 
Vector 

Input 
Vector 

Figure 3.1 The 2x2 OMVP for determining the ideal signal space characteristics. 

To illustrate how the quantities in Table 3.2 were achieved, consider the analysis 

for the VD = MD = 2 case. In this situation the number of input signal states are L̂  .. = 

2^^ = 4, and L̂  .. = 2̂ ^̂  = 4. For the sake of simplicity we require the event space to be 

square, hence L̂  „ = L̂  ... It is important to realize that under the conditions of ideal 

signal fan-out (i.e., uniformly distributed with no loss due to overfill), the representable signal 

range at the vector (plane Pvi in Fig. 3.1) wUl be 1/K = 1/2 relative to that of the source 

(Ps), and at the matrix (Pmi) it wUl be 1/J = 1/2 of that at the vector. This leads to a 

relative representable range at the detector (Pd) of 1/J = 1/2 that of the source. If we let 

the representable range at the source be 1.0, and J=K=2, then the representable range at 

each channel of the vector (Pvi) and detector (Pd) wUl be 0.5, and at each channel of the 

matrix (P™) it will be 0.25. 

To determine L for each plane of the system we must construct an event space for 

the operations implemented at that plane. The number of signal states in the matrix signal 

space, Li , result from the permutation of aU L̂ ,̂. and L^ ,̂, states combined under the 

action of multiplication. This event space is shown in Table 3.1(a), and from this it can be 
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seen that there are 7 unique signal states (highlighted) out of a total of (Li^..)x(Li^..) = 16 

possible events, hence L^^ = 7. In this particular case the event space is symmetric, 

however, this symmetry is not preserved as VD and MD increase; hence, the expression 

(3.5) 

mo wiU not suffice as a general closed form model for the number of signal states at the P 

plane. 

In a similar manner L̂ ^ is detemtined from aU permutations of the signal states L^ ,̂ 

over the K columns of the matrix, combined under the action of summation. The resulting 

event space is shown in Table 3.1(b), and from this it can be seen that there are 16 unique 

signal states (highlighted) out of a total of (L^J^^ = 49 possible events, hence L̂ ^ = 16. 

The nonsymmetric nature of this space is clearly discernible. The characteristics of this 

symmetry change as a function of VD and MD, hence preventing the use of the expression 

(L, YL. - l ) / X 
L = ^ ^n.^ 'n,—1.(1 +5) (3.6) 

as a general closed form model for the number of signal states in the Pd plane. In general 

we observed that aU event spaces (except those of the inputs) exhibit some degree of 

redundancy, however, this redundancy cannot be modeled in closed form as a generalized 

function of VD, MD, J, and K; hence, aU values of L, ROI, and DOI must be tabulated 

numericaUy. 

To estabtished an understanding of the information in the system it is necessary to 

consider the signal space characteristics of the inputs, the intermediate planes (Ps through 

Pd), and the output. In the final analysis, the single most important feature wUl be that of 

the output space's ROI. This quantity wiU dictate the necessary size and distribution of 

quantization levels required to extract information from the system. The most convenient 
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way in which to regard information at each plane of the system is not in terms of the ROI, 

but instead in terms of the number of bits (or capacity) required to represent the exact 

solution. 

Table 3.1. The ideal event spaces for: (a) ii^ and (b) l^ .detemtined for the 
2x2 vector-matrix product with 2-bit inputs. 
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Table 3.2. Ideal characteristics of the two input signal spaces, i>v" and i)jn", the 
signal space after the matrix, hj^, and the output signal space h^ for a 
2x2 vector-matrix product computed over several input bit resolutions. 
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In the preceding discussion, it was constructive to discuss the characteristics of the 

2-bit case. For the remainder of this section, we wUl consider the 6-bit case because it 
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more clearly represents the general nonuniform characteristics of the signal space. From 

inspection of columns 4 and 5 in Table 3.2, it can be seen that the UNRNR-based fixed 

point product of two 6-bit inputs results in a 13-bit solution. This value is arrived at by 

using Eqn. (2.1). To realize the exact solution of this operation we must develop a 

suitable partitioning (i.e., quantizing) function, 9t{i)d}le • ^^^ simplest form of quantizing 

is uniform and linear where, for the ideal case, the metric e is based on the minimum ROI 

of hd. As noted in column 9, a 14-bit linear uniform quantizer is required to extract the 

13-bits of information from i>i. The reason for this is that the signal states in hd are 

nonuniformly distributed (i.e., they do not aU possess the same ROI). To illustrate this 

characteristic consider the plots of i>x" , i^m" , •im , and hd , along with their ROI, shown in 

Figure 3.2. The nonuniform distribution of hd is evident in the fmal 10% of its range (Fig. 

3.2d-e). This nonuniform characteristic is a fundamental property of the ideal mapping of 

the uniformly distributed signal spaces hx" and i)m" through the matrix-vector algorithm as 

defined in the UNRNR. The imptications of this nonuniformly distributed signal space to 

the quantization scheme are profound, and will be discussed further in Section 3.2. 

From inspection of colunms 10, 11, and 12, in Table 3.2, it can also be seen that 

DOI of jix" and i>m" are on the order of 128 times lower than that of the source, and, these 

densities drop by an additional factor of approximately 38 due to the multiptication 

operation (at i>m), and by another factor of approximately 34 due to the addition operation 

(at hd). 
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Figure 3.2 The ideal signal spacecharacteristics for two 6-bit inputs: (a) the inputs; 
(b) after the matrix; (c) ROI after the matrix; (d) the output; and 
(e) ROI of the output. 
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If we consider the DOI as a measure of the photon density per signal state, we can 

see that a reduction in its value indicates a potentially sigrtificant practical problem for all 

cascaded systems. This is particularly significant for nonregenerative systems (as 

discussed in Section 2.2.2). For nonregenerative systems a very large magnitude input 

signal is required to achieve usable photon densities at the output; for even modest sized 

arrays and a few cascaded dissipative elements. If we consider the source element, vector 

pixels, matrix pixels, and detector elements to be of unit area, the fan-in and fan-out is 

performed perfectly, and the photon density per unit area at the source plane (PJ to be 

unity, then we can state that the photon density at Pvi wUl be 1/K, at Pmi wtil be 1/JK, and 

at Pd wUl be 1/K. These values are shown in Table 3.3a-c. It is constructive to notice 

how these quantities scales with processor dimension. In particular, consider the relative 

photon densities at plane Pmi (Table 3.3b). Here the signal wUl be 1/524288 that of the 

source at each pixel in the matrix for a 1024x1024 matrix vector product. 

Table 3.3 Relative photon densities at the (a) Pvi, (b) Pmi, and (c) Pd planes. 

' • • ^ ^' ' / / ' 
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' ; / ' . \ •^••. ","'• 
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1/2 
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' A^'' f ' '' r ' ' 
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16 
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;,: '/-,;_ ,-/' - , 
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-' '' ;-
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3.2 Ouantization-lnduced Uncertainties 

We have asserted that numerical errors result from the improper partitioning of the 

analog output signal space. These errors can occur in a space which is noiseless and 

otherwise ideal; however, of most practical interest are the situations in which noise-

induced changes in the ideal signal space result in improper partitioning. In order to 

understand the source and extent of these partitioning-induced numerical uncertainties, it 

is first important to understand the issues pertaining to the realization of the number 

system through the representation of the physical analog signal space and the quantization. 

In general, two aspects of the signal space representation and quantization are 

important. The first is the characteristics of the quantization intervals and signal states 

separation; and second is the necessity that the representation of the number system 

provide for the existence of both a zero and unity quantity. For a linear uniform 

quantization scheme, the first point obligates that the intervals and signal states by 

uniformly separated. This seems simple and self-evident, however, reatizing it in tight of 

the second point can present complications. To illustrate these issues consider two 

schemes for linearly quantizing a unity dynamic range (Figs. 3.3). 

In the first scheme, the physical dynamic range is Hnearly quantized with an 

ahgnment of the quantization intervals at the minimum and maximum edges of the signal 

ranges (Fig. 3.3a). We refer to this quantization scheme as the standard method. By 

selecting the center of each interval as the signal state, this scheme realizes the condition 

of uniformly separated signal states and quantization intervals. However, it is noticed that 

the physicaUy representable signals at the bottom and top of the quantized dynamic range 

change as a function of the number of quantization intervals. This presents several 

practical difficulties, the first of which deals with comparing signal spaces quantized at 

different resolutions, and the second, with defining a physicaUy consistent zero and unity 

quantity. It is noted that this latter point is fraught with numerical imptications. 

In the second scheme, the physical dynamic range is Hnearly quantized with an 

alignment of the signal states at the ntinimum and maximum states of the range (Fig. 3.3b). 
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We refer to this quantization scheme as the normalized method. The signal state is 

selected to be in the center of the quantization interval, ensuring the uniform separation of 

signal states. However, unlike the standard method the normalized method provides for a 

physicaUy consistent quantity for both zero and unity. For this case it is noted that on a 

unipolar unity dynamic range, the upper half of the maximum signal interval and the lower 

half of the minimum signal levels wUl be unused. This presents no problems from a 

numerical perspective. 

In light of these comments, we assert that the normalized quantization of the signal 

space is the most appropriate for the implementation of numerical operations. 

Nonetheless, it is important to analyze the implications of the standard method since this is 

the process exploited by standard hardware-based ADCs. 

From the discussion of Section 3.1, it is known that the information-bearing signal 

space possesses a well-defined capacity. We have asserted that any mismatch between the 

signal space and the partitioning function, due to whatever cause, wtil lead to numerical 

errors. To derive insight into the nature and extent of these uncertainties, we analyze 

quantization-induced errors for a linear uniform signal space. 

The numerical error as a function of quantizing resolution associated with the 

standard quantized scheme is 

E = ^ 
D,(l-h2L,)-Dil + 2L,). ^ 
-^ '-^ ^̂̂  ^ | L , = 0,. . ,D3;^= 0,..,D, 2D,D, 

(3.7) 

and for the normalized scheme it is 

E = 
L.(D,-1)-I , (D.-1) 

(D^-lXD.-l) 1̂ ^ ^'••'^-'^ '̂••'''̂  
(3.8) 
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In these expressions Ds and Dq represent the total number of quantization levels in the 

signal-bearing space and the quantized space, respectively, and Ls and Lq represent the 

signal levels within these respective spaces. These expressions are vatid for the situations 

where quantizing is based on a metric resulting in either more or less capacity than that 

contained in the signal-bearing space. 

I ''^'IWI ' ^ ^ ^ ' ^ 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Number of Quantization Levels (L) 
(a) 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Number of Quantization Levels (L) 

(b) 
Figure 3.3 Linear uniform quantization of a unity dynantic range at several 

resolutions by: (a) the standard form; and (b) the normalized form. 
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To illustrate the numerical errors induced by the improper partitioning of the 

output space, consider the consequences of a standard quantization scheme based upon a 

metric of different capacity than that specified in column 9 of Table 3.3 (assuming that the 

ideal signal space is uniformly distributed). For the case where the ROI is an integer 

dividend of that specified in column 8, the resultant wtil exhibit a signal-independent 

roundoff error, where the magnitude of the roundoff is a function of the amount of under-

quantization. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4, which shows the magnitude of the roundoff 

error for the case where an 8 level signal space is quantized at 4 levels. It can be observed 

that the numerical error altemates positive and negative across the range, but maintains a 

constant magnitude. For the case where the ROI is an integer multiple of that specified in 

column 8, the resultant wUl exhibit a signal-independent significance error, where the 

magnitude of the significance is a function of the amount of over-quantization. This case 

is iUustrated in Fig. 3.5, for an 8 level signal space which is quantized at 16 levels. It can 

be observed that the numerical error is positive and of consistent magnitude across the 

range. 

For the case where the ROI is not an integer dividend or multiple of that specified 

in column 8, the resultant will exhibit a nonlinear signal-dependent significance or roundoff 

error, respectively (Figs. 3.6 through 3.9). One interesting characteristic of this nonlinear 

signal-dependence is that the nonlinear relationship appears to be mirrored between the 

significance and roundoff errors. 
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Figure 3.4 Numerical error associated with the standard linear uniform 
quantization of an 8 level signal space at 4 levels. 
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Figure 3.5 Numerical error associated with the standard tinear uniform 
quantization of an 8 level signal space at 16 levels. 
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Figure 3.6 Numerical error associated with the standard linear uniform 

quantization of an 8 level signal space at 7 levels. 
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Figure 3.7 Numerical error associated with the standard linear uniform 

quantization of an 8 level signal space at 5 levels. 
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Figure 3.8 Numerical error associated with the standard linear uniform 
quantization of an 8 level signal space at 9 levels. 
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Figure 3.9 Numerical error associated with the standard linear uniform 
quantization of an 8 level signal space at 13 levels. 

The numerical error characteristics of the normalized quantization scheme differ 

from those of the standard form in two ways. The first is that there is no error associated 
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with the minimum and maximum signal states, and the second is that aU resulting errors 

are signal-dependent (Figs. 3.10 through 3.15). The magnitude of the roundoff error for 

the case where an 8 level signal space is quantized at 4 levels is shown in Fig. 3.10. From 

this it can be observed that the numerical error is hnearly signal-dependent, and switches 

sign from positive to negative at mid range. For the case where the ROI is an integer 

multiple of that specified in column 8 of Table 3.3, the resultant exhibits a nontinearly 

signal-dependent significance error, as depicted in Fig. 3.11 for an 8 level signal space 

quantized at 16 levels. For this case it can be observed that the numerical error peaks at 

mid range, where it also switches sign. 

For the case where the ROI is not an integer dividend or multiple of that specified 

in column 8, the resultant wUl exhibit a nontinearly signal-dependent significance or 

roundoff error, respectively (Figs. 3.12 through 3.15). As with the standard case, one 

interesting characteristic of this nonlinear signal-dependence is that the nonlinear 

relationship appears to be mirrored between the significance and roundoff errors. It is 

observed that the nonlinear relationship is related to the change of slope in the range of Ad-

^ .143 

-0.143 

- 0 . 1 -

-0.2 

Figure 3.10 Numerical error associated with the normalized linear uniform 
quantization of an 8 level signal space at 4 levels. 
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Figure 3.11 Numerical error associated with the normalized linear uniform 
quantization of an 8 level signal space at 16 levels. 
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Figure 3.12 Numerical error associated with the normalized linear uniform 
quantization of an 8 level signal space at 7 levels. 
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Figure 3.13 Numerical error associated with the normalized linear uniform 
quantization of an 8 level signal space at 5 levels. 
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Figure 3.14 Numerical error associated with the normalized linear uniform 
quantization of an 8 level signal space at 9 levels. 
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Figure 3.15 Numerical error associated with the normalized linear uniform 
quantization of an 8 level signal space at 13 levels. 

Uniform linear quantization has the one great advantage of being simple to 

implement. The standard method can be implemented without modification on standard 

ADCs, and the normalized method can be implemented with only minor modifications. 

From the nonuniform characteristics of the ideal signal space observed in Section 3.1, we 

concluded that the optimal quantization would either be a nonuniform method matching 

the space's fundamental structure, or a linear method with a capacity of an additional bit. 

From the discussion above, we have observed that a normalized over-quantizing by 

1- bit wUl results in a nonlinear signal-dependent significance error for the linear signal 

space case. If the underlying signal space is nonlinear and is Hnearly over-quantized by 1-

bit, we can expect the resultant to exhibit an additional degree of signal-dependence which 

be added to the fundamental over-quantization effect. For the standard method, over-

quantization by 1-bit wiU produce a linear signal-dependent component added to the 

fundamental signal-independent component. The conclusion here is that quantization-

induced uncertainties generally result in signal-dependent numerical errors, even if the 

underlying signal space and potential noises are signal-independent. 
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3.3 Signals and Noise 

With a basic understanding of the ideal signal space established, and the 

relationship between partitioning and uncertainty explored, we now turn our attention to 

how noise induces uncertainty into a signal space which is quantized with a metric based 

upon the ideal noiseless case. To accomplish this we first define what is meant by signal 

and noise, and establish insights into the physical basis for these quantities. These insights 

wUl be important for developing an understanding of the physical noise processes pursued 

in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. 

It is noted that a common architectural characteristic of aU discrete numeric 

processors is that the channels are pixelated. In this sense the source plane, modulator 

plane, and detector plane are defined over spatiaUy disjoint regions and temporally disjoint 

periods. In pixelated systems the signals and noises arise from both intra-pixel and inter-

pixel processes. The signal is defmed at the pixel-level to be the observable information-

bearing component resulting from the averaged spatiotemporal intra-pixel processes 

(denoted by enclosing < >), over the spatial extent of the pixel (referred to the 

experimental volume Ve), and the temporal duration of the information-bearing component 

(referred to as the experimental time Te)-

{S)=jjSdtdV. (3.9) 

We consider Ve of a specific pixellated element to be the volume which is tinaged 

onto the active detector region (Fig. 3.16). It is noted that in this investigation aU 

observable signals wiU be considered random variables and denoted in bold type. This 

viewpoint is vatid because we consider the signal components to be random, even if they 

are deterministic, since they can assume any valid state in a random manner during the 

normal operation of the processor. This, however, does not necessarily imply that a 

statistical description of the signal and noise wiU be most appropriate, as wtil be discussed 

in Chapter 5. 
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At the pixel-level, noise is defmed as aU dynamic spatiotemporal contributions to 

the signal over Te and Ve. It is noted that aU intra-pixel processes, whether inherentiy 

temporal (i.e., one-dimensional) or temporally modulated spatial processes, wtil give rise 

to a temporal noise component at the pixel-level. 

source detector 

modulator 

"m 

Figure 3.16 Experimental volume as imaged through system onto active detector region. 

It should be noticed that in this definition, noise is characterized as a time function 

and not as an arbitrarily averaged measure, such as a statistical moment. This facititates 

the development of a generalized analysis without requiring the preexistence of specific 

noise characteristics, such as Gaussianity, unimodatity, or symmetry, in order for the 

approach be appticable. One of the major shortcomings of describing noise in terms of 

statistical moments is that this formulation makes assumptions as to the underlying 

characteristics of the noise, including statistically stationary over Te- In reatizable systems, 

as wUl be observed in Chapter 5, this stationarity assumption is not valid for most cases. 

As a point in case, when the noise exhibits a fundamentally deterministic behavior of 

temporal structure Tp, it wiU be statisticaUy nonstationary for aU cases in which Te ^ mTp , 

where m is a positive integer. As discussed in Section 1.3.1, assumptions as to the 

statistical nature of the noise were common in earlier investigations, ' hence, making 

their formulation inappropriate for a quantitative analysis of accuracy in practical systems. 

Noise also exists at the inter-pixel scale, where it is considered to be strictly 

spatial, and originates from basically static physical processes. We define this spatial noise 
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component as the nonuniformities among pixels representing identical signal states. Since 

the OMVP algorithm requires summations over many channels these nonuniformities can 

severely degrade the signal space, as wUl be seen in Section 3.4.2. 

In order to establish a simple analytical expression for the signals and noises in 

practical systems we first realize that each results from a multitude of physical processes 

within the experimental volumes over the experimental period. To establish a basic 

relationship between the noise and the resulting uncertainty we first view the signals and 

noises from a systems perspective, and then later from a device perspective. From the 

systems viewpoint we consider the signals and noises only at fixed planes in the processor: 

the source plane Ps; the input and output modulator planes, respectfully, Pm^, Pm ; and the 

detector plane Pd (Fig. 3.16). At each of these planes, irrespective of the physical origin 

of the noise, the analog multivalued signal representation gives rise to a general signal-

dependent model consisting of a static component (the signal) combined with a dynamic 

component (the noise). Now, if the signal were generated by a truly random physical 

process, lets say Poisson, then the signal and noise components would simply be statistical 

measures of the process, and not necessarily individual identifiable processes. In this case, 

a statistically based phenomenological model could be used to describe the observables at 

each plane of the system. However, as wUl be shown in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, the physical 

processes giving rise to the signal component appear to be different than those giving rise 

to the noise corhponent. In addition, each of these processes exhibit highly deterministic 

characteristics. These facts lead us to formulate the generalized signal-dependent signal 

and noise model in terms of a combination of processes; one which can be described in 

statistical terms if desired, but one which wUl possess a decidedly deterministic 

appearance. Based upon this rationale, we pursue this modeling from the perspective that 

the dominant noise processes are independent, and hence separable (at least in the first-

order), from those of the dontinant signal processes. This leads us to a generalized signal 

and noise model with a basically additive appearance. 
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Upon establishing a general understanding of how the noise behaves at each plane 

of the system, we wiU then be in a position to analyze experimental results, and, from 

these empirical insights we wiU be prepared to dig deeper into the intra-pixel physical 

processes giving rise to observable noises (Chapters 6 and 7). 

3.3.1 Generalized temporal signal and noise models 

As stated in the preceding section, the temporal noise component of the observable 

signal results from intra-pixel processes which are either inherentiy one-dimensional or 

spatially modulated. Due to the predominance of these types of processes in analog 

systems we find that temporal noise is a significant feature of aU analog systems. This 

noise can be categorized as either signal-independent noise (SIN), signal-dependent noise 

(SDN), or a combination of both. In accordance with the expected separable nature of the 

signal and noise processes for practical devices, we define the following noise models: 

(l)SIN 

X = (x) + a , ; (3.10) 

(2) SDN 

X = (x>[l + P j ; (3.11) 

and (3) a generalized SIN-SDN combination 

X = (x>[l + pj-ha^. (3.12) 

Here Ox and px are considered to be precision-tintited measures of the SIN process and the 

SDN process, respectfully. Following our conceptual definition of noise as being 

everything which is not signal, we can say 

nx = lx-<x>l . (3.13) 
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Figure 3.17 Generalized temporal noise models evaluated over a unitary 
monotonic range (a) SIN, (b) SDN, (c) combined SIN-SDN, (d) the 
SNR for each of the noise models. Plots (a) - (c) are shown with the 
decision regions for a uniform POQ defining the valid discrete signal 
states. 
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Fig. 3.17 depicts the fundamental characteristics of these signal models along a 

monotonic dynamic range of a multivalued quantized analog systems. Since all 

information in the signal space is defined relative to the quantized levels, the figure also 

depicts the decision regions determined by a uniform POQ for the ideal signal space. 

From Fig. 3.17(d) it can be seen that the SIN-SDN combination exhibits the worst SNR 

behavior. This is to be expected since the intersection of adjacent signal states wiU 

increased due to the convolution-induced spreading of the signal PDFs for each noise 

component. 

3.3.2 Generalized spatiotemporal signal and noise models 

The spatial nonuniformities among channels, resulting from inter-pixel processes, 

can introduce severe signal space discrepancies. Although these processes may not 

necessarily be dynamic, they are nonetheless considered to be noise since they degrade the 

signal space. To establish the effects of these nonunifomtities we define a generatized 

SIN-SDN spatiotemporal noise model to be 

x = K,(x)[l-hpJ-ha^. (3.14) 

Here we defme K^ as a positive constant. For the ideal case K^ = 1. If K^ > 1 then the 

channel has gain. For nonregenerative devices 0 < K̂  < 1. 

For the' spatiotemporal case we define noise to be everything which is not signal, 

as related to the ideal signal. The ideal signal is that which would result if the spatial 

nonuniformities did not exist and the temporal artifacts averaged out over a suitable Te. 

n \ = I X - <Xideal> I- (3.15) 

Figure 3.18 depicts the fundamental characteristics of the signal model for the cases where 

the spatial nonuniformity is signal-independent and the temporal component is signal-

dependent. As a frame of reference, the decision regions identified by a uniform POQ for 

the case where no spatial noise is present are also shown. The SNR is measured relative 

to the ideal signal state. 
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Figure 3.18 Generalized spatiotemporal noise models evaluated over a 
unitary monotonic range (a) SIN, (b) SDN, (c) combined SIN-
SDN, (d) the SNR for each of the noise models. Plots (a) -
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3.4 Nonideal Signal Space 

We have seen that the UNRNR-based vector-matrix algorithm can realize exact 

numerical results if the output signal space is ideal and properly partitioned. The goal of 

the systems designer is to devise an architecture which wUl reatize this ideal output signal 

space and quantizing function. We can expect, however, that practical devices employed 

to implement this architecture wUl exhibit nonlinear and noisy behaviors which wtil result 

in deviations from the ideal signal space. In general, these deviations introduce 

uncertainties into h^ which prevent, or at least complicate, the development of a 

quantizing function which wUl be precision-limited. Within this section we establish the 

systematic transformations of the generic input signal and noise sources, and discuss how 

these introduce uncertainties in the output. The fundamental goal of this analysis is to 

establish a general understanding of the signal-dependencies which could potentially exist 

in the output signal space of a reatizable system so that we have a tool for analyzing the 

experimental results. To accomplish this, the analysis is decomposed into three 

explorations, each dealing with signal-dependencies due to: (1) temporal artifacts 

introduced along the dynamic range (per channel); (2) spatial artifacts introduced across 

channels; and (3) a generalized spatiotemporal combination of the two. 

3.4.1 Temporal noise 

For the case where both the vector and the matrix exhibit additive SIN of the form 

of Eqn. (3.10), we find that the microscopic signal and noise components of the output 

signal resulting from a single scalar multiplication are 

(y) = (x>(M>, (3,16a) 

ny = (x)aM + (M)ax+axaM, (3.i6b) 

and 
Tl T2 T3 
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SNRy = 20 log 
(x>(M> \ 

(x)aM+(M)ax+axaMJ 
(3.16c) 

The importance of this noise model is that it shows the scalar multiplication of two SIN 

components leads to a SDN result, as can be observed in Eqn. (3.16b). To understand the 

conditions under which either the vector or matrix noise components may dominate the 

output signal, it is important to notice that the vector and matrix noise contributions are 

weighted by the signal ranges of either the matrix (term T2) or the vector (term Tl), 

respectively. In the situation where both signal ranges are the same, neither the vector 

noise nor matrix noise wUl dominate. To explore the general characteristics of the SNR 

for this case, Eqn. (3.16c) is evaluated in Fig. 3.19. 

SNR(Y) 

1.00 

0.01 <x< 1.00 
0.01 < y < 1.00 

-10.00<z<38.a 
0.10 ^^ 0.10 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.19 SNRy evaluated for fixed values of ttx =0™ = 0.01: (a) surface plot; 
and (b) contour plot. 

In the above figure the symmetric contours result from the fact that the noise 

components and the ranges of vector and matrix signals are the same. In practical 

nonregenerative dissipative systems, the vector range wiU be larger than that of the matrix 

range (as discussed in Section 3.1), and hence the matrix noise component (Tl) wtil 

sufficienUy dontinate that of the vector (T2). This dominance wUl be particularly apparent 
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when the SNR for the vector input exceeds that of the matrix. It is noted that the SIN 

component (T3) only contributes to the observable output for low signal values. These 

low signal values occur at either the low end of the DR or when the whole DR is reduced 

via cascaded nonregenerative operations. 

To explore the macroscopic noise characteristics of the OMVP due to multiple 

SIN noise components, consider the action of the complete algorithm: 

and 

K 

(y,) = lK><M. , ) ; 
k=l 

K 

' k=l 

SNRy =20 log 
•'j 

K 

l{\m,} 
k=l 

K 

Vk=l 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

(3.17c) 

for j = 0 , 1 , .. , J. The fundamental SDN characteristics of the microscopic component, 

as discussed previously, are easily observed in Eqn. (3.17b). The importance of the 

macroscopic formulation is to show that the noise from each channel contributes to the 

output in a cumulative manner. The significance of this accumulation becomes aU too 

apparent when considering how a set of relatively smaU noise components may influence 

the output. One immediate imptication of this noise behavior is that the noise behavior of 

OMVPs wUl be highly dependent of the spatial dimension of the product, as wUl be 

discussed shortiy. 

As wUl be seen in Chapter 5, the observable noise processes may not necessarily 

conform to the simple SIN model presented above, but instead may be highly signal-

dependent. For the case where both the vector and the matrix exhibit additive SDN of the 
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form of Eqn. (3.11), we find the nticroscopic signal and noise components of the output 

resulting from a single scalar multiptication will be 

and 

(y> = <x>(M>, 

n y = ( x ) ( M > ( P M + P x + | 3 x p M ) , 

(3.18a) 

(3.18b) 

/ 

SNRy = 20 log 
\ 

V PM+ Px+ PxP 
(3.18c) 

My 

The characteristic of most importance to note about this nticroscopic noise model is that a 

scalar multiplication of two SDN components leads to a SDN result, as can be observed in 

Eqn. (3.18b). This model has the unique property that both the vector and matrix noise 

contributions are equally weighted by the combined signal ranges, hence leading to a 

signal-independent SNR (Eqn. 3.18c). A consequence of this is that the dontinance, in the 

result, of either the vector or the matrix noise components wUl be independent of the 

signal ranges, and hence is easUy predetermined from a device-level measurement 

(Chapters 5 and 7). The characteristics of the macroscopic properties of the fuU algorithm 

result in: 

and 

{y) = l{\m^.)-^ 
k=l 

K 

^ k=l 

SNRy =20 log 

\ 

X(PMj,+ Px,+ Px,pMjO 
Vk=l 

(3.19a) 

(3.19b) 

(3.19c) 
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for j = 0 , 1 , .. , J. From observation of Eqn. (3.19b) it can be seen that the noise 

contributions from each channel are cumulative, evoking similar concerns as discussed 

above for the SIN noise case. 

In general, the noise characteristics of a practical device wtil not be limited to 

either the SIN or the SDN models described above, but wUl more closely conform to a 

composite SIN-SDN model of the form of Eqn. (3.12). For this case we fmd that the 

nticroscopic signal and noise behavior resulting from a single scalar multiplication are 

(y> = (x)(M>, 

ny = (xXM>(P„ + p.+ p^„)+(x)a^,(i+ |3.)+(M)a,(i + P„)+aA«. 

(3.20a) 

and. 
Tl T2 T3 

(3.20b) 

T4 

f 
SNRy = 20 log 

(x>(M) 
\ 

V (x)(M)(pM+ px+ pxpM)+(x>aM(l+ px)+(M>ax(l + pM)+aA M J 

(3.20c) 

From observation of Eqn. (3.20b) it can be seen that the resulting noise contains four 

components: a SDN dominated (Tl); a SIN dontinated (T4); and two combined SIN-SDN 

(T2 and T3). To achieve insight into the conditions under which any of these components 

may dontinate the output noise, we observe that (Tl) is weighted by both signal 

components, hence it is not sensitive to the signal range issues discussed for the SIN case. 

The two combined noise terms (T2) and (T3) are highly susceptible to the range of vector 

and matrix signals, and for the nonregenerative case we can expect (T2) to dominate. In 

these two terms, it is also important to notice that they are weighted by the SIN noise 
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components. This could have significant imptications if the SIN noise of the vector 

relative to the matrix were much smaUer (or larger) than the relative signal range. Under 

this condition either (T2) or (T3) could be made insignificant. The implication here is that 

even if the generalized SIN-SDN model is dontinated by the SDN component, the SIN 

component controls the dontinance of the two most problematic noise terms. It is also 

noted that the SIN component (T4) contributes to the observable only under low signal 

conditions. To explore the general characteristics of the SNR for this case, Eqn. (3.20c) is 

evaluate in Fig. 3.20. In the figure the symmetric contours results from the fact that the 

noise components and the ranges of vector and matrix signals are the same. 

SNR(Y) 

1.00 

6.01 < X < 1.06 
0.01 <y< 1.00 

-11.12<z<32.09 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.20. SNRy evaluated for fixed values of oCx = Om = 0.01 and p^ = Pm = 0.1: 
(a) surface plot; and (b) contour plot. 

The characteristics of the macroscopic properties of the fuU algorithm result in: 

K 

{y) = l{\){M,.)-^ (3.21a) 
k=l 

IV. 

*yj 
k=l 

[(x )̂(M,,>(pM,,+ PH+ P^PM,>' 

(x )̂a„.̂ (l+ PJ+ 

(M.,)a^(l+p„,,)+ 

^ « k ^ M j t 

(3.21b) 
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and 

/ 

SNRy =20 log 

k=l (x^>aM.,(i+ px,)+<M.>x,(i+pMj,)+ax,aMj, 
J 

(3.21c) 

for j = 0 , 1 , .. , J. From observation of Eqn. (3.21b) it can be seen that the noise 

contributions from each channel are cumulative, evoking similar concerns as discussed in 

the preceding two examples. 

3.4.2 Spatial noise 

In Section 2.2 we observed that the unique mapping of the input signal states onto 

the output space is required for the algorithm to produce an exact numerical result. From 

an architectural perspective this impties that aU permutations of the set of input signal 

states must map into the same output signal state. For this to occur the physical 

representation of a given signal state at a specified plane in the system must be consistent 

among aU chaimels in that plane. In practical analog-based nonregenerative systems this 

charmel-to-channel uniforatity is very difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. As a 

consequence, practical nonregenerative architectures wiU exhibit a general inabitity to 

reaUze the unique mapping the algorithm requires, hence, the output signal space wiU 

contain several signal states representing the same information-bearing component. To 

illustrate this, consider h^^ for a fixed-point 2x2 vector-matrix product of 2-bit inputs (Fig. 

3.21). The curve labeled with the empty circles depicts distribution of points for an ideal 

jij. The curve labeled with the fiUed circles represents the distribution of signal states for 

ji(j when the matrix inputs are corrupted by SUN. In this example the input signal states 

for the nonideal -î  deviate from the ideal case by 5% for one channel and 2% for the other 

(as we shaU see in Chapter 5 these deviations are weU within experimentaUy achieved 
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values for practical devices); resulting in the number of output signal states of the ideal 

space being L = 16, and for the nonideal space L = 49. 

15 20 25 30 35 

Domain of h^ 

Figure 3.21 The ideal and SUN-based nonideal signal spaces. The decision 
regions are generated by a nonlinear POQ for the ideal signal space. 

In the above figure it can be seen that the dispersion of the signal states about the 

ideal state is signal-dependent. It can also be seen that this dispersion of signal states can 

lead to difficulties reatizing a suitable precision-tintited partitioning function. To achieve a 

general understanding of the nature of the spatiaUy nonuniform signal state induced 

dispersion we consider the case where both the vector and the matrix exhibit a spatial 

noise component of the form x = K^(x). We wUl refer to this spatial uniformity noise as 

SUN. For this model we find that the microscopic signal and noise behavior resulting 

from a single scalar multiptication are: 

(y) = K,(x>K^(M>; (3.22a) 

and 

n'y = (x)(M)|l-K,Kj; (3.22b) 

SNR'y = 201og 
|1 - KxK 

(3.22c) 
Miy 
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Here we have used the definition of Eqn. (3.15) for the noise component. In general, the 

uniformity noise behaves simUar to the SDN noise discussed in Section 3.4.1, in as much 

as the effects of the vector and matrix noise contributions are equally weighted by the 

signal ranges, thus leading to a signal-independent SNR (Eqn. 3.20c). A consequence of 

this is that the dontinance, in the result, of either the vector or the matrix noise 

component wiU be independent of the signal ranges, and hence is easUy predetermined 

from a device-level measurement. It is important to notice that the noise magnitude is 

based on the involution of the product of the spatial noise components, whereas the signal 

component (Eqn. 3.20a) is based on the product of the noise components. 

The characteristics of the macroscopic properties of the full algorithm result in: 

(yj> = i K . ^ ( x > {M.,>; (3.23a) 
k=l 

nV = iW)H)|l-K'u'^Mj; (3.23b) 
^ k=l 

and 

SNR'y =20 log 
•'j 

k=l ^ _ _ 

Vk=l 

(3.23c) 

From Eqn. (3.23b) it is important to notice that the spatial nonuniformities accumulate in a 

signal-dependent manner over aU channels. This impties two things: (1) that smaU spatial 

nonuniformities in each channels wUl combine to form a large magnitude offset in the 

signal state; and (2) the signal-dependent nature of this offset wiU introduce increasingly 

severe effects for higher output signal levels. 

It is important to realize that SUN contributes to the degradation of the output 

signal space in two ways. In the first way, SUN produces a uniform offset of the output 

signal states from those of the ideal states, and results from a KX = KX T̂  1 for aU k = 0, 
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1, .., K-1 and Km̂  = Km̂ ^̂^ 9i 1 for aU j = 0, 1, .. , J-1. This simation wUl satisfy the 

conditions to reatize the exact solution, however, the signal states will not be properly 

aligned with the quantization levels of the ideal (and hence designed for) signal space. 

This wUl result in a signal-independent quantization-induced uncertainty discussed in 

Section 3.2. This situation can be remedied by readjusting the quantization levels to 

match the signal ranges of the nonideal space. 

The second manner by which the SUN degrades the output space, and the one 

with the most severe imptications, results from a distribution of KX̂^ and Km over the fuU 

ranges of j and k (as shown in Fig. 3.21). This condition can easUy result in a violation of 

the requirements to realize an exact solution. 

3.4.3 Spatiotemporal noise 

In reality aU practical devices wUl combine the SIN-SDN temporal effects and the 

nonuniform spatial effects in a form such as Eqn. (3.14). For this model we find the 

microscopic signal and noise behavior resulting from a single scalar multiplication to be 

and 

(y) = Kx<x>K^<M>, 

n'v = 

(XXM)[1-KXK4I + PM+ PX+ PXPM]]-

Kx(x)aM(l+ px)-

K^(M)ax(i + PM)- ^ 

ttxttM \ 

\ 

\ 

T2 

Tl 

T3 

T4 

(3.24a) 

(3.24b) 

From Eqn. (3.24b) it is observed that the resulting noise contains four components: a 

SUN-SDN dontinated term (Tl); a SIN dontinated term (T4); and two combined SUN-

SIN-SDN terms (T2) and (T3). To achieve insight into the conditions under which any of 

these components may dontinate the output noise we observe that (Tl) is weighted by 
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both signal components and the involution of the SUN-SDN terms. The only conclusion 

that can be made at this time about (Tl) is that it wiU not be sensitive to the signal range 

issues discussed for the SIN case in the preceding sections. The two combined noise 

terms (T2) and (T3) are highly susceptible to the range of vector and matrix signals, and 

for the nonregenerative case we can expect (T2) to dominate. In addition, the vector 

dontinated term (T2) is weighted by the vector SUN component, and likewise, the matrix 

dominated term (T3) by the matrix SUN component. The combined weighting of terms 

(T2) and (T3) by a signal term, a SUN component, and a SIN component, make these 

terms potentially the most significant. It is also noted that the SIN component (T4) 

contributes to the observable only under low signal conditions, or under conditions where 

the SUN components are very large (i.e. where they are much less than 1). 

The characteristics of the macroscopic properties of the full algorithm result in: 

and 

(yi> = l K . ^ ( x > (M.J; 
k=l 

(X,>(M3,)(1-K.^K„J1 

K 

n' yj =1 
k=l 

PM.+ K+ Px̂ «iJ) Ijk 

CXx^ttMjk 

(3.25a) 

(3.25b) 

As can be observed in Eqn. (3.25b), and as discussed for the previous cases, the 

macroscopic noise component is composed of an accumulation of aU microscopic 

components. 

3.5 Accuracy Implications 

With a basic macroscopic formulation estabtished for both the SIN-SDN temporal 

effects and the SUN effects, we are now in a position to explore potential state machine 
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related numerical accuracy imptications of these noises; setting the stage for the empirical 

investigation which follows in the remaining chapters. 

3.5.1 Temporal noise 

In practical systems the signal states exist for a finite period of time, the 

experimental period Te, which generaUy coincides with the cycle time of the state machine. 

In terms of the signal space formulation, the elemental probability function fy associated 

with the signal state k is therefore defined over Te. If the physical process giving rise to 

the signal state is statisticaUy stationary for aU time periods less than tg, then we can 

consider fŷ ,̂ and aU its moments, to be independent of time. Under the well-known rules 

of random variable transformations,^^ the deviation of fy wiU increase as it propagates 

through each interaction within the system. A consequence of the nonregenerative analog 

interactions is that as the deviation per signal state is increasing the precision-timited ROI 

wtil be decreasing. The combination of these events results in the condition where e > 0 

is Hkely to occur. As noted in Section 2.1, this wUl result in imprecision. A standard 

method for minimizing this situation is to reduce fy to a delta function by averaging over 

Te. For the case where the noise is stationary, averaging wUl adequately reduce the 

intersection of the signal states. However, it has been found that the dontinant physical 

noise processes of many practical devices are highly deterministic^^. These deterministic 

components are generaUy periodic and of low frequency (Hz to kHz). If we consider the 

period of this deterministic noise to be Tp, then for cases where Te < Tp, or where Te is not 

an integral multiple of Tp, the noise process wUl be nonstationary. A consequence of this 

is that averaging wiU produce a time-dependent mean. Uncertainties wiU be introduced 

when this averaged signal state migrates into an adjacent signal interval. The extent to 

which these temporally induced uncertainties wUl be realized is highly dependent upon Te, 

Tp, and fy ; however, the general result will be a time-dependent roundoff error which will 

round up or down depending upon whether the noisy signal state intersects with the signal 
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state above it or below it (along the DR). To think of this in another way, we can view 

the resulting time-dependent errors in terms of a deterministically driven bit-error-rate. 

For the temporal noise case, the uncertainties can be minimized by appropriately 

time-averaging the output signal space. If the macroscopic system noise is dominated by a 

stationary temporal processes then the accuracy could be made "arbitrarUy" high. If the 

macroscopic system is dontinated by a nonstationary temporal process then the accuracy 

limits wiU be dictated by the nonstationary behavior of the signal. To increase the 

accuracy performance beyond that achievable by averaging alone we could potential 

tradeoff spatial resolution for accuracy, as discussed in the following section. 

3.5.2 Spatial noise 

The existence of spatial nonuniformities among channels presents a significant 

problem for state machines. These nonuniformities hinder the fundamental realization of 

an exact solution, and there is no simple post-processing step which can be implemented 

to recover the exact information (such as averaging for the temporal noise case). The only 

course of action it to ensure that the representational domain of aU the channels are 

equivalent. This may not be possible since, as we shaU see in Chapter 5, the practical 

pixel-to-pixel operating range variations of SLMs can be significant. The extent to which 

the SUN can dominate the output was observed in Eqn. (3.25b). For this case it was seen 

that small deviations in the uniformity of the signal representations accumulate. 

3.5.3 Spatial domain for accuracy tradeoff 

The dominance of temporal noise in analog-based systems, and the abundance of 

spatial domain in optical systems, leads us naturally contemplate the trading of spatial 

resolution for increased temporal accuracy in linear analog-based optical systems. Several 

schemes for doing this have been proposed, including digital partitioning^^ and the 

application of error correction codes (ECCs). 
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We must now ask, to what extent, ui the presence of SUN, can spatial resolution 

be traded for additional temporal accuracy. There is a great temptation to view the 

exploitation of the spatial domain as the solution to aU the accuracy problems. However, 

before considering the spatial domain as a holy graU for solving the accuracy problem we 

must consider the potential problems associated with this space-for-accuracy tradeoff. On 

reflection, this tradeoff bears an analogy to the uncertainty principle, one we wtil refer to 

as the accuracy uncertainty principle (AUP). 

In the AUP we reatize that for a given Te and spatial domain, there wiU be an 

associated uncertainty. If we consider the uncertainty in the temporal domain to be At, 

and that of the spatial domain to be As, then the resulting uncertainty wUl be 

A=l-ln(At)ln(As), (3.26) 

where 0 < At < 1 and 0 < As < 1, and where 1 represents a perfectly uncertain state, and 0 

a perfectiy certain state. In this discussion, uncertainty is used in an abstract sense to 

represent the amount of precision limiting noise. For the perfectly uncertain state the 

noise wiU result in a signal state which contains no bits of precision, conversely, in the 

perfectiy certain state their wiU no precision limiting noise. The AUP indicates (Fig. 3.22) 

that for the condition where either the temporal or spatial domain is perfectly uncertain, 

the result wiU also be perfectly uncertain no matter how certain the other state is. The 

only perfectly certain state wiU result from the case where both the temporal or spatial 

domains are perfectiy certain. However, if both the temporal and spatial domains contain 

a degree of uncertainty, then as shown in Fig. 3.22, one or the other could be traded for 

some improved certainty. It is noted that in the lower left portion of the figure perfect 

certainty can be achieved. One implication of this dictates that for conditions where As 

increases as a function of dimension, the accuracy wiU decrease, except for the case where 

At is perfectiy certain. 
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Figure 3.22 Evaluation of the AUP. 

3.6 Summary 

Within this chapter we defined some useful measures of the information-bearing 

signal space, explored some of the characteristics of the ideal signal space, and established 

a connection between uncertainty, quantization, and noise. A noteworthy observation was 

that the ideal output signal space for an OMVP is nonuniformly distributed. It was found 

that improper quantization can introduce a variety of signal-dependent significance and 

roundoff errors, even if the signal space is ideal. 

We then investigated how noise can act to create a nonideal signal space. Based 

upon the premise that the signal and noise result from difference physical processes, the 

generalized signal and noise model was made to be separable. The effects of temporal 

SIN, SDN, and a combined SIN-SDN effect, at both the microscopic and macroscopic 

levels were investigated. The major conclusions were that the signal-dependent nature of 

the macroscopic behaviors, combined with the general DOI characteristics of a 
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nonregenerative system, lead to the dontinance of the matrix noise terms. The cumulative 

nature of the noise components in the macroscopic case was noted. ImpHcations of a 

SUN noise was then investigated. This noise was observed to be particularly troublesome 

since it can lead to a fundamental violation of the requu-ements for an exact numerical 

solution. The accumulation of this noise component for the macroscopic case was also 

noted, and a general expression relating the dispersion of signal states in the output to that 

of dispersion in the inputs was derived. 

The basic accuracy imptications of the temporal and spatial noises were then 

investigated. It was observed that if the temporal noise was statistically stationary over Te, 

then the temporal accuracy could be arbitrarily high. It was conjectured that the 

nonstationary induced dispersion of the signal state wiU produce the dominant temporaUy 

induced accuracy limitation. Upon further reflection it was concluded that there wtil exist 

a generalized principle governing the tradeoff of the spatial domain for increased temporal 

accuracy. To explore these imptications we outlined the AUP. With these definitions and 

insights we now have some expected behaviors to anticipate and test for in the foUowing 

empirical investigations. 
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CHAPTER 4 

OBSERVABLE INTENSITY-BASED SYSTEMS MODEL 

In the preceding chapter, we established an understanding of the uncertainty 

impHcations of the generalized signal and noise model. From this point in the investigation 

we endeavor to establish an empirical understanding of actual intensity-based noise 

processes within the processor. To accomplish this we restrict our investigation to one 

channel of the OMVP and assume that the signal interactions are scalar. The scalar 

assumptions wUl be relaxed in Chapters 6 and 7 when we investigate the underlying 

complex-amplitude characteristics of the interactions. 

We base aU our empirical evaluations on observable signals. By observable we 

mean those signals we can directly measure and analyze. The optical signals in the system 

are not observable. The only observable signals are those which are electronic. Within the 

channel there are many direct and indirect contributions to the observable, however, the 

interactions we are most interested in are those intended to implement strong signal 

interactions (e.g., between the optical fields and the electrooptical materials). To isolate, 

and analyze the desired contributions, we must first model aU contributions to the 

observables. Within this chapter we develop the generalized input-output model which 

facilitates isolation of the signal components. 

4.1 Generalized Systems Model 

To make sense of an experimental result, it is essential to understand what signal 

components compose the measured observable quantity. To make this tractable we take a 

lumped parameter approach (Fig. 4.1), whereby considering each device (source, 

modulator, and detector) to be comprised of several components and processes. The 

source is considered to be a stiigle input-single output (SISO) device inclusive of aU 

elements between the current input, ig, and the Hght intensity output, Ig. The transmissive 

modulator is a double input-single output (DISO) device (Fig. 4.1a) and the optical-write 
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reflective modulator a triple uiput-single output (TISO) device (Fig. 4.1b), each inclusive 

of aU components between the source, Ig, and the Hght intensity incident on the detector, 

Ij^. The propagation structures are lumped into the modulator since these wtil always be 

included in the modulator's observable. For the purposes of this investigation, the 

propagation structures consist of only nondispersive passive optical elements and free 

space. The detector includes aU optics and electronics between the input beam, I^ , and 

output voltage, v ĵ. For the remainder of this dissertation it is understood that the 

discussed experimental device characteristics are in fact the measurable properties of the 

lumped device containing the components described for that experiment, and hereafter 

referred to as the observable(s). 

Source Modulator 

(a) 

Detector 

Modulator 

(b) 

Figure 4.1 Lumped parameter approach to a generalized systems model for the 
intensity behavior of one channel of the OMVP. 

Using these four basic devices (source, transntissive or reflective modulator, and 

detector) we formulate a simple intensity-based model with which to discuss the 
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information-bearing signals and corrupting noises. AU observables are considered to be 

real scalar random variables (denoted ui bold) with contuiuous, but finite, probabitity 

density functions (PDFs). The convention set forth in Section 3.3 for what is signal and 

noise wiU be foUowed in this development. 

The goal of this modeling is to write the observable in terms of the system input 

variables and intermediate processes. These dynamic variables include the drive currents 

and voltages of the source, modulator, and detector, as weU as the physical processes by 

which each of these act on their inputs to create an optical signal. We write the system 

equation in terms of generalized linear l{.} and nonlinear %{.} transformations of the 

input signals, for each device. These transformations are assumed to be vaHd over the 

device's operating range of interest. It is not important, for this stage of the systems 

study, to know these transformations expHcitiy, but to use them to describe the functional 

dependencies of the observable quantities in terms of the dynamic variables such that 

cause-effect characteristics of the observable noise can be modeled. In Chapters 6 and 7, 

we wiU take a closer look at the physical processes in the devices, particularly the 

modulators, and wiU be able to relax the strictly systems-based assumptions. 

In this model we decompose the response of each device into components 

resulting from the signal and the noise. The noise is further divided into components 

resulting from input variable fluctuations and the underlying physical process. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, the noise wiU necessarily be composed of signal-dependent and 

signal-independent components, however, decomposition and analysis in these terms is 

deferred to Chapters 5 and 7, where specific experimental results are discussed. 

4.1.1 Photodetector 

The observable output voltage from a PIN photodetector operated in photovoltaic 

mode across a transimpedance amptifier (Appendix D) can be viewed as resulting from a 

linear combination of the currents into the amplifier. 
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vo=^diiyo}+^,.{ut)} (4.1) 

Here I Jit) is the intensity transntitted by the modulator and incident on the detector, î  (t) 

is a generalized noise current for the detection process (including dark current, thermal 

noise, etc.), l^{-}= R̂ /Ŝ  {.}=G{.} denotes the ideal photodetection process and 

i^.{.}=Rj{.} denotes the ideal transimpedance amplification for the photovoltaic detector, 

Rf is the feedback resistance and (2^ is the detector responsivity in amps/watt. The 

characteristics of ^ .̂{î  (t)} indicate not only important information about the detector, but 

also potentially significant extraneous events contributing to î  (t). As noted in Fig. 4.2, 

the observable characteristics for a practical photodetector are dontinated by a low 

frequency noise, as weU as discrete higher frequencies. These characteristics foreshadow 

the significance influence of the ambient electromagnetic environment on the detector 

noise behavior, as will be discussed further in Section 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 The characteristics oflji^ (t)} for the Devar 539-01-5 PIN 

photodetector: (a) PSD ; and (b) histogram. 

As is common in photonic systems, we view the intensity of the modulator to be 

the product of the source intensity, I (t), and a normalized scalar modulator transmission 

factor, T (t), or reflection factor, R (t). 
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I J ' ) = I/«)T„(t) (4.2) 

The source output tiitensity (whether generated by a coherent gas laser or laser 

diode, or an tiicoherent LED) is composed of components generated by the tinear, 

i j i / t ) } , and nonlinear processes, ^J i / t )} , respectively. 

I/t) =^Ji / t )} -h}^Ji^(t)}=^J<i/t)>}+^Ji (t)}-H}^ (irt)} (4.3) 

Here the signal component is <I^(t)>=^^{<i^(t)>}, the noise component is 

^s(̂ )=°^s^*s(̂ )̂ '*'̂ s '̂s(̂ )J' ^ ^ 'J^) is the noise of the drive current i (t). Within the 

temporal experimental period of interest, the source is assumed to respond to the 

instantaneous drive current. 

4.1.2 Transntissive modulator 

For a transmissive modulator the scalar transmittance factor can be written as 

T (t)=l {V (t)}-H^ {V (t)} 
m m m ' m *̂  m 

= 1 {y }+l {y (t)]-\-K {y (t)} (4.4) 

where the signal component is <T (t)> = I {y ) the noise is T (t) = 

.̂ ^{v (t)}+}t {y (t)}, y = V<v (t)^ >, and v (t) is the noise component of the write 
i\ TIMS ll 

voltage V (t). The signal component for the modulator is based on the RMS value of 

V (t) as is physicaUy consistent for tiquid crystal devices. Here v (t) is considered to 

be a normalized drive voltage which is zero at the Frederick's threshold for the Hquid 

crystal. 
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Using the above relations, the observable detector voltage for the transntissive 

modulator becomes 

v/t) = G[<I^(t)xTJt)>] 

+ GU^{v^(t)}[<I/t)>+^Ji^(t)}-H K^Ufi)}]] 

+ G[^JvJt)}[<I/t)>+4{iJt)}+}rji^(t)}]l 

-HG[<TJt)>[4{iJt)}4-}]:ji/t)}]] 

+ Rf[id/t)] (4.5) 

The first term corresponds to the information signal, <v^(t)>, and the last four 

terms to the noise v̂  (t). 

4.1.3 Reflective modulator 

For an optically written reflective modulator, the scalar reflection factor is 

RJt) = i„{p„(t)v„(t))+Xjp„(t)vJt)) 

= L W<[P„(t)v„(t)]V}+£Jp„(t)v^(t)}+XJp^(t)vJt)}, (4.6) 

•J 

where the signal component is <R^(t)>=.^^{V<pJt)vJt)] >}, the noise is 

R (t)=l {p (t)v (t)}+K {p (t)v (t)}, and v (t) is the noise component of the drive 

voltage V (t). The normalized scale factor, p (t), is generated by the uicident write Hght, 
m w 

I (t), and is given by 

P„(t) = « [I„(t)] = « [£^{i„(t)} + 3;ji„(t))] 

= «^[i,{<i„(t)>}+£ji„^(t))+3f3(i„(t)}]. (4.7) 
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Here the signal component is <p^(t)>=0i^[<ljt)>]=l2 y^{<i^(t)>}], the noise component is 

p (t)=^ [I (t)]=^ [.̂  {i (t)}-h}i: {i (t)}], i (t) is the noise of the drive current i (t), and d 

is a normalized unit-less responsivity of the modulator's photoconductive layer. 

The observable detector voltage for the reflection modulator then becomes 

Vd(t) = G[<Is(t)><Rm(t)>] 

+ G[im{v^(t)}Um{^p<Iw(t)>+^p£s{i,_^ (t)}-\-(2^,{u it)]}] 

X [<Is(t)>+^(iJt)}-H}i:s{is(t)}]] 
Tl 

+ G[}i;m{Vm (t)}[^m{^p<Iw ( t ) > + ^ { i ^ ^ (t)}+y^s{iw (t)} }] 

x[<Is(t)>+£s{iJt)}+X{is(t)}]] 

-̂  G[<Rm(t)>[4{i (t)}-H Um)}]] + Rf [i, (t)]. (4.8) 
Tl "n 

The first term corresponds to the information signal, <v^(t)>, and the last four terms to the 

noise v̂  (t). 

Equations (4.6) and (4.8) wiU be used in Chapter 5 to optimize the experimental 

procedure so as to isolate the modulator's contributions, as weU as to quantify the 

experimental cause-effect relationships of the observable noise. 

The expressions for the observable detector voltage given above account for aU 

potential contributions to the noise except those introduced by extraneous events such as 

electromagnetic interference (EMI) or the subsequent ADC process. Both of these effects 

can be experimentaUy sigrtificant, as already observed for the ADC process discussed in 

Section 3.2. The EMI problem is discussed in more detail in the next section, and 

experimental techniques to minimize both the interference effects and quantization 

artifacts are discussed in Chapter 5 and Appendix A. 
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4.2 Electromagnetic Compatibility Considerations 

In the preceding development we modeled the observable noise as a composite of 

components resulting from drive signal flucmations and underlying physical processes. 

From an experimental perspective it is clear that, in addition to these noise sources, 

ambient electromagnetic interference (EMI) coupling to device electronics (Fig. 4.3) can 

give rise to a considerable noise component. 

ĵDptics SLM Optics 

Modulator Detector 

Figure 4.3 Signals and processes which are susceptible to EMI contantination. 

Issues concerning electromagnetic compatibiHty (EMC) in optoelectronic systems 

have, in general, been insufficientiy studied. Our current discussion is limited to those 

EMC issues which minimize EMI as the dontinant experimentaUy observable noise source 

such that the device characteristics can be accurately measured. EMI-induced noise can 

result from many potential susceptibitities of a device. For the source the dominant 

susceptibitities are due to EMI-induced sensitivities of the drive current and the lasing 

medium. The modulator exhibits similar drive and medium susceptibilities. The detectors, 

which have been found to be the most susceptible device in the system, are sensitive to 

EMI-induced noise in the detection medium, on the electronics before and during signal 

amplification, and on the signal after amptification. 

In Appendix A we describe a low-noise test facihty developed to minimize the 

effect of EMI from outside the system. However, components within the system, 

particularly power suppHes, have been found to be significant sources of EMI. To 

iUustrate this point we measured v̂^ (t) for a Spectra Physics 124B HeNe laser driven by a 
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Laser Drive # 390-5000-11-BHR-l switching mode power supply (SMPS). The effects of 

the SMPS are easUy seen ui the power spectral density (PSD) of v^ (t) shown in Fig. 4.4. 
n 

The noise, whose power is located at 27 kHz and 44 kHz, significantiy dontinates aU other 

components of this source-detector system. The histogram for this signal is highly skewed 

indicating significant temporal structure m the noise. Experunental procedures for 

obtaining these results are discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.4.2. 

Observations have shown that SMPS-induced noise exists predominantiy as EMI, 

contaminating the detector electronics, and not as beam ripple. This impties that the gas 

laser used for these tests was not highly susceptible to SMPS EMI. It was also observed 

that the test modulators were also not susceptible to the SMPS EMI. This does not imply 

that gas lasers and tiquid crystal modulators are generally immune to EMI, just that they 

showed no identifiable response, within the limits of the experiments, to a standard laser 

SMPS. 

1 10 
Frequency (kHz) 
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- 0.008 

^0.006 

^ 0.004 

0.002 

0 
-1 -10 -5 0 5 10 

SMPS HeNe Output (mV) 
15 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.4 Effect of SMPS on detected signal for a Spectra Physics 124B HeNe 
driven by a Laser Drive #390-5000-11-BHR-l SMPS: (a) PSD ; and 
(b) histogram. 

Since SMPSs are commonly used to drive contemporary devices, particularly gas 

lasers, we must account for this EMI induced noise in Vd (̂t). Since the detector was 
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found to be the most susceptible device, the EMI effects can be accounted for by 

modifying the last term of Eqn. (4.5) and Eqn. (4.8), such that 

Rf[id„(t)] = Rf[id„(t)+6d[id^^(t)]]-h5^[Vd^^(t)]. (4.9) 

Here L (t) is the current induced in the detector before amptification, VH (t) is the 

voltage induced on the wiring after amptification, and 6^ and 6^ are normalized shield 

factors. 

It is obvious that detector shielding is required for systems using SMPSs. To 

construct efficient shielding and grounding techniques, the nature of the EMI must be 

considered. Depending on the EMI source and its frequency, the field can be dominated 

by either its electric or magnetic components. For the laser SMPS, which generates high 

voltages at low currents and audio wavelengths (XA), the EMI is dontinated by an electric 

field. Since -the dimension of the optical system is typically much smaller that XAI2TI, aU 

devices exist well within the near field of the EMI source. This requires that components 

susceptible to electric fields be shielded with appropriate techniques to reduce 6^ and 6̂ ,̂ 

as wiU be discussed in Appendices A and D. It is noted that the electronics in the above 

measurement were shielded making 5^ and 6^ small, however the laser SMPS-induced 

noise could not be completely elintinated from the observable. 

4.3 Summary 

Within this chapter we developed a generalized input-output systems model for 

one channel of an OMVP. In this model the functional dependencies of the observable 

output signal in terms of the observable inputs and the generalized signal transformations 

were established. The potential for extraneous noise sources, such as EMI, to dontinate 

the observable were discussed. In the following chapter the model wUl be used to isolate 
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components of the observable from extraneous events, such as drive signal noise and EMI, 

and the effects of other devices within the electrooptical channel of an OMVP. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INTENSITY-BASED EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 

In Chapter 3 we discussed the generalized characteristics of the nonideal output 

signal space resulting from an input signal space composed of a variety of generic SIN, 

SDN, and SUN processes. By way of this analysis uisights into the manner ki which 

nticroscopic and macroscopic signals and noises propagate through the matrix-vector 

algorithm were attained. An important characteristic of the output noises was found to be 

their cumulative signal-dependencies. 

The discussion ui Chapter 3 was generic in the sense that it was unimportant to 

know how these generalized noises might arise in a practical system; just that the noise 

models were physicaUy consistent with what could be expected. In this chapter we turn 

our attention to the task of determining the acmal intensity-based nticroscopic noise 

behavior of several commercially available sources, modulators, and detectors. 

The central theme of this phase of the investigation is to establish the signal-

independent and signal-dependent characteristics of the observable output signals. The 

results of Chapter 3 wiU be used to guide the interpretation of these results, and the 

models developed in Chapter 4 wtil be used to isolate contributions from particular 

devices wititin the channel. 

As introduced in Section 1.3.3, an empirical investigation requires a sound 

philosophical basis to guide the development of the experimental facitities, apparatus, 

procedures, and ultimately to establish criteria for determiiting the quality of the results. 

Since this investigation is fundamentaUy interested in noise, which by its nature may be 

highly ambiguous, it is essential to effectively isolate aU signal components contributing to 

the observable. By way of this isolation procedure, contributions from extraneous events 

wUl be minimized, allowing for the measured events to be attributed to specific devices or 

physical processes. Only when this isolation is demonstrated can the measured properties 

be analyzed with confidence. The first step in realizing this signal isolation is through a 
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low-noise experimental facUity, which is described in Appendix A. The second step is 

through low-noise experimental apparatus and experimental procedures, which wtil be 

described within this chapter. 

5.1 Experimental Procedures 

In the empuical phase of this investigation, we endeavor to characterize the 

intensity-based noise process for each device within an OMVP channel, and try to 

detemtine the dontinant noise characteristics of the complete channel. It is important to 

note that this analysis is based upon sampled data, and the noise analysis is based upon 

modeling the PDF by compiling histograms of the sampled process. To achieve an 

accurate model of the PDF, the data sampHng must be performed with a significant!) 

higher range resolution than that required by the POQ (Sections 2.1.2 and 3.2). With the 

fundamental characteristics of the noise process known, a suitable POQ can then be 

developed. 

Since the signal's noise component is of primary interest, and due to its nature few 

assumptions can be made about the noise's temporal or range characteristics, we must be 

careful to sample the data with sufficient range and temporal resolution to permit a useful 

analysis. The needed temporal resolution (samples/sec), as is well-known, is govemed by 

the Shannon sampling theorem.̂ ^ Since the noise can be expected to possess at least some 

wide-band characteristics, it is important to employ band-pass ftitering (BPF) to insure 

that the sampled data is not contaminated by atiasing artifacts. The specifics of this 

filtering wiU be discussed shortiy. 

The other (and often overlooked) sampling requirement is to insure that the signal 

is sampled with sufficient range resolution (bits/sample) so as to ensure that the 

histograms accurately model the PDFs. If not, the sampled signal and noise (in particular) 

wiU suffer from potentially severe under-quantization effects. It is noted that any 

interpretations of the noise based upon the under-sampled data can be highly misleading, 

especiaUy if statistical measures of the sampled process are calculated. Passing off 
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statistical measures as unbiased''̂  is a form of statistics abuse which is, unfortunately, 

commonly found in empuical analysis. This abuse often goes unnoticed since the data 

from which statistical quantities are derived are almost never presented along with the 

measures, hence there is no means for checking for potential discrepancies. To establish a 

measure of confidence about the BERFD measure used hi this investigation, we define a 

simple range resolution sampling principle (RRSP). The RRSP asserts that the BERFD 

measure will be an unbiased statistical measure of the noise process if 

Q ^ In ^ln(2) (5.1) 

where Q is the number of bits to which the signal range is to be quantized, e is the BERF, 

and r.l represents the ceiling operator. To iUustrate the bias associated with the BERFD, 

and to compare it with the standard deviation, consider each measures derived from a 

quantized Gaussian density function over several range resolutions (Fig. 5.1). 

From Fig. 5.1 it can be observed that for e = 0.01, Q > 8 bits. It is noted that the 

standard deviation measure can be considered unbiased for Q > 4 bits, about half that 

required for the BERFD. The reason for the significant difference between the BERFD 

and standard deviation is that the BERFD is a measure of the taUs of the density function 

(and hence very sensitive to smaU area changes), whereas the standard deviation is a 

measure of mass (i.e., a central moment). As discussed previously, the standard deviation 

is not, in general, an appropriate noise measure of an arbitrary noise process. 

Up to this point in the discussion we have been concerned with the direct sampling 

of the data, which we assert must conform to the RRSP. It is also noted that if statistical 

measures are to be derived from a post-processed histogram, then the bui resolution of the 

histogram must also conform to the RRSP in order for the measures to be unbiased. 
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With the basic temporal and range sampling principles established, we now turn 

our attention to the procedures developed to perform the desired noise acquisition and 

analysis. To satisfy the RRSP, we separate the observable Vd into its signal <Vd> and noise 

Uvd components (Fig. 5.2). Each component is buffered (unity gain) so as not to load the 

transimpedance amptifier at the detector. Separation of the noise component from the 

signal component is achieved using a 3-pole active high-pass filter (HPF). The signal and 

noise components are then individuaUy anti-alias filtered and amptified so as to ftil the 

input dynamic range of the ADC, over each of their operating ranges. The ADC samples 

the signal and noise channels simultaneously. 

To allow for signals and noises to be analyzed with respect to each other, the two 

channels are rescaled relative to each other and combined to create a high resolution 

digital composite (Fig. 5.3). A double precision numeric representation was employed so 

that the noise component would not suffer from roundoff errors, and hence inadvertentiy 

violate the RRSP. The analysis proceeded in the order of : (1) calculate statistics and 

SNR; (2) remove signal from the composite; (3) compUe the noise histogram; and (4) 

calculated the noise power spectral density. The signal driving the source or modulator 

could then be changed and the procedure repeated. The program for implementing this 

data acquisition and analysis is discussed in Section B.3.2. 

5.2 Sources of Experimental Error 

In addition to errors resulting from a violation of the RRSP, measurement errors 

can also result from several systematic sources. The first source could be a nonideal 

dynamic response of the photodetector, electronic amplifiers, buffers, and filters. To 

minimize these effects the photodetector was selected to have a temporal bandwidth in 

excess of 1 MHz, and the transimpedance amplifier was designed to have a response in 

excess of 2 MHz. The temporal response of the photodetector/transimpedance amptifier 

combination was experimentaUy verified, to a few hundred Hz using an optical shutter. 
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The buffers and filters were custom built to meet the specifications of this experiment, and 

all devices were experimentally verified to have flat pass-bands from DC to 1 MHz. 

Source Modulator 

SR560 amps 

Detector 

n; 
AitVdl 

5 A^ln,^] n,̂  
<Vd> and n^^ 

PC 486VL, 14-1-4 ADC 

Figure 5.2 Experimental procedure: signal conditioning and acquisition. 

A second potential source of error results from a channel-to-channel imbalance in 

the amptifier and buffer gains. These imbalances lead to errors in Ai and A2 (Fig. 5.2), 

resulting in an improperly scaled composite signal. To eliminate these potential gain 

imbalances, the two channels were catibrated relative to each other. 

A third potential source of error arises from nonunifomtities and noise in the ADC 

hardware. A complete performance characterization of the FAST 14-1-4 was performed 

as part of a Beta test period we participated in with Analogic, Inc., the board's 

manufacturer. This characterization verified that the quantization was luiear and uniform 

over the input dynamic range, that the quantization error was on the order of ± 1/2 least 

significant bit (LSB), and that no significant noise was introduced by the ADC. 
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Figure 5.3 Experimental procedure: signal analysis. 

It is noted that with a ± 1/2 LSB error, the FAST 14-1-4 possessed a usable input 

sampling range of 13 bits. By utilizing the experimental procedure outtined ui Section 5.1, 

the RRSP requu-ements could easily be met utitizing only 61.5% of the ADC's. 

5.3 Calibration Procedures 

As indicated in the preceding section the balance among channel gains was an 

important issue. To ensure that this did not become a problem, gain calibrations were 

checked and adjusted periodically. The calibration procedure included: (1) checking the 

batteries driving the photodetector, buffer, and filter circuits; (2) adjusting the DC offset 

and gain of the photodetector circuits; (3) adjusting the gains of the buffer amps; and (4) 

adjusting the gain of the HPF. 
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5.4 Experimental Results 

One chaimel of a transmissive OMVP contains at least one optical source, one 

modulator, and one detector (Fig. 5.4). Utilizing this channel, the microscopic signal and 

noise behaviors of the elemental devices can be empiricaUy established. It is noted that in 

this charmel there are only three observable quantities: is; Vm; and Vd. The goal, however, 

is to establish the signal and noise characteristics of the optical signals Is and Im- To 

accomplish this we utilize the general input-output expressions developed for the output 

observable in terms of the generalized physical transformations of aU the input observables 

(Chapter 4). These expressions allow us to separate the observable Vd into its component 

parts and isolate the terms of interest. In the following subsections we wtil measure the 

noise characteristics of a variety of photodetectors, sources, and modulators. 

Source Modulator Detector 

Figure 5.4 Components in one transmissive channel of an OMVP. 

5.4.1 Photodetectors 

The detector, being the last component in the channel, influences aU signals and 

noises resulting from the source and the modulator. To estabtish an understanding of the 

noise processes inherent to the detector, we rewrite Eqn. (4.5) to emphasize the detector's 

contributions: 

v (̂t) = G[[<I/t)> + i j i j t ) } + ̂ ji/t)}][<TJt)>+iJv^(t)}+ Hjyjt)]]] 

+ Rfi,(t)l (5-2) 

From inspection of Eqn. (5.2) it can be observed that the photodetection process G 

dominates the optical components, and that the generalized detection noise î  (t) 
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estabtishes a noise floor which wiU dontinate the observable at low-tight levels. The 

effects of the detector noise are best observed when the optical signals incident on the 

detector are etintinated, hence the observable reduces to 

vrt) = R n (t)]. 
f- d„ 

(5.3) 

It is important to recaU that the photodetector's observable signal combines the 

effects of the photodiode and the transimpedance amptifier (where this combination is 

referred to as the photodetector or detector). Detailed discussions of the detector circuits 

are presented in Appendix D. To measure the observable quantity of Eqn. (5.3) the 

detectors circuits were powered up and the photodiodes covered with a tight blocking 

shield. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.5. In the following two subsections the 

dark current-induced noise characteristics of two PIN photodetectors are discussed. 

SR 560 # 2 

Light 
Block 

HPF 

TEK 2230 

EMI cage 

PC 486VL, 
14-1-4 ADC, 
GPIB/NT 

^ SR 560 #1 : AC coupled. x20kgainA2, BPF1-30k,6dB ADC:DR:W-2.5 V, 8192 pnt«/chnl © 300 kHz 
SR 560 #2 : DC coupled. x2 gain A, , LPF30k,6dB 

Figure 5.5 Experimental setup for testing the dark current noise for the photodetectors. 

5.4.1.1 United Detector Technology PIN-6D photodiode. The UDT PIN-6D is a 

planar-diffuse siticon photodiode in a hermetically sealed and shielded package. The 

active diode area is 20.3 (mm)^, and cu-cular ui shape. Additional operating specifications 

for the PIN-6D are given in Table 5.1. To complete the photodetector circuit a 
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transimpedance amptifier was bulk from a low-noise OP27 operational amptifier, as 

discussed in Appendix D. 

The dark noise behavior for tiie PIN-6D is shown in Fig. 5.6. From the PSD it can 

be seen that the noise is dontinated by a low frequency component at 60 Hz. The source 

of this noise was not known, but was found to be consistent and experimentaUy 

repeatable. Since the detector was run in photovoltaic mode, power supply artifacts due 

to the biastiig source were ruled out. This effect could have been due to a supply artifact-

induced withtii the OP27 op-amp; however, this would be untikely if the manufacturer's 

reported power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) of 110 dB were accurate. 

The amplitude of the observed low frequency noise was found to be on the order 

of 0.25 mV. The rest of the noise was found to be wideband. The histogram of the dark 

current noise process indicated that it was nicely unimodal and symmetric (Fig. 5.6b); 

however, using a chi-squares test it was found to be noticeably narrower than a Gaussian 

function. This was most likely due to the dontinance of the low frequency component. 

Table 5.1 United Detector Technology PIN-6D photodiode operating specifications. 

..;:hPARAMETERS" 
Type 

Diode Active Area 
Responsivity 
Capacitance 
Capacitance 
Capacitance 
Rise Time, 

10-90% 
P>.a tS /N=1.0 

Dark current 
Operating Temp. 

Operating Voltage 

V v SYMBOL, ,: 
PIN 

A^X 

Co/PX 

C 
c 
c 

TR 

N.E.P. 

Eod 

T 

VD 

,-;>- VALUE ,...xA 
Planar-Diffuse 

Silicon 
20.3 mm^ 

500 mV/|iW 
330 pF 
60 pF 
30 pF 
20 nS 

8 E - " W / > / H Z 

20 nA 
-55° C to 125° C 

-50 V to 50 V 

,. ,v. CONDITION 
T = 2 2 ° C 

X = 0.85 |iM 
VD = O V 

V D = lOV 
VD = 50 V 

50V/50^ load 

X = 0.85|iM, 
f = D C t o l k H z 

V D = 1 0 V 
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Figure 5.6 The experimental results for the UDT PIN-6D dark current signal: (a) 

the PSD; and (b) the histogram. 
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5.4.1.2 Devar 539-01-5 photodiode. The Devar 539-01-5 is a combined planar-

diffuse siticon photodiode and transimpedance amptifier in a hermetically sealed and 

shielded package. The active diode area is 5 (mm)^, and cticular in shape. The amptifier's 

gain resistors are 1(X) kQ,, resulting in a combined detector-amptifier bandwidth of 4 MHz. 

Additional operating specifications for the 539-01-5 are given in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Devar 539-01-5 photodiode operating specifications. 

ffri^PARAMETER *t 
Type 

Gain Resistor 
Diode Active Area 

Responsivity 

Responsivity 
Bandwidth, 3dB 

Rise Time, 
10-90% 

Broad Band Noise 

P X a t S / N = 1 . 0 

Dark Offset, Max. 
Operating Temp. 

'.̂ '̂ ;l:;fSYMBOElt̂ ^ 
PDS[ 

RA.RB 

KiX 
tJ?X 

QJPX 

BW 

TR 

Son 

N.E.P. 

Eod 

T 

#f:^>VAUJE';?' ^̂ i 
Planar-Diffuse 

Silicon 

100 kO 
5 mm^ 

60 mV/^iW 

22 mV/^iW 
4 MHz 
90 nS 

600 ^iV, RMS 
4 E " ' ^ W / V H Z 

8mV 

0 - 70 ° C 

^^ CONDITION i:̂  
T = 2 5 ° C , V s = ±15 

V , V D = 1 5 V 

GaAs LED 
X = 0.9pM 

2870 ° K Tungsten 
eo < 200 mV P-P 
eo < 200 mV P-P 

X = 0.9^M, 
f=DCto7c/2BW 

25 ° C 
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The dark noise behavior of the 539-01-5 is shown in Fig. 5.7. From the PSD it 

can be seen that the noise is sufficientiy wideband, and exhibits none of the low frequency 

characteristics observed for the PIN-6D. Using a chi-squares test it was found that the 

histogram fit a Gaussian with a significance probability of 0.98. 

1 10 
Frequency (kHz) 

(a) 

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 
PIN Dark Current (mV) 

(b) 
Figure 5.7 The experimental results for the Devar 539 PIN dark current signal: (a) 

the PSD; and (b) the histogram. 

From this analysis it can be concluded that the integrated detector-transimpedance 

amptifier exhibited far better noise behavior tiian the discrete component photodetector 

cu-cuit. The integrated circuit was also much easier to shield, resulting in much lower EMI 

susceptibitity. 

5.4.2 Sources 

The source affects aU optical signal and noise components wititin the channel. To 

high tight the contribution of the source to the channel observable, we rewrite Eqn. (4.5) 

emphasizing the interaction of the source's tinear and nonltiiear noise components with 

tiiose of tiie modulator's signal and noise terms. 
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v/t) = G[<I/t)xT Jt)>] 

+ G[i {iJt)}[<TJt)>+^Jv^(t)}+ Jtjyjt)}]] 

+ G[}^Ji/t)}[<TJt)>+^Jv^(t)}+ }tjyjt)}]] 

+ G[<I/t)>[^Jv^(t)}+}^JvJt)}]] 

+ Rf[id(t)]. (5.4) 

The observable signal can be reduced to those effects due to the source and the 

detector by removing the modulator from the channel: 

v/t) = G[<I/t)> + ^^{i J t )} + Xji/t)}] + R [̂i,_ (̂t)]. (5.5) 

From this expression it can be seen that if the detector noises are minimized, then the 

observable wtil be dontinated by the source's signal, linear noise term, and nonlinear noise 

terms. 

In the following three subsections we characterize the signal and noise behavior of 

two gas lasers, and one semiconductor laser. For the case where the laser could be 

modulated, the signal-dependence of the noise will be discussed. 

5.4.2.1 Spectra Physics 124B Helium-Neon laser. The 124B is a gas laser 

containing a mixture of 90% Hetium and 10% Neon in a 66 cm by 2 cm plasma tube 

(Table 5.3). The tube is terminated on both ends with quartz windows positioned at the 

Brewster angle, and the resonant cavity was bounded by one flat and one concave mirror. 

The laser can be powered by either a stock Spectra Physics LPS (Model 255) or an after 

market SMPS (Laser Drive #390-5000-11-BHR-l). The drive requirements to maintain 

the inversion state were 5 kV at 11 mA, DC. Both of the power supplies were non-

adjustable, so the intensity output from the laser could not be du-ectiy modulated by the 

drive signal. 
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Table 5.3 Spectra Physics 124B Helium-Neon laser operating specifications. 

Output power 
Transverse mode 

Longitudinal mode spacing 
Beam diameter 

Beam divergence 
Polarization 

Angle of polarization 
Long term stability 

Beam amplitude noise 
Beam amplitude ripple 

> 15 mW @ 632.8 nm 
TEMoo 

214 MHz 
1.1 mm @ 1/ê  

1.0 mrad 
Linear > lilO'' 

Vertical to within ± 5° 
< 5% per hour after 1 hour warm-up 

<0.3%rms(l to 100 kHz) 
<0.2%rms @ 120 Hz 

The stimulated entission of the 124B had a center wavelength at 632.8 nm. The 

output was linearly polarized (vertical), and had a spot size diameter of 1.1 mm. It was 

observed that along with the stimulated entission the output also contained a noticeable 

amount of spontaneous entission in the wavelength range of from 420 nm to 460 nm. This 

emission was unpolarized and had a spot size of approximately 2 mm at the output 

aperture of the plasma tube. 

The spontaneous emission presented no significant problems if the source were 

used ui strictiy intensity-based systems; however, several potentially serious problems 

could arise if it were used in a complex-amplitude system, or ones requiring the output to 

be extinguished tiirough a polarizer. The source of these problems arise from the fact that 

the unpolarized entission component produced a large detectable signal under the 

condition of a crossed polarizer. To prevent this from being a source of experimental 

error, a narrowband laser line filters (LLF) was used in front of aU the detectors (Fig. 5.8). 

The reason for not controlling the unpolarized component by sunply employing a polarizer 

at the output of the laser will be furtiier discussed in Chapter 7. 

The experimental setup for testing the 124B is shown in Fig. 5.8. To detemtine 

the effect of the drive source on the observable, the laser was tested using both the LPS 

and a SMPS. The signal was detected and processed using the procedures described in 

Section 5.1. The details of the instrument settings are shown at the bottom of the 

experimental setup (Fig. 5.8). 
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Spectra Physics ^.QC 
124B HeNe LLF PIN 

Spectra Physics 
255 Exciter 

OXMXIJ 
J 

EMi cage 

HPF 

SR 560 # 2 TEK 2230 

PC 486VL, 
14-1-4 ADC, 
GPIB/NT 

SR 560 #1 : AC coupled, xlOO gain A,, BPF 1 -10 k, 6 dB 
SR 560 #2: DC coupled, x2 gainA^, LPF30k,6dB 

255 Exciter: 5000 V d 11 mA do 
AI2£;DR:-f/-5V, 8192 pnts/chni @ 20 kHz 

Figure 5.8 Experimental setup for testing the Spectra Physics 124B HeNe laser. 

Both the long-term and short-term characteristics of the of the laser's signal and 

noise were of practical interest. It was observed that a drifting of the output power 

damped-out into a steady state after approximately 1.5 hours of operation. During this 

warm-up period, the laser's output observable was dominated by significant power drifts, 

and a large amplitude wideband noise. After reaching the steady state, the output noise 

amplitude settled into a lower state. However, this quite state was interrupted at irregular 

intervals (seconds to minutes in spacing and duration) by very noisy periods in which the 

amplitude exceeded that of the quite operation by several orders of magnitude. A notable 

characteristic of this intermittent noise was that it beat at several hundred kHz. During 

these periods the laser was too noisy to be used in the system noise measurements. 

In addition to the temporal noise characteristics, it was observed that the 

transverse mode had a tendency to drift from the TEMoo into the TEMoi after several 

hours of operation. To maintain output power, and to compensate for the TEMQI drift, 

the mirrors required frequent tuning. Although the reason was not known, the laser 

seemed to exhibit better temporal noise behavior when tuned to a transverse mode 

between TEMoo and TEMoi. Although this sacrificed a few milliwatts of output power, 

and slightly complicated coUimating the beam, it had the effect of significantiy reducing 
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the periods of intemtittent noise. It was during these "quiet" steady state operating 

periods that the laser was used, and for which the performance is reported. 

The general operating characteristics of the 124B, as described above, were found 

to be consistent for both the LPS and the SMPS; however, the steady state noise 

behaviors due to each drive were found to be markedly different. To illustrate this, the 

noise for the LPS drive case is shown in Figure 5.9. From Fig. 5.9(a) it can be seen that 

the dontinant noise component exists at 120 Hz, which corresponds to a ripple on the 

drive current. The rest of the noise spectrum exhibited a general wideband characteristic 

with a power approximately 20 dB below that of the ripple noise. It is noted that the 6 

dB/decade decline in the noise power above 20 kHz is due to the anti-aliasing filter. 

Further insight into the noise characteristics can be achieved by considering the histogram 

for this noise signal shown in Fig. 5.9(b). Although this histogram is nicely unimodal and 

symmetric, it is much broader than a Gaussian function. The broadening of the process is, 

in large part, due to the underlying deterministic characteristics of the ripple. 

5 1 1.5 2 2.5 

Frequency (kHz) LPS HEME output (mV) 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5.9 The experimental results for the Spectra Physics 124B when driven by 

a linear power supply: (a) the PSD; and (b) the histogram. 

The noise characteristics for the 124B driven by the SMPS drive are shown in Fig. 

5.10. From Fig. 5.10(a) it can be seen that the dontinant noise component is at 27 kHz, 

with a strong second harmonic at 44 kHz. These artifacts correspond to the switching 

frequency of the SMPS. The second most significant noise component faUs 15 dB below 
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this and is due to the 120 Hz supply ripple. The power of the wideband noise falls 

approximately 10 dB below that of the ripple noise. The histogram for the noise process 

is shown in Fig. 5.10(b). The histogram is highly skewed and marginally bi-modal, 

indicating that the underlying process has significant temporal structure over the 

experimental period. 

0.012 

Frequency (kHz) 

(a) 

-10 -5 0 5 
SMPS HeNe Output (mV) 

15 

(b) 
Figure 5.10 The experimental results for the Spectra Physics 124B when driven by 

a switching mode power supply: (a) the PSD; and (b) the histogram. 

The same 124B was used for each of the above experiments, with only the power 

supply being changed. For each experiment the laser was allowed to warm-up completely, 

and was tuned to produce the same output power and transverse mode. 

From the results it can concluded that a significant source of noise for both the 

LPS and SMPS driven laser were due to power supply ripple. For the LPS this was the 

dontinant noise component. For the SMPS the ripple noise was secondary only to the 

SMPS contamination. As discussed in Section 4.2, it did not appear that the 27 kHz 

signal existed as ripple on the intensity of the beam, but instead was an EMI-induced 

signal. Since EMI from laser SMPSs significantiy contributed to the observable, even 

after shielding, and since the signal range contaminated by this noise feU over a large 

portion of the DC to 100 kHz window of interest, these types of supplies were not used 

for the remainder of the experiments. 
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The dontinance of the ripple noise component indicates that the noise component 

due to the linear transformation of the input observable is the dominant contribution to tiie 

noise of the output observable. This allows for a first-order stinptification of tiie 

observable signal and noise to 

vrt) = G[<i(t)>-h4{i (t)}] 
s s„ 

(5.6) 

It is noted that this expression would not be vatid for the situations where the laser 

was experiencing periods of intermittent wideband noise. Although the source of titis 

intemtittent noise was not identified (possibly related to mode completion), it was 

definitely the resuH of a nonlinear process. It is also noted that the values for the beam 

amplitude noise and ripple, as specified by the manufacturer, were not verified; the 

measured values were approximately one order of magnitude greater. 

5.4.2.2 Lexel 95-4 Argon Ion laser. The 95-4 is a water cooled Argon ion (Ar"") 

gas laser with a 1 meter by 2 cm plasma tube (Table 5.4). The tube is temtinated on both 

ends with quartz windows positioned at the Brewster angle, and the resonant cavity is 

bounded by two concave rrtirrors. A temperature controlled prism wavelength selector 

and etalon were mounted within the resonator cavity. The laser was driven by a stock 

Lexel 3-phase SMPS. The power supply could operate in either current control or light 

control mode, and allowed for the direct adjustment of the output intensity. 

Table 5.4 Lexel 95-4 Ar operating specifications. 

Output power 
Transverse mode 

Longitudinal mode spacing 
Beam diameter 

Beam divergence 
Polarization 

Angle of polarization 
Long term stability 

Beam amplitude noise (light cont.) 
Beam amplitude noise (current cont.) 

up to 1.7 W @ 514.5 nm 
TEMoo 

150 MHz 
1.3 mm @ 1/ê  

0.6 mrad 
Linear > 10^1 

Vertical 
0.2 % per hour after 1 hour warm-up 

<0.2%rms(10to2MHz) 
<1 %rms(10to2MHz) 
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The stimulated entission of the 95-4 was tuned to a single longitudinal mode at 

514.5 nm. The output was verticaUy polarized and had a spot size of 1.3 mm. It was 

observed that the 95-4 possessed a noticeable amount of spontaneous emission in the 

wavelength range of from 488 nm to 514 nm, which was superimposed on the stimulated 

output. This emission was unpolarized and had a spot size of approxtinately 3 mm at the 

output aperture of the plasma tube. This laser was only used for intensity-based 

experiments, so this spontaneous emission did not present any practical experimental 

problems, and consequentiy was not filtered. 

The experimental setup for testing the 95-4 is shown in Fig. 5.11. Due to the 

significant amount of EMI generated by the power supply and the plasma tube, the 95-4 

was placed outside the Faraday cage. The beam was brought into the cage via a 50 |Ltm 

core multimode optical fiber. Transmission through the fiber resulted in an incoherent 

beam, however, this was not a problem since the primary role of the 95-4 was to provide 

an intensity write signal for the tiquid crystal Hght valve (to be discussed in Section 

5.4.3.1). For this purpose the most important characteristics of the Ar"̂  beam were its 

intensity noise and its coltimation at the plane of the tight valve. In conjunction with our 

lumped component approach established in Section 4.1, we tested the 95-4 with all 

components in place to provide a write signal to the light valve. 

St'iKSl^T""'"'"'̂ "-

Fiber X60 

Ar laser, 
125mW,514nm 

SR 560 # 2 TEK 2230 
bundle 

VNDF P I N r H t ^ j y7#^ f 

HPF 
i p y # « ^ 

SR 560 # 1 

JD PM-950 
pwr mtr 

EMI cage 

Al [n„J 

PC486VL, 14-1-4 ADC 

SR 560 #1 : AC coupled, x1 k gain, BPF 1 k - 30 k, 6 dB 
SR 560 #2 : DC coupled. xlO gain, LPFSOk, 6dB 

AD£;l3R:+/-5 V, 16384 pnts/chni @ 60 kHz 

Figure 5.11 The experimental setup for testing the Lexel 95-4 Ar̂  laser. 
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Both the long-term drift and short-term noise of the laser output power were of 

practical concern. It was observed that the drift of the output power dampened into a 

steady state after approximately 2 hours of operation. During this warm-up period, which 

was performed in the current control mode, the laser's observable was dontinated by 

periodic jumps in intensity due to longitudtiial mode hopping. After reaching a steady 

state, the laser settled into a suigle mode. After warming up, the laser was run in the Hght 

control mode which reduced the long term drift to essentially nothing; however, as can be 

seen in Fig. 5.12(a), the steady state noise behavior was dontinated by low and medium 

frequency components. The low frequency component at 120 Hz was present in aU 

experiments, and was obviously due to power supply ripple. The medium frequency 

components drifted from approximately 100 Hz to 500 Hz. This noise was identified as 

resulting from microphonics induced by circulation of the cooling water around the plasma 

tube. The microphonics induced intensity noise by two methods: the first being through 

vibration of components within the laser cavity (mirrors, etalon, prism, etc.); and the 

second being through a slight modulation of the output beam position (which caused 

atignment modulation at the fiber coupler). These effects were significantiy reduced by 

securely mounting the laser to a stable optics bench, and by reducing the volume water 

flow through the laser. Additional noise reduction was achieved using a baffle on the 

cooling water, however, this introduced several complications into the plumbing system, 

and was eventually discarded. 

It is noted that there was almost no wideband noise component. The reasons for 

this are two-fold: (1) most noise power existed in the low frequency components, thus 

masking the wideband contributions; and (2) there was no mode hopping or competition 

due to the single longitudinal mode operation. 

To achieve further tiisight into the noise characteristics, consider the histogram for 

this noise signal as shown Fig. 5.12(b). This histogram is highly skewed and cusped 

indicating significant temporal structure in the noise. 
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Figure 5.12 The experimental results for the Lexel 95-4 when driven in light 

control mode: (a) the PSD; and (b) the histogram. 

Since the output noise was dontinated by a drive signal ripple, the sunpHfied 

observable for the Ar"" can be expressed as 

vrt) = G[<ia)>-h4{i (t)}] 
s ^ s„ 

(5.7) 

This model, however, does not allot for mechanically induced noise, so those components, 

although significant, are not reflected in this expression of the observable. 

To conclude the observations for the 95-4 it is noted that there was no drift of the 

transverse mode from TEMoo, and it was determined that a datiy tuning of the cavity 

mirrors was sufficient to maintain the output power. It is also noted that coltimation of 

the beam was also difficult to achieve after passing it though the fiber. This was due to 

the spatial incoherence introduced within the fiber. 

5.4.2.3 LaserMax MDL-200-670-5 laser diode. The MDL-200-670-5 is a 

InGaAIP heterojunction index-guided laser diode. The optical output is in a single 

longitudinal mode and a single spatial mode at 670 nm. The maximum optical output 

power was found to be 4.25 mW at 65 mA, continuous wave (Table 5.5). The output 

beam profile was highly eUiptical, but could be focused with an adjustable lens mounted on 

the diode's output assembly. 
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Table 5.5 LaserMax MDL-200-670-5 laser diode operating specifications. 

Laser structure 
Laser composition 

Output power 
Spatial mode 

Longitudinal mode 
Beam dimension 
Beam divergence 

Aspect ratio 
Astigmatism 
Optimal spot 
Current drain 
Voltage input 

Beam amplitude noise 

Index guided 
InGaAff 

4.25 mW @ 670 nm 
Single 
Single 

3.3/0.8 mm 
0.2 mrad 

4.0:1 
11 |irn 

300 ̂ im 
70 mA 

4 - 6 VDC 
< 0.3 % rms (1 to 100 kHz) 

The experimental setup for testing the laser diode is shown in Fig. 5.13. To 

maintain the manufacturer's recommended operating temperature of less than 35° C, a 

heat sink was mounted on the laser housing. The laser diode was driven by a 

programmable ReHance 2322 power supply (PPS2322). The power supply output was 

passed through a Fluke 45 programmable multimeter (DMM45) operating ui DC current 

mode. 

To ensure that the programmed versus actual current output of the PPS2322 was 

not a source of systematic error, the linearity of the response was tested over the rated 

drive range of the laser diode. The response was found to be acceptably Hnear, as shown 

in Fig. 5.14(a). 

To establish the basic operating characteristics of the laser diode, the voltage 

versus current (VI) curve was estabtished (Fig. 5.14b). Since the current, and not the 

vohage, drives the uiversion process wititin the laser, the PPS2322 supply was run ui the 

constant current mode. From Fig. 5.14(b) it can be seen that the VI curve is composed of 

basicaUy two Hnear segments (marked as I and II). Segment I corresponds to the below 

saturation operating region, and segment II corresponds to the saturation region of the 

laser. 
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Figure 5.13 The experimental setup for testing the LaserMax MDL-200-670-5 
laser diode. 
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Figure 5.14 Experimental verification of the operating characteristics of the 

Reliance PPS2322 power supply: (a) measured output current versus 
the programmed value; and (b) the voltage-current curve while 
driving the laser diode in constant current mode. 

The intensity versus drive signal characteristics were measured (Fig. 5.15), and the 

following observations were made: (1) the laser produced no optical output when the 

drive current was below threshold (46 mA); (2) the output tiitensity increased hnearly 

with drive current from threshold to saturation (64 mA); and (3) the output intensity 

remained constant when above saturation. Although the observed signal characteristics 
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were as expected, the noise characteristics ui this Hnear region were found, unexpectedly, 

to be signal-independent and of large amplitude. The histograms for the noise over the 

tinear operating region are shown in Fig. 5.16, and from these it can be seen that the 

histograms are significantiy bi-modal. This indicates significant underlying temporal 

structure in the noise process. 
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Figure 5.15 The operating curves for the LaserMax MDL-200-670-5 laser diode. 
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Figure 5.16 The histograms for the noise component over the linear operating 
range of the LaserMax MDL-200-670-5 laser diode. 
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(b) 
Figure 5.17 The characteristics of the noise component for the signal at is = 55 

mA: (a) the temporal data; and (b) the PSD for the LaserMax MDL-
200-670-5 laser diode. 

The highly deterministic characteristic of the noise are eastiy observed in Fig. 5.17. 

From the PSD it can be observed that the frindamental frequency component of the noise 

is at 120 Hz. The most obvious source of this noise would be power supply ripple. To 

test this hypothesis the laser diode was replaced with a resistive load which was sized to 

exhibit the same linear VI curve as the diode, in the region I (between threshold and 

saturation). The voltage drop across the load was measured for evidence that the sourced 

current was modulated. A very smaU signal-dependent ripple at 120 Hz was found. The 

amplitude of this ripple and that fact that it was signal-dependent, whUe that of the laser 

diode was not, indicated that the laser noise results from either a resonant behavior driven 

by the supply ripple, or some additional unaccounted for nonlinear process within the 

device. Since the source of titis noise was most hkely related to the supply ripple, and the 
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measured wideband noise component was very smaU, we write the simplified expression 

for the laser diode observable as 

v/t) = G[<I/t)>-h£jiJt)}]. (5.8) 

To conclude the observations for the MDL-200-670-5 it is noted that the laser 

required a warm-up period of a few ntinutes, and that neither the output power or the spot 

size changed appreciably over a long period of operation. 

5.4.3 Spatial Light Modulators 

With the noise characteristics of the detector and source known, we are now ready 

to isolate the observable noise components due to the modulator. 

5.4.3.1 Hughes LCLV 4050. The Hughes LCLV 4050 has been discussed in 

many papers,^ '̂*° hence description of it's operation wiU be limited to the essentials. The 

4050 contains a 4.75 cm diameter nematic tiquid crystal (NLC) ceU which is packaged 

between indium-tin oxide (ITO) electrodes and a photoconducting layer. It is a reflective 

modulator which takes an electronic drive signal and an optical write beam to alter the 

polarization state of the input read beam. The NLC layer is homogeneous-aligned with 

the ceU windows, and the director has a 45° twist. The electric field reorientation of the 

NLC layer produces a change in the tilt and twist of the director throughout the ceU, 

resulting hi the rotation of the polarization state via adiabatic foUowing.̂ '̂̂ ^ The tilt and 

twist progression increases with field strength untU the twist is destroyed. The write tight 

level detemtines the coupling of the drive signal across the NLC ceU (pw(t) hi Eqn. (4.6)), 

in this way acting as the primary write source for changing the signal state of the device. 

For the remainder of this discussion write wiU be used to describe the signal which directiy 

changes <Vd(t)>, and drive wiU incticate those other electronic signals which establish the 

general operating point. In some cases they are the same, hence the write nomenclature 

will take precedence. 
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As depicted ui the experimental setup of Fig. 5.18, the tiiput NLC director of tiie 

LCLV is aligned with the vertical polarization axis of the input read beam. Although 

unmarked on the device, this atignment was assured by rotating the LCLV, with neither 

drive signal nor write tight, untU the transmission through the crossed analyzer was 

minimized. The write beam was provided by a Lexel model 95-4 Ar"̂  laser passed into the 

screen room via a multimode optical fiber. This beam was expanded, passed though a 

variable neutral density filter (VNDF), and sptit between a Jodon PM-950 power meter 

and the LCLV. The power of the beam is reduced to a maximum of 200 |iW/cm^ by 

expanding it onto the LCLV's photoconductor. The VNDF was then used to adjust the 

write intensity. 

• • - • . • — . ^ . ^ . . . ^ M 

Fiber X60 

A r laser, 
125mW, 514nm 

LCLV 4050 HR38S NDF HeNe laser, 
F@0 NPBS LLF 1.40 0.5 mW, 633 nm 

JD Pi\1-950 
pwr mtr 

HP8116A 
fen gen 

^ 

EiVII cage 

J^ggtiw TEK465B 
scope 

PC 386/387, 33 IVIHz 
Analogic 14-4 ADC 

SR 560 #1 : AC coupled, x1 k gain, BPF 1 k - 30 k, 6 dB HP8116A : 10 V peak, 0.0 V offset, Sine © 5 kHz 
SR 560 #2 : DC coupled. xlO gain, LPF30k ,6dB AD£i DR:+/-2.5 V, 16384 pnts/chni © 60 kHz 

Fig. 5.18 The experimental setup for testing the Hughes 4050 LCLV. 

The Ar"̂  write source was used when it was found that EMI produced by a 

mercury vapor arc lamp severely corrupted the experimental results and could not be 

ehminated. Noise characteristics for the Ar"" are shown in Fig. 5.12. The dontinant noise 

power is due to the beam ripple, ^pUsi^Wn^^)}]- ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^̂ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ 

cutoff set for this experiment it was etintinated as an experimental concem. 
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To establish a satisfactory operating point, the drive voltage and frequency were 

varied over the entti-e rated operating range, from 0 to 15 volts and 1 kHz to 10 kHz, 

untU a large monotonic operating range as a fiinction of write intensities was identified 

between 0 and 200 |iW/cm . The identified operating point corresponded to an electronic 

drive of 10 volts at 5 kHz. The drive waveform was sinusoidal as recommended by the 

manufacturer. The output mean, BERFD (Eqn. (2.6)), SNR (Eqn. (2.7)), and best tinear 

region for this monotonic range are shown in Fig. 5.19. It can be seen that over the luiear 

operating range the dispersion is approximately tinear and decreases with increasuig write 

signal. This indicates a basically tinear signal-dependence of v^^(t). 
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Figure 5.19 LCLV 4050 output mean, LDR, BERFD, and SNR over the 
experimentally selected monotonic operating range. 

Shown in Fig. 5.20 are the maximum and minimum noise signals along with their 

associated electronic drive signals for this luiear operating range. In keeping with the 

prior description of VH (t) as being a zero mean process, aU noise signals are shown with 

means removed. For the remainder of this discussion it is understood that the minimum 

noise case corresponds to the signal state along the linear dynamic range which has the 

smallest BERFD (for this case corresponding to 176 |iW/cm ). LUcewise, the maximum 

noise case corresponds to that state with the largest BERFD (for this case 50 |iW/cm^). 
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In keeping with previous comments concerning the precision-optimal quantizer, signal 

states outside the tinear range are not considered. 

0.4 0.5 0.6 
Time (ms) 

0.4 0.5 0.6 
Time (ms) 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5.20 Temporal signals for the LCLV 4050 drive and output: (a) worst 

noise case; and (b) best noise case. 

From inspection of Fig. 5.20 it is obvious that y±(^) is highly deterministic and 

correlated with the drive signal for both the minimum and maxunum noise cases. To 

further examine the structure of this noise signal, consider the PSDs shown in Fig. 5.21. 

Comparison of these spectra indicates that the noise power is generaUy contained in the 

fundamental frequency at 5 kHz and the harmonic at 10 kHz, with notably more power in 

the latter. Comparing the power of the maximum noise case to the ntinimum case, an 

almost 12 dB increase in both the 5 kHz fundamental and the 10.3 kHz harmonic can be 

observed. This indicates that signal-dependent changes in the relative amplimdes of the 

fundamental and harmonic characteristics of the noise are driving the dispersion of the 

noise process. 
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5.21 PSD for the LCLV 4050 output: (a) worst noise case; and (b) best 

noise case. 

From these results and Eqn. (4.8) we can model the noise process. Noise from the 

drive sources, Vjj, (t), î  (t), and i^ (t) were made insignificant by the experimental 

procedure. From the data it is seen that the effects due to the sources, ^si'w(0} and 

^s{^s(^))' ^^^ detector, in (0. are insignificant. Hence, the observed noise can be written 

as 

Vd^(t) = G[^n,{Vn,(t)}[}^^{Rp<I^(t)>}][<l3(t)>]], (5.9) 

which is dontinated by the nonlinear characteristics of the modulator, ^mî mCO} • We can 

empirically state the functional form of this noise to be 

Vrt (t) = Y[l-i-asui(27cfot) + Psui(47ifot)], (5.10) 

where from the data (particularly the PSDs) we see that y, a and p are aU tinear functions 

of <Iw(t)> over the range 50 |iW/cm^ < <I^ (t)> < 176 ^lW/cm^ hence leading to the 

tinear signal-dependent behavior of v^ (t). In this expression fo represents the fundamental 

frequency of the drive source. Without knowing ^t^i-) components of Eqn. (5.9) and 

Eqn. (5.10) cannot be further equated. 
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Figure 5.22 Histograms for the LCLV 4050: best and worst noise cases. 
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Histograms of the minimum and maximum noise signals are shown in Fig. 5.22. 

The cusping of these histograms is expected due to the underlying sinusoidal nature of this 

deterministic noise process. 

5.4.3.2 Citizen LCTV 8TA-OA. The Citizen 08TA-OA black and white LCTV is 

one of a host of inexpensive liquid crystal television devices which have found much use in 

optical computing systems, and as such have been discussed in many papers.^''^^ This 

particular device is a sequentially tine-addressed 38.5 (cm)^ passive matrix of 146 x 120 

NLC cells, each with transparent electrodes on the front and back surfaces. It is a 

transmissive modulator whose write signal is electronic. The NLC layer of each pixel is 

homogeneous aligned with the cell windows, and the director has a 90° twist. The electric 

field reorientation of the director produces a change in the tilt and twist of the director 

throughout the ceU, resulting in the rotation of the polarization state, as with the LCLV, 

via adiabatic following. The low quality stock polarizing films on the device were 

removed, as is common, and replaced with optical quality polarizers. The input director of 

the ceU was aligned with the vertical polarization of the beam and the matrix tilted by 9° 

with respect to the optical axis. This tilt maximized the transmission through the ceU 

when no signal was applied, indicating a relatively large pinning angle of the NLC director. 
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To ensure the sampling of only one pixel, the source beam was passed through a pucel size 

pinhole centered on one element of the matrix. 

For the passive LCTV class of modulators the electronic write signal is composed 

of two elements, a DC bias which sets the operating pouit of the device, and an AC 

component which is derived from a video signal. The bias is produced by the LCTV drive 

electronics and is adjusted by the integrated brightness control. The write signal is 

produced by a video camera, which, for the purposes of this experiment tinages a white 

Hght source though a VNDF (Fig. 5.23). Du-ect measurement of the write signal across 

the pixel is not possible due to the construction of this modulator, hence the write signal 

as measured at the brightness control is reported. 

To estabtish the operating range of this device the bias was adjusted with no video 

signal. The operating range characteristics are shown ui Fig. 5.24. The maximum usable 

operating dynantic range was then detemtined by setting the bias voltage and adjusting the 

video signal via the camera. A maximum modulation range of 1.05 V was found when the 

bias voltage was set to 4.45 V. This is approximately half the dynamic range expected 

from the DC bias curve. It can be seen that over the linear operating range the BERFD is 

approximately tinear and decreases with increasing write signal, indicating a basicaUy 

tinear signal-dependence of v̂ i (t). 

^ El\/ll cage 
PIN 

LCTV 08TA-OA NDF 
LLF HR38S F@ 0 HR38S 1.40 

HeNe laser, 
0.5 mW, 633 nm 

JD PM-950 
pwr mtr 

PC 386/387, 33 MHz 
Analogic 14-4 ADC 

SR560#1 : AC coupled. x20 gain, BPF 10-30 k, 6 dB 
SR 560 #2 : DC coupled. xlO gain, LPFSOk, 6 dB 

ABCi DR:+/-2.5 V, 16384 pnts/chni © 60 kHz 

Fig. 5.23 The experimental setup for testing the Citizen 08TA-OA LCTV. 
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Figure 5.24 LCTV 08TA-OA output mean, LDR, BERFD, and SNR over the 
experimentally selected monotonic operating range. 

Following the procedure outlined in the preceding section we further analyzed the 

signal-states with the minimum and maximum noise levels over the identified linear 

dynamic range. The temporal signals, spectral densities, and histograms of v̂^ (t) are 

shown in Figs. 5.25, 5.26, and 5.27, respectively. The exponential decay characteristics of 

the noise are due to the highly skewed duty cycle of the write pulse, as is common in 

passive LCTVs. 
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Figure 5.25 Temporal signals for tiie LCTV 08TA-OA drive and output: (a) 

worst noise case; and (b) best noise case. 
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Figure 5.26 PSD for the LCTV 08TA-OA output: (a) worst; and (b) best noise cases. 

It is obvious that v^(t) is predontinantiy detemtinistic, with a fundamental period 

of 60 Hz corresponding to the refresh rate of the display. Comparison of these spectra 

indicate that the power of the mirtimum noise signal exists primarily at 120 Hz, and that of 

the maximum noise signal shifts to 60 Hz. This indicates that relative changes ui the 

amplimde and symmetry characteristics of the deterministic write signal are driving the 

dispersion of the noise process. 

For this experiment, the lower cutoff of the electronic BPF was reduced from 1 

kHz to 10 Hz since the fundamental noise frequency is at 60 Hz. Due to the strong noise 

power of the LCTV at this frequency the source, '\ (t), and detector, in (t), noises do not 

significantiy contribute to the experimental observable. Since the write signal is periodic 

we can rationalize that Vm (t) wiU be negtigible, hence Eqn. (4.5) reduces to 

Vd„(t)=G[^ni{Vm(t)}[<Is(t)>]] (5.11) 

which is dominated by the nonlinear characteristics of the modulator. We can empiricaUy 

state the functional form of one period of this noise as 

v(t) = y[l+ aexp(-t/Xi)][u(t)-u(t-to)] + YP[l-exp(-t/X2)][u(t-to)-u(t-tp)]. (5.12) 
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From the data we can see that y, a, p, and T2 are aU tinear functions of V <Vm(t)'> over 

the range 3.4 V < V<Vjn(t)̂ > < 4.4 V, hence leaduig to the linear signal-dependent 

behavior of Vd (̂t). The total period duration, tp, the duration of the first component, to, 

and the time constant for the first component, Xi, aU appear to be constants. Here u(.) 

indicates the unit step function. Without further knowledge of K^{.} we cannot equate 

components of Eqns. (5.11) and (5.12). 
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Figure 5.27 Histogram for LCTV 08TA-OA output: best and worst noise cases. 
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Histograms of both noise states show pronounced cusping which results from the 

underlying periodic nature of the noise process; the long taU is due to the pronounced 

asymmetry evidenced in Fig. 5.25. 

5.4.3.3 Meadowlark LCVR LVR0.7. The LVR0.7 is a stiigle 1.78 cm diameter, 5 

micron thick NLC ceU with ITO electrodes on the front and back of fused stiica quartz 

windows.^^ It is a transmissive modulator whose write signal is electronic. The NLC 

layer is homogeneous atigned with the ceU windows and the director has a 0° twist. The 

electric field reorientation of the director results in an increase hi the tilt of the NLC 

alignment producing an increase in the eltipticity of the polarization state of the beam, with 

no associated adiabatic following. In addition to this single ceU device (called a shutter) 

Meadowlark also manufacturers an 8x8 element array and a 1x128 element vector, whose 

pixels are scaled down versions of the single cell tested here. 
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^ EMI cage LCVR LVR0.7 NDF HeNe laser, 
PIN LLF HR38S F@-45 HR38S 1.40 0.5 mW, 633 nm 

PC 386/387, 33 MHz 
Analogic 14-4 ADC 

SR 560 #1 : AC coupled, x1 k gain, BPF 1 k - 30 k, 6d B HP8116A : 10 V peak, 0.0 V offset, Sqr © 5 kHz 
SR 560 »2 : DC coupled. xlO gain, LPF30k,6dB ADCi DR:+/-2.5 V, 16384 pnts/chni © 60 kHz 

Figure 5.28 The experimental setup for testing the Meadowlark LCVR LVR0.7. 

The experimental setup shown hi Fig. 5.28 depicts the LCVR NLC director 

aligned at -45° to the verticaUy polarized input beam. By varying the LCVR drive voltage 

over the entti-e rated operating range of from 0 V to 20 V, and 1 kHz to 10 kHz, we 

found a large monotonic operating range from 0 V to 2.5 V at 5 kHz. The drive 

waveform was rectangular with a 50% duty cycle as recommended by the manufacturer. 

The operating characteristics over this range are shown ui Fig. 5.29. It can be seen that 

over the linear operating range the dispersion is approximately linear and increases with 

increasing write signal, uidicatuig a basicaUy Hnear signal-dependence of Vd (̂t). Following 

the procedure outlined in the previous sections, we analyzed the signal levels with the 

mutimum and maxunum BERFD over the identified tinear dynamic range. The temporal 

signals, spectral densities, and histograms are shown ui Figs. 5.30, 5.31, and 5.32, 

respectively. 
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Figure 5.29 LCVR LVR0.7 output mean, LDR, BERFD, and SNR over the 
experimentally selected monotonic operating range. 
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Figure 5.30 Temporal signals for the LCVR LVR0.7 drive and output: (a) worst 

noise case; and (b) best noise case. 
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Figure 5.31 PSD for the LCVR LVR0.7 output: (a) worst noise case; and (b) 

best noise case. 
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From this data it can be seen that for the ntinimum noise case there appears to be 

no underiying deterministic structure. This is the result of an almost total beam extinction 

for titis state. The noise of titis state is dontinated by the detector noise. In the maxunum 

noise case the narrowband characteristics of the deterministic signal again emerge with the 

dontinant power located at twice the frequency of the write signal. For this case the 

dispersion of the noise process is again being driven by changes hi the amplimde and 

symmetry characteristics of the noise signal. 

From tiiese results and Eqn. (4.5) we can model the noise process. It was found 

that Vjĵ (t) was negtigible; however, ^s{is(0}and id^(t) are observable. The noise term 

then reduces to 

% a ) = G[}i:n,{v^(t)}[<l3(t)>+ ^s{is(t)}]] 

-H G[<Tn,(t)>[}^,{i,(t)}]] + Rf[id^(t)], (5.13) 

where it is dontinated by Rf[id^(t)] when Vin(t) goes to zero. We can empuicaUy model the 

functional form of one period of this noise as 

v(t) = Y[l+ (xexp(-t/T)][u(t)-u(t-tp)]. (5.14) 

From the data we can see that y is a linear function of V <Vjn(t)̂ > over the range 1.29 

Vpeak ̂  Vnj(t) ^1.89 Vpeak , hcncc leading to the linear signal-dependent behavior of v̂ j (t). 

It appears that the total period duration tp, the time constant x, and the amplitude scalar a, 

are all constants over this range. The dontinant random component is a sum of two signal-

dependent Gaussians (is using the Devar 539 detector) and can be equated to the second 

and third terms of Eqn. (5.13). If the source and detector noise are etintinated, then Eqn. 
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(5.14) would equate to G[}i:n^{Vj^(t)}[<l3(t)>]]; however, no ftirther analysis can be done 

without knowing ^ni(• 1 • 

The histogram of the ntimmum noise case approaches that of the dark detector 

since the modulator has almost totally extinguished the beam. The histogram for the 

maxunum noise case is flattened and skewed as is expected for a stightiy asymmeUic 

function. 
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Figure 5.32 Histogram for LCVR LVR0.7 output: best and worst noise cases. 

5.4.3.4 Meadowlark LCVR matrix. The Meadowlark LCVR is a 16 element 

square matrix composed of 50 |xm x 50 |im individuaUy addressable pixels. Each pixel is 

configured in the same manner, and with the same NLC material, as the Meadowlark 

LCVR LVR0.7 discussed in the previous subsection. The signal and noise behavior of the 

LCVR matrix were verified to be the same as that measured for the LCVR. For the 

matrix, the characteristics of interest were its inter-pixel spatial unifomtities. To test this 

we used the experimental setup shown in Fig. 5.33. The matrix was positioned between a 

crossed polarizer-analyzer pair with the director of the crystal oriented at -45° to the 

vertical. 

The mean output response curves for each of the eight diagonal pixels were 

measured over the entire rated operating range of the device (Fig. 5.34). From the figure, 
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it can be seen that each pkel exhibited the same basic shaped operating curve; however, 

the relative amplitudes of each curve were observed to be different. It was found that the 

maximum deviation at fuU signal (Vnns = 1.2) was 33%, and the average deviation was 9%. 

It is noticed that the signal state deviation was not systematically distributed across the 

channels. This impties that the experimental apparatus was not the source of the 

deviations, and that SUN appears to be unassociated with crosstalk effects. 

HP8116A 
fen gen 

300mm HeNe 
15 mW, 628 nm 

8x8 LCD miatrix 

SR 560 (do coupled) 

Trigger 

Oscilloscope 

PC with ADC 

Figure 5.33 The experimental semp for testing the spatial uniformity of the 
Meadowlark LCVR matrix. 
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Figure 5.34 Mean output operating curves over the full operating range for the 
eight diagonal elements of the Meadowlark LCVR matrix. 
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5.5 Accuracy Implications 

Results from the preceding sections have shown that the observable noise 

associated with the test source-modulator-detector channels were dominated by tiie 

modulator noise, and was found to be a signal-dependent narrowband deterministic 

process with a temporal structure that was highly correlated with that of the modulator's 

electronic drive/write signal. Consequentiy the PDF's of the noise processes, fy/v), were 

notably non-Gaussian. Due to the dominance of the modulator term ui the observable, we 

consider the measured characteristics of Vd(t) to be due solely to that of the modulators. 

To bring closure to the systems-level phase of the investigation we now discuss, within the 

context of the POQ, the discrete numeric accuracies achievable by the modulators. 

From the empuical investigation we know the characteristics of the elemental 

density functions fŷ (Vd) forming the space i)^ for each modulator. Using the defined 

generic POQ (Eqns. 2.9 and 2.10), with e = 0.1%, we can calculated the discrete numeric 

precision for each modulator (Table 5.6). This is performed considering only the temporal 

noise effects, and not the SUN. In Table 5.6 the min and the max columns correspond to 

the accuracies achievable for the ntin and max noise cases across the LDR. The max noise 

case must be used for the luiear POQ. The min case is presented to show the effect of tiie 

noise's signal-dependence on the achievable accuracy. As discussed hi Section 2.1, the 

bit-resolution corresponds to the precision-tintited signal state representation of the 

modulator if it were to be placed in a system with more than one memoryless device or 

operation. 

Table 5.6. The accuracy performance for three nematic tiquid crystal modulators. 

BERF, e = 0.1% 

Linear dynamic range, LDR 
BERF-based dispersion, ^(e) 

# levels, L 
# Bits, N 

Maximum throughput rate 

LCLV 
min 
C(e) 

max 
C(£) 

0.5 V 
0.007 

72 
6 

0.009 
56 
5 

0.2 ms 

LCTV 
min 
C(e) 

max 

0.6 V 
0.1 
6 
2 

0.25 
2 
1 

16.7 ms 

LCVR 
min 
C(e) 

max 
C(e) 

0.8 V 
0.002 
400 

8 

0.0035 
228 
7 

0.2 ms 
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Noting that the discrete numeric precision for each modulator is relatively low, we 

pose questions about the underlyuig characteristics of the temporal noise process which 

resultuig ui this low precision, and explore methods by which the precision of the devices 

may be increased. It has been seen that aU modulators ui this investigation possess a 

predontinantiy determiitistic noise with a relatively high degree of signal-dependence. This 

signal-dependence was found to be linear within the LDR, but significantiy nonlinear 

outside this range. For each of the modulators, the empuical analysis halted when the 

noise was traced to the nonUnear transformation of the drive signal, ^mi-l- -̂ ^ ^^^ point 

the systems-level approach to the noise breaks down, and a device-level approach must be 

adopted. This is further compounded by the fact that the underlying noise processes were 

found to be deterministic, hence preventing the use of statistical generalities to fiU in the 

gaps. These device-level issues wtil be investigated further in Chapters 6 and 7; however, 

with our current knowledge several systems-level implications can be drawn. 

The first impHcation is that, in addition to accuracy imptications, the detemtinistic 

noise also imposes an upper bound on the throughput rate of the system. Since temporal 

accuracy and the throughput rate have been linked (Section 3.5.1), we wtil refer to this 

combined characteristic as performance, and we generally seek methods to improve the 

performance of the OMVP. For analog-based nonregenerative OMVPs developed from 

these types of devices (particularly modulators), there are three possible techniques to 

improve temporal performance: device-based, architecture-based, and algorithntic-based. 

The most significant performance gains wtil be achieved through mirtimizing the 

deterministic characteristics of the noise at the device-level. As is obvious, nunimization 

of the maxunum noise level, r(e), wtil increase the accuracy. However, it requires the 

total eluitination of the deterministic noise to remove its constraint on the throughput rate 

since to guarantee the existence of SKd{-id}lr(e)' d̂Ĉ ) î  averaged over the Xe > Tp, where 

Tp is the fundamental period of the noise. If Tp is not defined, as is the case with almost-

periodic signals, then the time average becomes a function of time, <Vd(t)>(t). This may 
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resuh ui the non-existence of 9td{'id}lr(e)- For this case Te wtil need to be increased until 

5^d{Ad}lr(e) exists, resulting in a further reduction of the throughput rate. The maxunum 

tiiroughput rates achievable for the test modulators are Hsted in Table 5.6. What is needed 

are new methods for designing and/or driving these devices to minimize this deterministic 

noise, and this requires an understanding of the physical processes producing this noise. 

The device approach to performance improvements has the greatest potential gains 

to both precision and throughput. To reatize these gains aU deterministic noise effects of 

the modulators must be elintinated. What is needed to accomptish this is an understanding 

of the physical noise processes. As a prelude to Chapters 6 and 7, where these issues are 

discussed, we can get a hint as to what physical conditions seem to produce less noise by 

noticing that there is a large difference in the temporal structure of the noise for each of 

the test modulators, and that each modulator employs a different means of changing the 

beam's polarization state. We now seek some fundamental comparisons of these 

modulators to identify which physical process has the highest potential for precision. 

Acknowledging that it is difficult to make meaningful one-to-one performance 

comparisons between modulators, since each has been constructed for a different purpose 

and hence possess widely varying operating parameters and performance goals, we 

proceed to make a few empirical observations regarding the noise characteristics within 

the context of the modulator's physical processes. 

The LCVR and the LCLV exhibit the best performances. Both possess 

homogeneous-aligned NLCs driven at the same frequency. It is noticed that the physical 

process by which the 0° twisted NLC of the LCVR is modulated produces much less 

tiitensity fluctuation than that of the 45° twist NLC of the LCLV. Without further 

modeting of this physical process, it is not possible to conclude whether this is a general 

statement about the noise properties of devices with a twisted NLC. Having made this 

observation, it is noted that contemporary models of the Hughes LCLV have a 

homeotropic-aligned NLC with 0° twist. No conclusion, however, can be drawn 
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regarding this newer device's performance based upon the 0° twist since no homeou-opic-

aligned NLCs were tested in this investigation. 

The LCTV exhibited the worst noise performance. This was primarily due to the 

short time the signal was applied across the ceU, and this being a consequence of the 

sequential tine addressing of the passive matrix. LCTVs which employ the thin film 

transistor (TFT) active matrix should provide significantiy better performance since the 

write-signal is held over the ceU for a longer time. Nonetheless, we have observed that 

write-signal duty cycle significantiy affects tiie amplitude of the noise. Using the LCVR, it 

was found that a ±1% skew ui duty cycle shifted the noise power from the second 

harmonic to the fundamental and the noise amplimde grew markedly. This shows that any 

sequential array addressing of twisted or none twisted LCDs that does not satisfy a drive 

duty cycle of 50% will suffer from a higher noise level. 

In concluding this chapter we issue two general warnings to developers who intend 

to use devices similar to those tested within this chapter. The first warning is concerned 

with the low' frequency effects from lasers and detectors. If not properly controlled these 

effects will lead to fundamental performance timitations of the channel. The second has to 

do with the SUN of the modulators. Due to the cumulative effects of this noise, a 

relatively small amount of SUN will result in a signal space with no precision. 

5.6 Summary 

Wititin this chapter we have described the experimental procedures, sources of 

experimental error, and calibration concerns for the intensity-based measurement system. 

We then characterized the temporal noise of two PIN detectors, three lasers, and three 

NLC-based modulators, and the spatial uniformity for one NLC-based modulator. 

For the detectors and sources, with the exception of the Devar 539-01-4 detector, 

the noise was found to be dominated by low frequency (usually 120 Hz) components. For 

the most part, this noise could be du-ectiy traced to power supply ripple. For the 

modulators it was found that the twisted NLCs were much noisier than the non twisted 
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NLCs. It was discussed how the highly deterministic noise of these modulators severely 

complicates the development of a state machine with is intended to achieve modest 

accuracy performance. It was asserted that the accuracy enhancement method which 

would reap the greatest reward would reduce, or eliminate, the deterministic artifacts at 

the device-level. Before this can be pursued we first need an understanding of the physical 

process driving the noise. In Chapter 6 we establish a means to formulate this task, and 

then in Chapter 7 the experimental apparatus for measuring the polarization state 

dynamics will be described, and results for several types of LC modulators presented. 
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CHAPTER 6 

OBSERVABLE COMPLEX-AMPLITUDE SYSTEM MODEL 

Results from the intensity-based noise investigation of the previous chapter have 

shown that the source-modulator-detector system is dontinated by the modulator noise, 

which is highly detemtinistic and correlated with its electronic drive signal. Realizing that 

the modulators of interest (tiquid crystal-based) are not inherentiy intensity-based devices, 

but are actuaUy complex-amplitude devices effectuating intensity-based operation when 

placed between polarizer-analyzer pairs, we are forced to reexantine our interpretation of 

the signal state transformation (and hence arithmetic operation) performed by the 

modulator. Since the information-bearing states represented by the modulator are 

complex-amplitude in form, the signal state noise and its physical impHcations cannot be 

fuUy understood solely from the analysis of transmitted intensity. This fact takes on 

additional sigitificance since it has been found that the modulator noise is highly 

deterministic. Within the context of the definition of signal and noise (Section 3.3), we are 

faced with the shortcontings of the systems-level approach which was concerned with the 

characteristics at specific planes of the system, and defocus our attention to a device-level 

so as to understand the underlying physical noise process within the signal generating 

medium of the pixels that give rise to the deterministic intensity-based noise process at the 

signal planes. Within this chapter we present a complex-amplitude systems model, and use 

it to establish a basic understanding of the ampHmde and polarization state noise 

characteristics of two types of liquid crystal-based modulators. 

6.1 Liquid Crystals 

Thermotropic Hquid crystals are composed of relatively long cigar-shaped 

molecules which have varying degrees of long range and short range orientational and 

-positional order.̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ °'̂ ^ Wititin this investigation we limit our interest to devices which 

exploit the nematic tiquid crystal (NLC) phase. In a bulk medium, NLCs exhibit 
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orientational order along theti major axis (called the director), while exhibiting no 

positional order. In fact, it is this degree of order within certain planes, and disorder in 

other planes, that give rise to the apparent oxymoron liquid crystal. 

The usefulness of NLCs as an optical processing material stems from theti highly 

anisotropic electrical and optical properties. The electrical properties provide for the 

reorientation of the director using an electric field (Fig. 6.1). This reorientation is 

achieved within the bulk NLCs when a dipole-moment is induced across the molecules 

which is proportion to the RMS value of the applied electric field. The minimum required 

value of the field to induce director reatignment is caUed the Frederick's value (Vp), and 

this threshold point is caUed the Frederick's transition.̂ '̂̂ ^ The fact that the molecular 

orientation can be changed with an electric field takes on significance since, due to its 

opticaUy anisotropic properties, this reorientation results in a change in the apparent 

optical characteristics of the medium. 

Optic 

Axis 

Figure 6.1 Geometry of the interaction between a liquid crystal molecule 
and an electric field, and the resulting tih rotation. 

For the purposes of developing an electrooptic modulator, the optical birefringence 

of the medium is the most important feature. With a tilt reorientation of the director as 

shown ui Fig. 6.1, an optical field propagating along the optic axis wtil perceive an 

extraordinary refractive index of 
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1 _ cos'(e) sin^(0) 

where Ue and Uo are, respectfiilly, the NLCs extraordinary and ordinary indices of 

refraction, and 9 is the angle of planar rotation (tilt) of the molecular direction indicated in 

Fig. 6.1. The rotation of the NLC molecule for a given RMS field is known to be 

e = | - 2 t a n - { e x p ( V ( 7 ( 0 5 ) } , for ^ { 7 ( 0 ^ > Vp , (6.2) 

where Vm(t) is a temporally periodic voltage and vp is the Frederick's voltage.̂ '̂̂ '̂*^ The 

resulting phase retardation observed along the optic axis will be 

r(e)=Y(n.(e)-no>i. (6.3) 

where X is the wavelength of the incident optical field and d is the thickness of the NLC 

layer along the optic axis. These three expressions define the simplest electrooptic 

behavior of the NLC medium. Since the RMS voltage giving rise to the electric field is an 

observable quantity, and hence wiU be important in the experimental phase presented in 

the next chapter, it is insightful to evaluate the relationship between the applied voltage 

and each of these quantities (Fig. 6.2). For the purposes of this evaluation vp is taken to 

be zero. From the figure it can be seen that most of the optical activity wtil be induced 

within a range of a few volts above the threshold. 
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Figure 6.2 Evaluation : (a) the angle of reorientation; (b) relative phase 
retardation; and (c) apparent extraordinary refractive index, as a 
function of apptied RMS vohage across a NLC layer with Ue = 1.61, 
Uo = 1.51, A, = 633 nm, and d = 5 |Lim. Vp is taken to be zero. 
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6.2 Complex-amplitude Svstem Model 

From Eqn. (6.3) ti can be seen that the NLC layer acts as an electronicaUy mnable 

wave plate. With this realization, it becomes clear that if we destie to understand tiie 

representational signal and noise states of the device, we must consider the fuU complex-

amptitude state of the material. To accomplish this we utUize two complex-amplitude 

formulations: Jones calculus and MueUer calculus, which wiU now be discussed. 

Jones calculuŝ '̂ "̂ ^̂  is a 2x2 complex valued matrix formalism which has been used 

extensively to model perfectiy polarized systems. In this formulation the representation 

for an optical field Ei of arbitrary polarization state is given by the Maxwell column 

E.(A,a,6) = A 
cos(a) 

sin(a)e 
(6.4) 

where A is an amplimde coefficient, a is the azimuthal orientation of the polarization 

ellipse, and 6 is the relative phase factor between the two orthogonal components. Using 

this expression any perfectly polarized state can be represented. 

With Jones methods it is reasonably simple to derive an expression for the complex 

output field given the Jones matrix for each device. For our purposes, however, Jones 

methods have two shortcomings: (1) components of the MaxweU column are not directiy 

observable, and hence direct experimental verification of the field is not achievable; and 

(2) Jones methods can be used to describe only perfectiy polarized fields, hence 

depolarization effects cannot be addressed. On this last point, we expect NLC-based 

modulators to exhibit depolarization effects due to the spatiotemporal integration of 

polarization state noise over the experimental period. 

To augment the Jones analyses we utUize Mueller 4x4 scalar calculus.̂ "̂ '̂ ^ In this 

formulation the representation of a generalized optical field S, is given by the Stokes 

vector 
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Si(a ,6)=A 

So = cos^(a)-i-sin^(a) 

Si = cos^(a)-sin-(a) 

Sj = 2cos(a)sin(a)cos(5) 

S3 = 2cos(a)sin(a)sin(6) 

(6.5) 

Eqn. (6.5) has been written ui terms of the same complex-amplitude components as Eqn. 

(6.4). The Stokes vector is scalar, as compared to the complex form of the MaxweU 

column, and aU coefficients are dtiectiy observable quantities. Advantages of the Mueller 

formalism include: (1) that it is experimentally verifiable; and (2) it can be used to describe 

depolarized states. However, due to the larger matrix sizes (as compared to the Jones 

system), it is sHghtiy more cumbersome to work with. We wiU use the Jones methods to 

model the ideal behavior of the NLC devices, and wiU use the Mueller methods to develop 

the empirical characterization of the polarization state behavior of the device. 

A convenient method for visualizing the polarization state is on the Poincare 

sphere, as shown in Fig. 6.3. In this representation, the Stokes parameters Si, S2, and S3, 

form the orthonormal basis of a Cartesian system. The parameter So, which corresponds 

to the intensity, is the radius of the sphere. A perfectiy polarized state P is defined on the 

surface of the sphere by the azimuthal orientation of the polarization eUipse a and the 

relative phase factor between the two orthogonal field components 6. The equator of the 

sphere ties along the Si, S2 plane, and aU points along this plane correspond to linearly 

polarized states. As the point moves off the equator, the polarization state becomes 

increasingly eUiptical, untU at either pole the state is becomes right cu-cularly or left 

circularly polarized. 
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Figure 6.3 The Poincare sphere. 

6.2.1 BuUding blocks 

Through the considerable effort of numerous researchers, many of the Jones and 

the Mueller matrix representations for elementary optical devices of have been determined. 

Within this section we present the Jones calculus-based buUding blocks for a modeling of 

the NLC-based modulator. 

The simplest representation of a twisted nematic Hquid crystal (TNLC) layer is as 

a linearly twisted anisotropic medium.̂ ^ The Jones matrix for this medium is known to be 

M(e,<t)) = R((|)) 
cosX(e,(|))-7^^sincX(0,(j)) 

(j) sincX(0,<|)) 

-<j) sincX(9,(t)) 

cos X(e, (j))-h ; ^ ^ sincX(0, (j)) 

(6.6) 

where R(())) is the rotation matrix 
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R((t)) = 
cos((t)) sin((j)) 

sin((|)) cos((t)) 
(6.7) 

and 

\ 
X(0,^) = J(})̂  + [ I | 1 ^ (6.8) 

is a generalized phase retardation term. In these expressions r(0) is the absolute phase 

retardation given ui Eqn. (6.3), 9 is the tilt angle of the LC director, and (j) is the twist 

angle of the NLC layer. Fig. 6.4 shows Eqn. (6.8) evaluated over a range of tUt and twist 

angles. It is interesting to note that the generalized phase term is highly dependent on the 

twist angle, as would be expected. For the most part we wiU be interested in NLC layers 

which possess (j) of 0° , 45°, or 90°. 

0.00 

0.00 

Figure 6.4 Evaluation of the generalized phase term as a function of the applied 
RMS voltage induced tih angle, and a varying twist angle, across an 
NLC layer with Ue = 1.61, Uo = 1.51, X = 633 nm, and d = 5 |im. 
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For the situation where (j) = 0°, the expression for the NLC layer simptifies to that 

of a wave plate. The Jones representation for a generalized wave plate with fast axis p, 

and retardation given by r(9) can written as 

W(9,p) = 
e cos^(p)-fe -jT{Q)/2 

sin^(p) 2;sin(p)cos(P)sin(r(9)/2) ' 

2;sin(P)cos(P)sin(r(9)/2) e-^<«>^^os^(P)+/^^^^ W ( P ) 
(6.9) 

The set of requu"ed buUding blocks wtil be complete with an expression for a 

generalized linear polarizer of orientation y: 

LP(y) = 
cos ̂  (y ) sin(y ) cos(y ) 

sin(y)cos(y) sin^(y) 
(6.10) 

6.3 Complex-amplitude Interpretation of Multiplication 

In Chapters 2 and 3 it was shown that the role of the modulator ui the OMVP is to 

implements a multiptication operation. In these early chapters this operation was assumed 

to be scalar, and that the modulator implemented it through dtiect attenuation of an 

incident field's photon population (Fig. 6.5a). The truest manifestation of this scalar-

based modulator would be a neutral density filter. However, with the knowledge that the 

NLC-based modulator manifests information-bearing states in a material btiefringence, and 

that the multiplication operation is actually a polarization state change, it becomes 

necessary to discard our scalar interpretation of the multiplication operation. 

The physical interpretation of the scalar-based product operation is not vatid for 

the complex-ampHmde modulator. For these modulators the intensity-based product is 

realized by combining polarization state change and polarization-based extinction to 

achieve a quenching of the photon population. It is obvious that although these 

electrooptical modulators achieve intensity modulation, they are doing so by perfomting a 

vector multiptication by a rotation matrix on the polarization state of the incident field 
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(Fig. 6.5b). Since it is our goal to understand the source of intensity-based noise resulting 

from the multiplication operation, we must investigate the complex-amplitude interactions 

within the modulator's material medium. 

A LP M LP 

Vm 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6.5 Multiplication implemented by the modulator (a) scalar-based such as 

neutral density filters, and (b) vector-based such as by a complex-
amplitude modulator operating on the polarization-state. 

6.3.1 Coupling of complex-amplitude noise to intensity noise 

At the analyzer aU noises on the complex-amplitude components of the incident 

field are transformed into an intensity noise process. The fundamental characteristics of 

this transformation must be understood in order to establish the relationship between noise 

in the complex-amplitude components and the resulting observable intensity-based noise 

process (as seen in Chapter 5). 

We assert that there are two aspects of the complex-amplitude noise processes of 

interest: (1) the amplitude process; and (2) the polarization process. In certain devices, 

such as sources or modulators, these noise processes may be independent of each other. 

For instance, a laser with a vertically polarized output may exhibit an amplitude fluctuation 

due to processes which modulate the number of electrons in the excited state or which 

affect the number of atoms stimulated to decay to the lower energy state. The 

polarization state of the laser's output may also fluctuate due to properties of the plasma 

tube, Brewster windows, or mechanical vibration. The noise characteristics of the laser's 

beam are defined by a combination of the amplitude and polarization state noise processes. 

If the laser's output is passed though a polarizer, then these two noise processes wtil be 
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coupled into a stiigle intensity-based noise component. Resulting from titis coupting wtil 

be a noise component which wtil usuaUy be larger than the sum of the uidividual 

components. To provide for a useful analysis of titis noise it is important detemtine the 

conditions and extents tiiat each of the complex-amptimde noise components contribute to 

and dominate the resulting tiitensity noise process. With the establishment of titis 

relationship we wiU have taken a significant step toward the isolation and minintization of 

the dontinant physical noise process observed in Chapter 5. 

To pursue this analysis we first define a simple model for the coupling of the 

amplitude-polarization noise processes by considering the output field as resulting from 

the extinction of a generalized input field by a generalized linear polarizer 

E = L P E = A 
V sin(a)cos(y)sin(y)-f-cos(a)cos^(y) 

^^ sin(a) sin ̂ (y )-H cos(a) cos(y )sin(y ) 
(6.11) 

Here LP and Ei are as defined in Eqns. (6.4) and (6.10), a is the azimuthal angle of the 

incident field, p is the relative phase of the incident field, and y is the orientation of the 

transmission axis of the linear polarizer. The intensity of the resulting field is determined 

by taking the product of the field expression with its Hemtitian conjugate, resulting in 

Î  = — [sin(2a) sin(2y )cos(6 ) + cos(2a) cos(2y ) -i-1] (6.12) 

By aUowing a = 9 the expression simplifies to 

I =A'[cos'(a)sin'(a)(cos(6)-l)+l], (6.13) 

In this expression, noise can exist as fluctuations of any, or aU, of the three variables (A, 

a, or 6). To estabHsh the sensitivity of the output tiitensity to fluctuations tii tiie 
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orientation and phase, we take the partial derivative of Eqn. (6.13) with respect to each 

parameter, yielding 

and 

| i = |^'[cos(5X2cos^(a)-l)]L 
3a 

36 

(6.14a) 

-A^sin(6)cos(a)sin(a)] (6.14b) 

Fig. 6.6 shows the resulting magnitude plot and gradient surface for these functions. From 

this it can be seen that the greatest polarization-induced intensity noise wiU result from a 

fluctuation of a linear polarization state (along the 5 = 0° axis) in the region where the 

azimuthal orientation of the uicident field is at ± 45° to the polarizer transmission axis. 

This indicates that there wiU be a significant nonlinear signal-dependence of any 

polarization-induced intensity noise for devices which implement tinear polarization 

rotation. This signal-dependence wiU reduce as a function of eltipticity in the polarization 

state. 
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Figure 6.6 The resulting intensity noise due to polarization state fluctuation : (a) 
the magnitude of the absolute value of the fluctuations; and (b) the 
gradient of plot (a). 
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To estabtish a general understanding of how a combined amptimde-polarization 

noise couples into an tiitensity noise, consider the evaluation of Eqn. (6.13) shown ui Fig. 

6.7. Fig. 6.7a depicts the case where a tinear polarized field possessing amptitude 

fluctuation and no polarization state flucmation is passed through a linear polarizer. For 

titis case it is noted that as the azimutiial angle of the uicident field is rotated, the 

ampHtude-induced tiitensity noise dampens out at the same rate as the signal. This leads 

to the conclusion that the ampHtude-induced tiitensity noise is Hnearly signal-dependent. 

Fig. 6.7b depicts the case of a linear polarized field with linear polarization state 

flucmation and no ampHtude fluctuation. For this case it is noted that the polarization-

induced noise process is nontinearly signal-dependent, reaching a peak where the 

azimutiial angle of the incident field is oriented at ± 45° to that of the polarizer 

transmission axis. This behavior was expected as it was already shown in Fig. 6.6a. The 

more reatistic case of a combined amptimde-polarization noise is evaluated in Fig 6.7a. 

For this situation it can be seen that the amplitude noise process dontinates the high output 

signal levels,' and the polarization state noise dominates the mid to low signal levels. The 

imptications of this last example are profound, and sigitificantiy impact the way in which 

we interpret signal-dependent noise process in these systems. It shows that not oitiy wiU 

the output noise process of a complex-amplitude-induced intensity-based operation be 

signal-dependent, but that this signal-dependence wiU be driven, and dontinated, by two 

independent physical processes. The degree to which each of these processes contribute 

to the observable will be cticumstance specific. 
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Figure 6.7 The resulting intensity noise due to: (a) and (b) amplitude fluctuation; 
(c) and (d) polarization state fluctuations; and (e) and (f) combined 
amplitude and polarization fluctuations. 
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6.4 Expected Modulator Noise Behavior 

With tiisight estabtished into the coupling of the ampHmde-polarization 

flucmations into an intensity-based noise process, we are now prepared to investigate the 

complex-amptitude noise characteristics of NLC-based modulators. For purposes of this 

modeling, we assume the most idealized view of the NLC layer. In this, the buUc material 

behaves in both space and time as a uniform continuum. A consequence of this is that the 

twist angle wiU be considered consistent through the medium. This simple starting point 

does not allow for the modeling of many important factors such as the effect of 

inconsistent twists; however, in the empirical study to be presented in Chapter 7 these 

noise events wiU be observed nonetheless. 

It is noted that practical systems contain at least two dynantic complex-amplitude 

components, the source and the modulator, where each contributes to the total noise at 

the analyzer. To account for the contributions of both the source and modulator, a 

generalized field (Eqn. 6.4) is passed though the modulator (Eqn. 6.6 or 6.9) and the 

analyzer (Eqn. 6.4). 

E =LP-M-Ei . (6.14) 
o ' 

In the foUowing two subsections we model the basic output intensity function for 

several types of NLC configurations. 

6.4.1 Twisted nematic liquid crystal (TNLC) 

The TNLC ceU possesses a director which is twisted (assumed to be uniform) 

through the buUc medium. Although the twist can be made to assume any value, (twists of 

greater tiian 90°, caUed super twists, can be achieved by doping the NLC with a chiral LC 

material), for this tiivestigation we consider a 90° TNLC. This type of configuration was 

used in the LCTV discussed tii Section 5.4.3.2. 
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In this ceU, drive conditions below the Frederick's transition provide for complete 

twist (Fig. 6.8a). For conditions where the phase retardation F of the NLC layer is much 

larger that the twist angle (j), the polarization state uicident on the cell wtil follov\ the twist 

of the NLC director. The result is that the NLC layer implements an almost ideal linear 

polarization state rotation by the amount of the twist. This physical process of changing 

the polarization state is called adiabatic following.̂ '̂̂ ^ 

For drive values that exceed the threshold, the director wtil reorient itself parallel 

to the field (Fig. 6.8b). This tilting of the director destroys the twist. A simplified view of 

this process is the untwisting of the layer. The tilting of the director results in a 

polarization rotation of the incident field, by the amount of the twist. For drive conditions 

which greatly exceed the threshold the incident field wtil undergo no polarization state 

rotation, since the twist angle is zero. 

A 

V<V^(t)2> < Vp V<V„(t)'> » Vp 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6.8 TNLC cell geometry and dtiector alignment for: (a) well below 

threshold; and (b) well above threshold. 

By evaluating Eqn. (6.14), using Eqns. (6.6) through (6.8) for the TNLC, and 

Eqn. (6.10) for the LP, a general expression for the output tiitensity of the TNLC-LP pati 

til terms of the input field parameters, TNLC parameters, and LP orientation, can be 

achieved: 
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Î (A,a,6.<}) = | , r ( e h = | ^ -27L4V(e)cos(a)sin 
fB\ 

\^J 
-i-27:'A'cos (cL)-n'A' sin 

yjr(Qy + K i \ 

+27L4 
:^fWJ^ 

cos(a)sin(a)cos — cos 
' ^ 

-A'r(Qfcos\a) 

-Tc'A COS ( a ) . 

Jr(Qy+n'] (ylr(Qj + z 
"in I I ^ J 

(6.15) 

In this expression aU variables are consistent witii those described earlier. A simptification 

of the expression can be achieved if the dependence on the relative phase of the incident 

field is not considered (Eqn. 6.16). This assumption limits the analysis to only linear 

polarization state influences from the source, which is reasonable for this configuration. 

A,a,5=O.(l)=-,r(e),0=- =[27c'A'cos'(a)-7c'A']sin 
\jr(QY + n • ^ ^ 

+27iA 
>.^ffW^' cos(a)sin(a)cos 

Jr(Qy+n'] . fJr(0)r+7i-
-^ sin -^ 

-A'r(0/cos'(a) 
2 . 2 

-n A cos (a), 

(6.16) 

The static output intensity response of the TNLC is determined by evaluating Eqn. 

(6.16), as is shown in Fig 6.9a. From this figure, ti can be seen that the intensity 

transntitted by the TNLC decreases with tiicreasing drive voltage, starting at the threshold 

value of approximately 1.25 Vnns- Fig. 6.9b shows data taken from a real TNLC cell. It 

can be seen that the mean output signal foUows that predicted by Eqn. (6.16). What is 

interesting is that as the twist is destroyed, the observed noise from the ceU increases tii a 

maimer sintilar to that expected for a polarization-induced tiitensity noise process. The 

physical significance of titis effect wiU be furtiier discussed in Section 7.2.1. 
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Figure 6.9 Output intensity for the TNLC (a) predicted by Eqn (6.14); and (b) 

measured for the Standish H4184(E). 

6.4.2 Non-twisted nematic liquid crystal (NTNLC) 

A special configuration of the TNLC is the case where there is no twist, hence the 

NTNLC. In this type of ceU the director is hnearly aligned throughout the bulk medium. 

As a result of having no twist, the physical process of adiabatic following is not realized. 

During reorientation, these layers act as a variable wave plate. The result is that the NLC 

layer implements a tinear-to-circular polarization transformation. This type of NTNLC 

configuration was used in the LCVR discussed in Section 5.4.3.3. 

For drive conditions below the Frederick's transition the luiear alignment is 

undisturbed (Fig. 6.10a). As the drive value that exceeds the threshold, the director wtil 

reorient parallel to the field (Fig. 6.10b). 
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^<v™(t) > < V, V<V^(t)2> » V, 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6.10 NTNLC cell geometry and director alignment for: (a) well below 

threshold; and (b) well above threshold. 

For the NTNLC, the matrix expression for the twisted anisotropic medium reduces 

to that of a generaHzed wave plate. By evaluating the expression 

E = L P W E; (6.17) 

using Eqns. (6.9) and (6.10), a general expression for the output intensity of the NTNLC-

LP pati can be achieved in terms of the input field parameters, NTNLC parameters, and 

LP orientation. 

IofA,a,6,r(e),p = ^ , y = ^ ' 
V 4 z y 

2 . 2 
A sin (a)sin 

r(e)-25^ 
-2A cos(a)sin(a)sin ̂

r(9)^ 
V 2 yj 

sin 
r(0) + 26^ 

2 . 2 
-A sin (a)cos 

rr(0)-25^ fr(0)-f-25 
cos 

+2A cos(a)sin(a)sin 
. t^(Q)^ . (r(Q) -2b] 

9 9 
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sin 
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AU variables in this expression are consistent with those presented eartier. Stinptifytiig titis 

expression with the assumption tiiat the incident field wiU be linearly polarized results in 

IofA,a,5=O,r(9),p=^,0=l ' | = A ^ c o s V ) s i n f ^ V A ^ s i n ^ ( a ) c o s < ^ 
V 4 2 ; [2 I 2 

(6.19) 
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Figure 6.11 Output intensity for the NTNLC (a) predicted by Eqn (6.19); and (b) 

measured for the Meadowlark LCVR. 

The static output tiitensity response of the NTNLC is detemtined by evaluating 

Eqn. (6.19), as is shown tii Fig 6.11a. From titis figure it can be seen that the tiitensity 

transmitted by the NTNLC first increases witii drive signal, starting at the threshold value 

of approxtinately 0.4 Vnns, peaks at around 1 V îs and tiien decreases monotonically. Fig. 

6.1 lb shows data taken from an real NTNLC ceU. From titis data it can be seen that tiie 

mean output signal foUows tiiat predicted by Eqn. (6.19). What is interesting to note is 
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that the observed noise from the ceU peaks at the ntid points of each monotonic range. 

This is indicative of a polarization-induced intensity noise process; however since the 

NTNLC is not implementuig a tinear polarization transformation, but instead a generatized 

eltiptical transformation, conclusions about the true nature of the noise wtil have to wait 

for the empirical study of Section 7.2.2. 

6.5 Summary 

Witiiin this chapter we presented the basic electrooptical mechanisms for NLCs. 

The generalized coupling of amplimde and polarization state noises to an intensity-based 

noise, after passing through a linear polarizer, were explored. This analysis showed that 

not only wiU the output noise process of a complex-amplitude-induced intensity-based 

operation be signal-dependent, but that this signal-dependence wtil be driven, and 

dontinated, by two independent physical processes. 

Based upon a Jones matrix formulation, general expressions for the output 

intensities for a TNLC and an NTNLC were derived and these predictions were compared 

to measurements taken from acmal ceUs. It was observed that the noise characteristics of 

both the TNLC and the NTNLC appear to be dominated by polarization state fluctuations, 

whereas the HeNe laser was found to be dominated by an amplimde fluctuation. This 

simple analysis sets the stage for the empirical investigation into the polarization state 

dynamics of several NLCs presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 

COMPLEX-AMPLITUDE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

AND RESULTS 

From the analysis of Chapter 6, we know that NLC-based modulators transform 

the polarization state of the uicident field. In hght of the observations made ui Chapter 5, 

which found the intensity-based noise processes were signal-dependent and time-varying, 

and additional observations made tii Chapter 6, which indicated that the intensity-based 

noise process was signal-dependent and had maxima at ntid signal ranges, we conclude 

that polarization state fluctuations must be the dominant physical noise processes within 

NLC-based modulators. To estabtish a basic understanding of the polarization state 

behavior of NLC-based devices, simple RMS-based models were developed (Chapter 6), 

and used to establish the contributions of each complex-amplitude component (i.e., 

amplitude, azimuth, or phase) to the resulting intensity-based noise process. However, 

within NLC layers there are many complicated physical processes in action, and, for the 

sake of tractabitity, none of these processes were included in our simple models. The 

reason for theti omission was simply that it was not known to what degree the myriad of 

higher-order physical mechanisms may contribute to the observable noise process. To 

establish the role of these higher-order processes, without getting bogged down in a 

phenomenological model, we rely on an empirical approach. With this we endeavor to 

produce direct information about the dontinant observable noise processes, and, with the 

proper analysis, to derive useful insights into the dontinant physical mechaitisms at play. 

These empirical insights will set the stage for a more rigorous analytical investigation. 

The measurement of the polarization state dynamics of a device requires an 

apparatus capable of simultaneously measuring aU four Stokes parameters tii "real-time." 

In the sections to foUow, we describe such an apparatus as weU as the measured 

polarization state dynantics for several NLC-based modulators. 
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7.1 Simultaneous Stokes Polarimeter (SSP) 

To achieve a detailed understanding of the temporal polarization state dynamics of 

the tiquid crystal modulators, we constmcted a polarimeter which allowed for tiie 

stinultaneous measurement of aU four Stokes parameters at a rate of up to 250 kHz (Fig. 

7.1). 

7.1.1 SSP optical subsystem 

The SSP uttiized a Hnearly polarized 15 mW Spectra Physics 124B HeHum-Neon 

(HeNe) laser as an input source. The orientation of the source's polarization state was 

controUed by a Newport 550 polarization rotator (PR). The beam was spatiaUy filtered, 

stopped down, and passed through a Meadowlark DPM-1.0-HN32 polarizer (Pol) to 

ensure that polarization state noise from the source was eliminated. After passing through 

the sample, the beam was sptit twice using Newport 05BC16NP.4 non-polarizing beam 

sptitters (NPBS). The output from the first NPBS was passed through a MeUes Griot 

03PPW014/A 20° polarizing beam sptitter (PBS) which was oriented to separate the 0° 

and 90° components of the beam. These components were then detected with Devar 539-

1 PIN photodetectors (PIN/AMP) which were tight shielded witii Newport lOLFlO-633 

laser line fUters (LLF). The reflected beam from the second NPBS was passed through a 

PBS oriented to separate the 45° and -45° components, and the transmitted NPBS beam 

was passed through a Meadowlark QHM-1.0-633 quarter wave plate (WP), and then a 

PBS to separate the right cticular and left cticular components. A photograph of the SSP 

as it was setup on the optical bench is shown in Fig. 7.2. 

7.1.2 SSP electronic subsystem 

The four Stokes parameters were derived from the outputs of the six 

photodetectors in accordance with the relationships: SQ = IQ + ho'. ^\=h~ ho; ^2 = 4̂5 " 

1-45' ^3 = r̂cp " Îcp' where each of these operations were tinplemented tii an electronic 

subsystem consisttiig of buffer amps, an adder (Fig. 7.4), differencers (Fig. 7.5), and low-
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pass and high-pass filters (Fig. 7.6). A photograph of the electronic subsystem is shown in 

Fig. 7.3. The analog electronics were constmcted from OP27 low-noise op-amps to 

mutimize theti noise contributions. The circuits were fabricated on a single printed circuit 

board and mounted in a shielded enclosure. The detectors were also mounted tii shielded 

enclosures and biased with +t- 9 V batteries (Fig. 7.3a). 

7.1.3 Experimental procedures 

The electronic subsystem produced three forms of each Stokes parameter (Fig. 

7.1). The buffered version (flat pass-band from DC to 1.2 MHz) contained the DC signal 

components necessary to detemtine the absolute polarization state. This signal, however, 

did not possess sufficient dynamic range to perform a detailed analysis of the polarization 

state flucmations (in accordance with the RRSP discussed in Section 5.1). This was 

accompHshed by analyzing the AC-coupled (high-pass filtered with cutoff at 0.1 Hz) 

version of the parameters. The basic procedure consisted of coupling the buffered and 

high-passed signals of each Stokes parameter into the two input channels of the Stanford 

Research SR560 preamps. The signals were amplified to ftil the input dynantic range of 

the data acquisition system, and anti-alias fUtered. Software was written to control the 

four SR560's via two RS232 ports, a Hewlett Packard 8116A function generator via a 

GPIB port, and the FAST-14-1 (Appendix B). The software performed the experiment in 

two steps (Fig. 7.7). The first was to couple the inputs of the SR560s to the buffered 

parameters and set a suitable gain. AU four channels were simultaneously acqutied, scaled 

by the catibration coefficient, rescaled by the normalizing channel factor, and then the data 

stored. The SR560's input channels were then switched to the high-passed parameters, 

the gains appropriately set, and the four chaimels sampled, scaled, and the data stored. 

From the buffered data, the software calculated the absolute polarization state, and the 

polarization state dynamics were then detemtined from the high-passed data. A high 

resolution composite signal was created from the two, and this was used to calculate the 

degree of polarization (DP) for each point in the data record (Fig 7.7). 
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7.1.4 Sources of experimental error 

AU concems about extraneous noise and channel balanctiig discussed ui Section 

5.2 were vatid for the SSP. Being a more complicated apparatus, additional concems 

regarding the optical system arose as important issues. These concems included such 

obvious issues as proper atignment of each component and vibration isolation; however, it 

also became clear that polarization state sensitivities of the components, particularly the 

beam splitters, were a potentially significant source of error. 

7.1.4.1 Beam splitters. There is no such thing as a tmly non-polarizing beam 

splitter. The Fresnel equations dictate that the polarization components of a field behave 

differentiy when reflected and refracted at a surface. When propagating through a cube 

splitter, the beam encounters at least two surfaces at low angles of incidence (-0°), and 

two surfaces at higher angle (-45°) of incidence. The beam dividing surface of a typical 

commercial cube spHtter is composed of a multilayer thin ftim stack. Due to the 

proprietary nature of the composition of this stack, details regarding it are generally not 

divulged by the manufacturer. As a result, the reflection and refraction characteristics are 

only inmitively understood, and detailed modeling of there polarization characteristics are 

not possible. Nonetheless, thin film-based beam splitters have reasonably good 

characteristics, although they are far from being ideal. 

The SSP required several high quality non-polarizing beam splitters (NPBS) and 

polarizing beam splitters (PBS). For the former we selected the Newport 05BC16NP.4, 

and for the latter the MeUes Griot 03PPW014/A 20°. Both of tiiese splitters were anti 

reflection coated for 628 nm. 

To assess the usabitity of these beam splitters within the SSP, we tested their 

transmission and reflection characteristics as a function of the tinear polarization azimuthal 

angle (Fig. 7.8). As expected, but not destied, each beam splitter exhibited some degree 

of polarization sensitivity. An example of this behavior for one of the NPBSs is shown in 

Fig. 7.9. 
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Figure 7.8 Experimental semp for testing tiie polarization sensitivity of the beam 
splitters. 

Azimuth of Linear Polarization 

Figure 7.9 The reflection (PM2) and transmission (PMI) characteristics of a 
Newport 05BC16NP.4 non-polarizing beam splitter (NPBS) as a 
function of polarization state. 

Nonideal characteristics such as these for the NPBS can lead to significant errors 

in measuring the polarization state. To estabHsh the degree to which these sensitivities 

could impact the measured Stokes parameters, we modeled each channel in the SSP. To 

account for the polarization sensitivity of the beam sptitters we considered both the 

transmission and the reflection to be linearly dichroic 

D{pl,p2,y) = 

H-'Pi COS(2Y)(/7 - P J sin(2YX;' - D ) 

COS(2YX/7 - P J COS'(2YX;J + p^)+2sin'{2yyj^ cos(2Y)sin(2Y)[/j + p^ " ^ V ^ ] 0 

sin(2Y)0j -P,) cos(2Y)sin(2Y)[/^ +p^ - 2 V ^ ] 2cos^(2Y)V^ + sin^(2Y)0i ^ P,) 0 

0 

(7.1) 
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where, pi and p2 are, respectfully, the mintinum and maxunum polarization sensitive 

tt-ansntission coefficients, and y is the angle of pi. We tiien considered the field created by 

the polarization state generator to be 

L(a,6) = 

cos^(a)-i-sin^(a) 

cos^(a)-sin^(a) 

2cos(a)sin(a)cos(6) 

2cos(a)sin(a)sin(5) 

(7.2) 

where a and 6 represent, respectively, the azimuthal angle and relative phase of the 

incident field. The field after the sample is represented by 

S = 

^ 0 

Si 

S2 
(7.3) 

Using Eqns (7.1) and (7.2), we solve for the desired field components for each 

channel of the SSP. The results of this analysis are shown in Figs. 7.10 through 7.12. 

From this analysis it becomes apparent that the effect of Hnear dichroic components in the 

beam splitters is to add a biasing component to the result. Every attempt must be made to 

minimize these dichroic-induced artifacts, however, biasing artifacts due to effects which 

could not be tuned out were compensated for as catibration coefficients in the SSP 

software (Section B.3.3). 

7.1.5 Calibration procedures 

Calibration procedures for this system included balancing the: (1) offsets and gains 

of each detector, gains of each channel of the electronic subsystem; (2) alignment of the 

optical elements with respect to the polarization state of the source (particularly the PBSs, 

WP, and sample); and (3) the accounting for uneven splitting at the NPBSs and PBSs. In 
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addition, nonideal polarization sensitivities of each optical element, particularly the beam 

splitters, was measured and accounted for. AU catibration information was embedded in 

the acquisition software so that each channel's data could be appropriately weighted. A 

verification of the system's operation and calibration is discussed further in Appendix C. 
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7.2 Experimental Results 

In the foUowtiig subsections we present the results of the SSP experiment for the 

two types of NLC-based modulators discussed tii Chapter 6. Through tiiese 

measurements we endeavor to gatii tiisight into the physical mechanisms driving the signal-

dependent behavior of the modulators. 

7.2.1 TNLC 

The basic complex-amptimde properties, and theti intensity-based imptications, of 

the TNLC were discussed in Section 6.4.1. In this section we report the polarization state 

dynamics for the Standish H4184(E) 90° TNLC, whose geometry, material, and tiitensity-

based characteristics are sintilar to those of the LCTV discussed in Section 5.4.3.2. 

The intensity-based characteristics of the H4184(E) are shown tii Fig. 7.14. It is 

noted that there is a single decreasing monotonic range, and that the noise peaks in the 

center of this range. In Section 6.4.1 it was asserted that the source of this signal 

characteristic was that the TNLC acted like a linear polarization state transformer, and 

that the signal-dependent namre of the noise indicated the dominance of a polarization 

state fluctuation. To assess the vatidity of these conjectures, we first established the static 

polarization state trajectory over the enttie operating range, as shown in Fig. 7.14. From 

this data it can be noticed that for the off-state (i.e., drive voltage below threshold) the 

polarization state is basicaUy linear with an azimutiial angle of approximately -12°. As the 

drive signal increases, the polarization state progresses mostiy along the azimuthal axis 

untti at the fuU on-state (i.e., the drive voltage is weU above threshold) the polarization 

state is again basicaUy linear but with an orientation of approxtinately -90°. It should be 

noticed that although the ntigration of the polarization state is mostiy along the azimuthal 

axis, there is stiU some movement off-axis tiidicating that the field is sHghtiy eltiptical. It 

should also be noticed that the monotonic intensity region corresponds to an azimuthal 

rotation of -50°, starting at -40°, where the drive signal is at the threshold. From the 

tiitensity characteristics, we see that the noise peaks at a drive \ alue of appro.ximateK 2.6 
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Vnns. This corresponds to an aztinutiial angle of approxtinatel) -65°, uhich happens to be 

tiie mid potiit tii the untwisting of the NLC layer. These results validate the conjectures 

made about tiie basic physical processes driving the signal state in the TNLC. 

45 r 0.45 

1.8 2.2 2.6 3 3.4 
Drive Signal (V RMS) 

Figure 7.13 Output tiitensity characteristics measured for the Standish H4184(E) TNLC. 
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Figure 7.14 Polarization state u-ajectory for the Standish H4184(E) TNLC. 

To achieve an understanding of the polarization state dynantics driving the signal-

dependent noise process in a TNLC, consider Fig. 7.15. This figure depicts a few selected 

noise clouds along the trajectory of the stiigle monotonic signal range. From this data it 

can be seen that the polarization state noise foUows the U-ajectory (i.e., the noise clouds 
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are basicaUy aligned witii the trajectory curve). This indicates that for the TNLC, the 

dontinant physical noise process is related to the process which is driving static 

polarization ntigration. This has many significant imptications. The first implication is that 

the noise behavior of the TNLC device can be understood from a model developed to 

characterize its static behavior. This means, sunply, that the partial derivative of Eqn. 

(6.15) wtil produce significant insight into the noise characteristics. 

The second unptication is that the higher-order physical processes operating within 

the TNLC layer are so significantiy dontinated by the effects of the twist action that tiiey 

can be ignored. The consequence of this is that for the TNLC, material and device 

designers can focus theti efforts on optintizing the twist relaxation effects to achieve lower 

noise devices. 

A third imptication follows from the insignificance of the higher-order processes, 

and that is the realization that a simplified mechanism is driving the signal-dependence of 

the noise. From this we can state that the signal-dependent nature of the noise is dtiectiy 

tinked to the nonlinear relationship of the twisting of the dtiector. 

However, in spite of these useful observations and conclusions, an instantaneous 

relationship between the electronic drive signal and the twist displacement must be 

developed in order to understand the connection between the temporal characteristics of 

the drive signal and the bulk molecular rotation. Irtitial observations as to the nature of 

this relationship indicate that it wiU be highly nonlinear. Indications of this are evidenced 

by the period doubling effect in both the Stokes coefficients and the resulting intensity 

modulation. These effects are obviously the result of significant nonlinearities in the visco-

elastic coefficients of the NLC material. The imptications of this wtil be further discussed 

in Section 7.3. 

To conclude the empuical investigation of the TNLC, the noise behavior in both 

the eltipticity and azimutiial planes are shown ui Figs. 7.16 and 7.17, respectively. These 

results reinforce our conclusion that tinear polarization state flucmations are the dominant 

underlying mechanism driving the intensity-based noise process. 
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Figure 7.16 Azimuthal trajectory and noise for the Standish H4184(E) TNLC. 
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Figure 7.17 Eltipticity trajectory and noise for the Standish H4184(E) TNLC. 
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7.2.2 NTNLC 

The basic complex-amptitude properties, and tiieti intensity-based implications, of 

the NTNLC were discussed in Section 6.4.2. In this section we report the measured 

polarization state dynantics for the Meadowlark LCVR, whose geometr}-, material, 

uitensity-based characteristics were discussed tii Section 5.4.3.3. From the analysis in 

Chapter 5 ti was concluded that the LCVR exhibited the best noise performance of NLC 

configurations tested. As a result ti was conjectured that non-twisted NLC layers should, 

in general, possess better noise behavior than twisted layers. 

The intensity-based characteristics over the enttie operating range of the LCVR 

are shown tii Fig. 7.18. It is noted that there are two monotonic signal ranges, and that 

the noise peaks in the center of the first range, but grows monotonically ui the second 

range. From an noise perspective, the first monotonic region is the most desirable. 

In Section 6.4.2 it was asserted that NTNLC acted like a variable wave plate, and 

that the signal-dependent namre of the noise indicated the dominance of a flucmation in 

the eUipticity of the polarization state. To assess the vatidity of these conjecmres, we fust 

established the static polarization state trajectory over the enttie operating range, as shown 

in Fig. 7.19. From this data it can noticed that for the off-state the polarization state is 

basicaUy linear with an azimuthal angle of approximately -80°. As the drive signal 

increases, the polarization state migrates toward a left cticular polarized state, and then 

toward a right cticular polarized state, untti at the fuU on-state the polarization state is 

agaui basicaUy linear with an orientation of approxtinately -»-80°. This indicates that the 

NTNLC is indeed acting as a variable wave plate (with the retardation varying from 0 to 

71, approximately). 

From observation of the intensity characteristics of the fu-st monotonic region (Fig. 

7.20), we see that the noise peaks at a drive value of approximately 1.7v. This 

corresponds to an azimutiial angle of approximately -30° and an eltipticity of 

approximately 0.2. To achieve a better understanding of the polarization state dynantics 

driving the signal-dependent tiitensity-based noise process, consider the data ui Fig. 7.22. 
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From titis data ti is tinportant to notice two characteristics. The fu-st is that polarization 

state noise basicaUy foUows the static trajectory, except tii the region of greatest tiitensity 

noise, and the second is that ui the region of largest noise the polarization state 

flucmation has a large eltiptical component. 

Drive (V RMS) 

Figure 7.18 Output intensity characteristics measured for the NTNLC 
Meadowlark LCVR. 

-0.6 
^0 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 

Azimuth (degrees) 

Figure 7.19 Polarization state trajectory for tiie NTNLC Meadowlark LCVR. 

For the first point, it is noticed that tii the region of most intensity noise, the 

polarization noise cloud diverges from the static trajectory indicatuig that the mechanism 

driving the dominant physical noise process is not related to the mechanism which is 
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S Ii. driving the static polarization state migration. The most significant implication of thi 

that the noise behavior of the NTNLC layer cannot be understood solely from a model 

developed to characterize its static behavior. This mandates that analysis of this device 

must be developed from the knowledge of its higher-order physical processes. Smce tiie 

dominant movement of the dtiector is through a ttit reorientation, the higher-order effects 

must be associated with non-tUt reorientations. From the data of Fig. 7.23, it can be seen 

that these non-tUt reorientations become sigrtificant when the azimutiial angle of the 

polarization state is approxtinately at mid range. It is also noted that physical mechanisms 

producing these non-tUt effects are not known, and that they can be due to any number of 

compticated processes. Further analysis of the physical noise mechanisms is beyond the 

scope of this investigations. 

To address the second point, that of the dominance of the eltiptical component in 

the high noise regions, we observe, in tight of the discussion of Section 6.3.1, that an 

intensity-based noise generated by a eltipticity modulation wiU be lower than that 

generated by linearity modulation. From these observations we assert that this is the 

principal reason why NTNLC layers exhibit lower intensity-based noise behaviors than 

TNLC layers. 

From this analysis, the conclusion is that the physical mechaitisms driving the 

signal-dependent noise process for an NTNLC-layer operating in the fust monotonic 

signal range are not known, and, if material and device designers wish to minimize the 

noise behavior of this type of device they must focus on the higher-order physical events 

associated with the non-tilt reorientation of the dtiector. 

As observed, the NTNLC layer exhibits a second monotonic signal region, and 

tiitensity-based noise characteristics of this region are significantiy different than those of 

the first (Fig. 7.21). From the data ti can be seen that the intensity-based noise grows 

monotonicaUy as a function of drive signal. To achieve a better understanding of the 

polarization state dynantics driving the signal-dependence of this noise process consider 

Fig. 7.23. From this data it can be observed that the polarization state noise is basicaUy 
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confined to the static trajectory, except in the mid azimutiial region. Withtii titis region tiie 

noise cloud diverges from the trajectory, tiidicating tiiat the mechanism drivtiig tiie 

dontinant physical noise process is not related to the mechanism which is driving the static 

polarization state migration. Upon further observation ti can be seen that the intensity-

based noise does not peak wititin the region where the polarization state noise diverges 

from the trajectory (as ti did for the first monotonic region), but instead it continues to 

grow as a function of drive signal, even after the noise cloud reconverges with the static 

trajectory. This tiidicates that both low-order and higher-order mechanisms are dri\ing the 

noise process. As a result, the model developed to characterize its static behavior (Eqn. 

6.17) may be partiaUy useful in estabtishing tiisight tiito the noise behavior over titis 

operating range. 

From this analysis, the conclusion is that the physical mechanisms driving the 

signal-dependent noise process for an NTNLC-layer operating witiiin the second 

monotonic signal range are not known, and, if material and device designers wish to 

minimize the noise behavior of this type of device they must focus on both the low-order 

nonlinear aspects of the tUt reorientation as weU as the higher-order physical events 

associated with the non-tilt reorientation of the dtiector. 

As useful as these observations and conclusions are, further analysis cannot be 

pursued without an instantaneous relationship between the electronic drive signal and the 

dtiector's tilt reorientation. This model would provide the needed connection between the 

temporal characteristics of the drive signal and the bulk molecular reorientation. Initial 

observations as to the nature of this relationship indicate that it wiU be highly nonlinear. 

Indications of this are evidenced by the period doubling effect in both the Stokes 

coefficients and the resulting intensity modulation. These effects are obviously the result 

of significant nonlinearities tii the visco-elastic coefficients of the NLC material. The 

implications of this wiU be further discussed in Section 7.3. 

To conclude the empuical investigation of the NTNLC, the noise behavior over 

the entire operating range for both the elHpticity and azimutiial planes are show n in Figs. 
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7.24 and 7.25, respectively. These results retiiforce our conclusion that fluctuations tii the 

eUipticity of the polarization state are the dontinant underiying mechanism dnving the 

intensity-based noise process. 

Drive (V RMS) 

Figure 7.20 Measured Intensity characteristics for the NTNLC Meadowlark 
LCVR over the ftist monotonic signal region. 

Drive (V RMS) 

Figure 7.21 Measured Intensity characteristics for the NTNLC Meadowlark 
LCVR over the second monotonic signal region. 
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Figure 7.24 Azimutii trajectory and noise for the NTNLC Meadowlark LCVR 
over the full signal region. 
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Figure 7.25 EUipticity trajectory and noise for the NTNLC Meadowlark LCVR 
over the fuU signal region. 

7.2.3 Depolarization 

It is important to reatize that noise in a polarization-based system does not only 

exist in the dynantics of the polarization state, but also as a depolarization of the 

information-bearing state. In Section 7.2.1, we observed that the polarization state 

dynamics for the TNLC were detemtinisticaUy driven. This is more clearly seen for the 

temporal Stokes parameters shown tii Fig. 7.26 for the drive case of 2.83 v̂ n̂  at 100 Hz 

(sinusoid). The degree of polarization (DOP) detemtined from these parameters is shown 
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ui Fig. 7.27. It is tiiteresting to notice that the mean depolarization is 0.2. with a temporal 

variance of atinost 0.16. This clearly tiidicates that there are two mechanisms producing 

depolarization tii the TNLC. The first sets the mean DOP, and is most Hkely due to a 

static material-level effect, and the second is driven by tiie molecular realigmnent of tiie 

dtiector. This latter component is not uisignificant stiice it has atinost the same magnimde 

at tiie former. This tiidicates tiiat depolarization is a significant issue to be considered. 

4 

10 15 20 25 
Time (ms) 

(a) 

30 35 40 

15 20 25 
Time (ms) 

(b) 
Figure 7.26 Stokes parameters, along with the drive signal for the Standish 

H4184(E) TNLC: (a) parameters with mean \alues; and (bj 
parameters with means removed. 
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Figure 7.27 Degree of polarization, along with the drive signal for the 
Standish H4184(E) TNLC. 

To achieve a better understanding of the polarization state dynamics, and its effect 

on depolarization, consider the noise trajectory for the drive condition of 2.83 v̂ is at 100 

Hz (sinusoid) plotted on the Poincare sphere. The ntigration of the state off the unit 

sphere indicates depolarization. In addition it is interesting to note the double trajectory 

for a single period of the drive signal. This indicates a significant nonlinear effect 

(hysteresis), and is a strong indicator of the presents of a chaotic process. 
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7.3 Systems-level Implications of the Device-level Phvsical Noise Process 

In Chapter 5 ti was observed that the tiitensity-based noise processes of the 

sources, modulators, and detectors were dontinantiy deterministic and correlated with 

tiieti electronic drive signals. In the preceding sections it was observed that the 

polarization state dynantics of the NLC-based modulator givtiig rise to tiitensity-based 

noise were also highly detemtinistic and correlated with tiieti elecU-onic drive signals. 

Stiice the dontinant noise processes are not random, it is generaUy inappropriate to discuss 

them til statistical terms. In Chapter 2 we questioned the tiidiscrintinate use of statistical 

techrtiques to suitably analyze any system, and particularly those systems whose elemental 

signals or noises were not demonstrably random. To avoid being led btindly by standard 

systems techniques, we based our analysis on a noise measure derived from the concept of 

precision (the BERFD). This measure made no assumptions about the underlying 

characteristics of the noise, and required none in order to be vatid. The BERFD allowed 

for the analysis of the signals and noises anywhere in the system, however it did not 

provide for a general techrtique to investigate the mechanisms of noise generation and 

propagation through the devices of the system. A reason for this is the general failure of 

statistical techrtiques to simply formulate non-stationary nonlinear noise processes; 

precisely the types of processes produced by the devices we investigated. 

With this til mind, we observe that the determiitistic double frequency relationship 

between the modulator's electronic drive signal and the resulting noise is a characteristic 

sign of a nonlinear dynantical system. Immediately, this observation invatidates the use of 

linear techrtiques (including most statistical methods) to effectively formulate the problem. 

At the same time, however, this fundamental behavior indicates the presence of a chaotic 

process. We assert that the noise processes associated with NLC-based modulators are 

fundamentaUy chaotic, and that any analyses of the signal generation, manipulation, and 

transmission characteristics of these devices which are based solely on statistical methods 

will be inappropriate and ntisleading. 
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7.4 Summary 

In this chapter we investigated the device-level physical noise mechanisms driving 

the signal-dependent intensity-base noise processes of the NLC-based modulators. To 

accomptish this we developed a simultaneous Stokes polarimeter (SSP) experiment. The 

design of the apparatus was described, potential sources of error considered, and 

catibration techniques discussed. We then measured the polarization state properties of 

two NLC-based devices. It was found that the polarization state noise of a TNLC is 

basicaUy confined to the polarization state trajectory. This indicates that the polarization-

based noise process is related to the process driving the signal state. For the NTNLC it 

was observed that the dontinant noise process was not confined to the trajectory, hence 

indicating that tiie underlying mechaitism driving the noise is different than that dri\ mg the 

signal. It was observed that the depolarization for these modulators is also signal-

dependent, and unptications of this were discussed. In conclusion, the suitability of 

nonlinear dynamical techniques to tiie analysis of tiiese systems was presented. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Wititin this dissertation we investigated many issues governing the accuracy 

behavior of analog-based hybrid electrooptical discrete numeric processors. Throughout 

titis analysis we have asserted that accuracy tii numerical systems must be discussed in 

terms of numerical errors (such as significance and roundoff), and that uncenaini> 

uiducing events (such as noise, and other nonideal effects) should be related to these 

numerical outcomes. From this perspective we conclude that there are several ke> 

characteristics which dontinate the accuracy performance of these systems: (1) the number 

system; (2) the precision optimal quantization of the output signal space; (3) the usable 

LDR of each input device; (4) the signal-dependent nature of the information represented 

along the LDR of each input device; (5) the spatial non-urtifomtities associated with each 

input device; and (6) the signal-dependent namre of the arithmetic operations. 

Due to the interrelationship of each of these effects, accuracy impHcations of any 

one effect cannot (should not) be discussed independently of the others. For example, 

does it make sense to discuss the noise characteristics associated with a multivalued signal 

representation if there does not exist an understanding of what the signal levels represent 

in terms of the end product? That is to say, noise can only be known in terms of the 

information being represented, where the information is defmed at the inputs and outputs 

of the system; hence noise only has meaning within the context of the information. For 

discrete numeric processors aU information is defmed on a number system. The number 

system is represented in a discrete fashion on the devices within the system. These 

representations interact to produce signal states which have an information-bearing 

sigitificance to a process at the output of the system. As a result, noise tii the system is 

defined relative to the interpretation of the information at the output of the system. This 

requties that aU the processes associated with the generation and interpretation of the 

information be known before the noise can be discussed. More importanUy, the 

connection between noise, uncertainty, and accuracy cannot be established without titis 
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comprehensive knowledge. This mandates that such thtiigs as the number system, tiie 

aritiunetic mles, and the quantization be defmed before noise and accurac> wititin a 

numerical processor can be discussed. 

Witii titis said, we assert that the most significant source of noise (and hence 

uncertainty) tii analog-based discrete numeric processors results from the realization of 

destied tiiformation-beartiig states on the elemental devices. As discussed tii Section 

1.1.2, titis is not aU together unexpected due to the general inadequacy of contemporary 

optical (or electrooptical) materials to unplement strong signal uiteractions, or direct 

photon-photon interactions. As a consequence, tinear analog electrooptical materials are 

employed to unplement indtiect manipulation of the photons through intermediate material 

state changes. In short, materials limitations lead to significant device-level performance 

limitations, which in turn lead to the principle reasons why reatizable optical processing 

systems are difficult to develop, and theti capabitities timited. 

These consequences lead us to the first general conclusion: since device-level 

effects dominate the system's performance, practical systems-level analyses for the sole 

purpose of design and development are premamre. In essence, the lack of adequate 

devices, and the imptications of theti limitations, severely limits the appropriateness of 

systems-level development. The consequence of this is that the field of optical processing, 

and particularly discrete numeric processing, is stiU in its device-level development stage. 

This does not, however, imply that systems-level analysis should not be engaged, just that 

this analysis should be focused on device-level issues, such as how to best exploit them in 

spite of theti limitations, as weU as to defme the destied performance criteria the device 

designers should be moving toward. 

In the foUowing sections we endeavor to draw conclusions from this investigation 

which are consistent with the device-based systems-le\el view we assert is necessary for 

an appropriate and productive analysis. To accomplish this we first summarize the results 

of the investigation. We then discuss some accuracy unptications of these results and 

make some final conclusions as to what are reatistic expectations for these types of 
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systems. We tiien conclude witii some comments for those who destie to conduct an 

empirical noise investigation. 

8.1 Summary 

The problems addressed tii titis tiivestigation (Fig 8.1) were: (1) to understand tiie 

noise behaviors of the sources, modulators, and detectors commonly used to constmct 

electrooptical processtiig systems; (2) to develop a means of interpreting this noise in 

terms of uncertatiity tii the processor's information-bearing space, and, ulttinately, to relate 

titis uncertatiity to errors commonly found tii numeric processors; and (3) to establish an 

empuical understandtiig of the physical noise processes witiiin the modulators. 

Ch5&8 

Figure 8.1 Overview of the dissertation. 

We buUt this investigation on a solid concepmal foundation of the 

problem(Chapter 1). The analysis started witii an analytical systems-level model of the 

information in a discrete numeric processor. In Chapter 2, we introduced the concepts of 

accuracy and precision, developed a suitable precision-limited noise measure, and then 

described a precision-optimal quantization scheme which would preserve the precision 

capacity of a discrete numeric system. In Chapter 3, we established the fundamental 
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characteristics of an ideal nonregenerative signal space as it is govemed by the arithmetic 

mles of the number system. The significance of quantization error and how it induces 

numerical significance and roundoff errors were discussed for an ideal signal space. The 

uncertainty tinptications of a general spatiotemporal noise were then estabtished for both 

stinple signal-independent and signal-dependent cases. The significance of spatial 

nonuniformity wititin two dtinensional systems was introduced, and an accuracy 

uncertainty principle developed to describe the potential for trading spatial domain for 

increased temporal accuracy. This generalized systems-level analysis established 

fundamental insights into the information in discrete numeric processors, and provided a 

solid foundation upon which to buUd an empirical noise smdy of the various devices. 

To establish an understanding of what signals influence the performance of a 

practical processor, we observed that aU accessible input and output signals in a hybrid 

electrooptic processor were in electronic form. We also observed that noise is introduced 

into the information-bearing states in two fundamental ways: (1) due to the original 

representation of the signal states (at the device-level); and (2) due to the interaction of 

the signal states (at the device and systems-levels). 

In Chapter 4, we developed a generalized model for the observable intensity-based 

signal in one channel of the processor in terms of all electronic inputs, and the intermediate 

material and optical states. This model was used in the empirical characterization 

(performed tii Chapter 5) to isolate the intensity conU-ibutions due to the source, SLM, 

and detector. The precision-tintited noise behaviors of several SLMs were then measured. 

For each SLM it was found that the dominant intensity-based noise process was 

fundamentaUy detemtinistic and linearly signal-dependent. It was observed that this 

deterministic noise has severe system-wide imptications for both accuracy and throughput 

rates. 

At this point in the investigation it was asserted that the intensity-based analysis 

was sufficient to establish the general characteristics of the noise, however, it was 

insufficient to answer the questions: (1) where does the device noise come from? and (2) 
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how can we mtitimize ti to increase the achievable accuracy of these processors? 

Addresstiig tiiese questions required the investigation to shift from a systems-level 

approach to a device-level consideration of the material state characteristics of the 

modulators. 

The SLMs of interest were based on several different types and orientations of 

nematic tiquid crystal materials. These devices act on the complex-amplitude of an 

incident field to change its polarization state, and are used tii intensity-based coherent or 

incoherent optical systems by placing them between polarizer-analyzer pairs. In Chapter 

6, we introduced a stinple complex-amplitude model for these devices. The coupling of 

the amptitude and polarization state fluctuations into an intensity noise process was 

investigated. The device models were then used to derive the basic relationship between 

the modulator's amplimde noise and polarization state noise components, and their 

resulting intensity fluctuations. For these devices it was established that the polarization 

state flucmations were the dontinant underlying physical process driving the intensity-

based noise. As a result it was observed that the scalar interpretation of the product 

operation performed by the modulator was inadequate, and a fuU vector representation 

was needed in order to understand the signal transformations induced by the arithmetic 

operation. 

Armed with a general understanding of the complex-amplitude behavior of the 

NLC-based modulators, we then developed an experiment to empirically characterize the 

polarization state dynantics of the NLC-based modulators. In Chapter 7, we described the 

SSP and presented the results for two modulators. It was found that the noise process of 

a TNLC-based device was related to the physical mechanism driving the static signal state. 

However, for the NTNLC the dontinant noise process was found to be different than that 

of the signal process. For each of these modulators ti was observed that the polarization 

state and depolarization component were detemtinistic, signal-dependent, and correlated 

with the drive signal. The chaotic imptications of titis noise to an overall systems analysis 

were then discussed. 
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The contributions made by this investigation to the general field of uiformation 

processing, and the specific field of discrete numeric analog-based elecu-ooptical signal 

processing are: 

1. Development of a conceptual and analytical framework for formulating an 

accuracy analysis based on a combtiied systems/device and 

phenomenological/empirical approach (Chapter 1); 

2. Definition of information, accuracy, precision, uncertainty, noise, and a 

precision optimal quantizer for an analog-based discrete numeric processor 

(Chapter 2); 

3. Detemtination of the ideal signal space characteristics and the role played by 

quantization-induced signal-dependent numerical roundoff and significance 

errors (Chapter 3); 

4. Estabtishment of dominant uncertainty effects due to spatiotemporal signal-

independent, signal-dependent, and spatially nonuniform noise sources 

(Chapter 3); 

5. Estabtishment of an accuracy uncertainty principle which describes the 

accuracy gains of trading off spatial domain for temporal accuracy 

(Chapter 3); 

6. Establishment of a generic systems-level model of the observable output 

signal to facUitate the isolation of the electronic and optical contributions 

(Chapter 4); 

7. Development of expertinental tools, uicluding a low EMI test facitity and 

computer-integrated instmmentation, used to perform an emptiical device 

and system-level noise analysis (Appendices A, B, C, and D); 

8. Development of low-noise experimental apparatus and procedures to isolate 

and measure intensity-based noise processes (Chapter 5); 
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9. Detemtination of the sources and characteristics of the intensity-based noise 

processes for common sources, modulators, and detectors (Chapters 5); 

10. Development of a complex-amptitude model to describe the coupling of both 

amplitude and polarization state fluctuations into an intensity-based noise 

process (Chapter 6); 

11. Establishment of tiie fundamental RMS-based physical mechanisms operating 

within a nematic liquid crystal layer (Chapter 6); 

12. Development of simple models for the signal state behavior of both twisted 

and non-twisted nematic liquid crystal layers (Chapter 6); 

13. Development of a unique computer-controlled simultaneous Stokes 

polarimeter (Chapter 7); 

14. Detemtination of the emptiical polarization state dynantics of two liquid 

crystal spatial light modulators (Chapter 7); 

15. Discussion of accuracy enhancement schemes which can be implemented at 

both the device and systems-levels to increase the accuracy performance of 

hybrid electrooptical processors (Chapters 5 and 8); 

16. Outiining of a design methodology for developing analog-based discrete 

numeric processors (Chapter 8). 

8.2 OMVP r)̂ gifT" Methodology 

This investigation pursued the accuracy issue from two perspectives: 1) 

infomiation-based understanding of OMVPs; and 2) device-level investigation of the noise 

til these processors. The direct resuU of the infomiation-based understanding of the 

OMVP is tiie foUowing methodology for designing a system: 

1 Select the number of planes required to implement the desired algorithm. 

2. Select the dimensions of the vector and matrix. 
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3. Select tiie ideal number of hnearly separable signal levels to be represented 

on each element of the vector and matrix. 

4. Detemtine tiie ideal multivalued numeric representation tii the UNRNR. 

a. Detemtine the number of output signal states, L, given tiie mau-ix-

vector algorithm. 

b. Detemtine tiie ROI, and DOI for each plane of tiie system. 

5. Determine the quantization scheme needed to exu-act the ideal numeric 

information. 

a. Detemtine the significance and roundoff errors associated witii the 

quantization of the ideal signal space. 

b. Determine the signal-dependencies of the numeric information 

associated with the ideal signal space. 

6. Detemtine the linear representable signal states in each pixel of the vector 

and the matrix based on the normalized quantization scheme to realize a 

consistent zero and unity value. 

7. Determine the linearization requtied for each pixel of the vector and the 

matrix, and embed these values in a lookup table. 

8. CompUe the characteristics of the SUN for each device. 

a. Determine the sigitificance and roundoff errors associated with the 

quantization of the SUN-corrupted signal space. 

b. Determine the signal-dependencies of the numeric information 

associated with the SUN-cormpted signal space. 

c. Redetermine the usable linear representable signal states in each 

pixel of the vector and the matrix to realize precision. 

9. Detemtine the temporal noise on each representable signal states in each 

pixel of the source, vector, matrix, and detector. 

a. Detemtine the maximum throughput rate of the s\'stem based upon 

the longest experimental period. 
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b. Detemtine non-periodic component due to the combination of 

periodic signals of non-tiitegral periods. 

c. Determine the significance and roundoff errors associated with the 

quantization of the temporal SDN-comipted signal space. 

d. Detemtine tiie signal-dependencies of tiie numeric information 

associated with tiie SDN-corrupted signal space. 

e. Redetermine the usable linear representable signal states in each 

pixel of the vector and the matrix to realize precision. 

10. Based upon the modified DOI, detemtine the photon budget for the system 

and select an appropriate source. 

11. Constmct the system. 

Important aspects of this design which are often overlooked are: (1) the number 

system; and (2) the consistent representation of zero and unity. In addition, it is noted that 

if the system is developed from nonregenerative dissipative linear analog devices, the 

accuracy wiU be relatively low (5-8 bits), even for more-or-less ideal conditions. The 

reasons for this are: (1) the susceptibitity of analog systems to analog and discrete noise; 

(2) the intolerance of discrete numeric operations to analog and discrete noise; and (3) the 

severe depletion of the photon density due to cascaded operations. For non-ideal 

conditions this expected accuracy wiU be further compromised. The reasons for this are 

due to the susceptibitity of analog systems to spatiotemporal noise and nonuniformities. 

In general, it is not recommended to use nonregenerative dissipative analog 

devices to constmct discrete numeric processors. With this said, understanding the 

device-level characteristics of tiiese components is a prerequisite to developing better 

perfomting devices. In the second phase of this investigation we developed thî  

understanding for two types of tiquid crystal modulators. As a result, specific accuracy-

related issues for these devices, and possible enhancement methods wtil be discussed in the 

next section. 
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8.3 Accuracy Implications 

It has been observed that both the nticroscopic and macroscopic noise processes of 

analog-based OMVPs were highly signal-dependent. This was the consequence of several 

factors: (1) the basic nonlinear behavior of the output signal space given linear input 

spaces; (2) the basic behavior of quantization-induced numerical significance and roundoff 

errors; and (3) the fundamental coupting of polarization state noise to an intensity-based 

noise process; and (4) the fundamental electronic drive-induced material u-ansformation 

wititin the tiquid crystal modulators. The first two issues are a dtiect consequence of the 

number system. These effects wtil be modified with the use of another number system, 

however they wtil stiU be significant. The thtid issue is a dtiect consequence of ustiig 

polarization-based devices to implement intensity-based operations. To eliminate these 

effects one should use devices which dtiectiy modulate the photon density of the signals. 

The last issue is a fundamental property of contemporary NLC devices, and it is yet to be 

detemtined if these can be modified. It has been observed, however, that NTNLC layers 

exhibit much better noise performances than TNLC layers. We have conjectured that this 

is the result of a dontinantiy eltiptical state modulation in the former device, and a 

dontinantiy linear state modulation in the latter device. 

Methods to enhance accuracy must address aU of these issues. As discussed in 

Section 5.5, enhancements can be pursed from an algorithmic, architectural, or device-

level. In tight of the dominance of the accuracy-impacting device-level effects, it was 

asserted that device-level enhancements would result hi the greatest practical accuracy 

improvements. It was also observed that algorithntic-based techniques (such as ECCs) 

could be rendered ineffectual by device-level effects. In addition, it was discussed that 

architectural-based techniques (such as synchronous detection) were only stop gap 

measures which could also be rendered ineffectual by device-level effects. 

Due to the dontinance of the device-level effects, we assert that the contemporary 

philosophy for developing OMVPs should be critically rethought. It has been observed 

that the use of nonregenerative dissipative linear analog devices to realize discrete numeric 
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operations is fraught with accuracy related problems. These problems stem from such 

things as the reatizable multivalued numeric representations and the severe depletion of 

photon densities at each plane of signal interaction, and aU their associated consequences. 

We have observed that a signal range depletion at each dissipative interaction exacerbates 

the temporal accuracy problems. We assert that if signal interactions were implemented 

without dissipation, the overall accuracy performance of the system would be greatly 

improved. This conservation of photon densities could be achieved through exploiting the 

polarization states to represent the information, instead of the use of the photon densities. 

Polarization states can be efficientiy manipulated with very little loss of beam intensity. It 

is noted that a number system capable of a polarization-based representation must be 

employed. One such number system is the Residue representation. It is also noted that a 

significant source of signal-dependent noise resulted from the coupling of a polarization 

state fluctuation to that of an intensity-based noise process. This source of noise would be 

eliminated through the use of a polarization based information representation. Hence, we 

conclude that through changes in our approach to analog-based processor development, 

practical special purpose processors with modest performance characteristics may yet be 

realizable with contemporary devices. 

8.4 Conclusions 

In conclusion, we fmd ourselves asking the question: "How bright is the future of 

optical computing." From uisights derived from this investigation we can suggest a few 

areas which appear to have a bright future, and otiiers which appear not to. 

1. The development of discrete numeric processors based upon analog 

nonregenerative processing elements does not appear to have a bright future. The 

problem with tiiese devices is that they are susceptible to a wide variety of practical 

problems which severely Hmit theti achievable accuracy. It would be wise to concentrate 

on developing state machine-based processors from inherentiy discrete and regenerative 

elements (possibly SEED-type devices). 
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2. Signal-dependent effects dontinate tiie output noise characteristics. The most 

significant accuracy Hmiting noise results from the non-ideal representation of the signal 

states at the device-level, 

3. Extraneous noise tii the form of EMI can easih' dontinate aU inmnsic noise 

sources tii a practical hybrid electrooptic system. If the control of these effects is not a 

fundamental priority, significant performance Hntitations will result. 

4. Algorithmic techniques to tiicrease the accuracy performance of analog-based 

discrete numeric processors (such as the use of error correction codes) must take into 

account both tiie temporal and the spatial noise characteristics, and they must be 

formulated from a perspective of what is needed to achieve exact numerical results. This 

has not been the case tii recent smdies. It is strongly asserted that techniques developed 

without taking these issues into account wtil be inadequate or whoUy inappropriate. 

5. Device-level techniques designed to reduce either the signal-dependence of the 

determiitistic analog noise, or to elintinate ti aU together, wiU result tii the greatest 

accuracy improvements (up to several bits). Additional unprovements tii the size of the 

usable linear dynamic range and the spatial uniformities wiU also significantiy improve the 

achievable accuracy, and usabitity, of these devices for the purpose of developing special 

purpose processors. 

6. Architecmral techniques such as synchronous detection may be used in tieu of 

device-level techniques to overcome some of the temporal-induced accuracy timitations in 

contemporary devices. 

8.5 Eptiogue 

To complete this investigation approximately 80% of my effort was spent on 

technical issues related to: (1) the constmction of the experimental facitit\ and apparams; 

(2) the development of noise isolation techniques and experimental procedures; (3) the 

fabrication of photodetector cticuits, amptifiers, and ftiters; (4) the repauing, mning, and 

catibrating of optical and elecuical equipment; (5) the writing of control and analysis 
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software; and (6) the investigation and procurement of components and equipment. These 

tasks were performed without the assistance of a technician. The balance of the effort 

generated the conceptual foundations, analytical models, empirical results, and conclusions 

discussed in the eight chapters of this dissertation. 

To those who intend to pursue an empirical noise investigation, I recommend that 

they do so in a location where they have ready access to research quality components, 

equipment, and techrtical assistance. If not, and if your intent is to produce research 

quality results, the majority of your effort wtil be spent on development-related technical 

issues which greatly bog down the pace of your research. Luck, patience, and 

perseverance to all those who endeavor to characterize noise. 
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APPENDIX A 

LOW-NOISE TEST FACILITY 

The quatity of an empuical investigation is only as good as the data upon which it 

is based. If the repeatabUity of the experiments and retiabtiity of the data cannot be 

demonstrated then an analysis based on the data should not be pursued. To achieve the 

required confidence tii the data, techniques must be developed to control and isolate aU 

extrinsic and intrinsic processes which could significantiy contribute to the experimentally 

observed quantities. The most critical methods for controUing and isolating the intrinsic 

events wiU be contained within the experimental apparatus; however, the experimental 

facility within which the apparatus will be constmcted dictates to what degree the extrinsic 

events can be isolated and controlled. Since the experimental facitity provides the 

envtionment in which the apparatus exists, we consider the facitity to encompass aU 

resources available to the apparams. 

In constmcting the facitity for this investigation the goal was to provide, fnst and 

foremost, noise control, and then computer control of instmments. Within this appendix 

we present a general description of the low-noise experimental facitity developed for the 

empuical phase of this investigation. Elements of this facitity tiiclude the: (1) Faraday 

isolation cage; (2) grounding and shielding techniques; (3) computer conU-oUed 

instmmentation; and (4) computer network. 

A.l Assumptions 

It has been necessary to approach this empirical development from the 

observation-based perspective (see Section 1.3.3). The reasons for this are stinple: 

phenomenological models do not readily exist for the noise characteristics of the systems 

and devices of interest. With this said, we do, however, know enough about the basic 

device characteristics to set some practical Hmits on the required response characteristics 

of the experimental apparatus (Table A.l). 
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Table A. 1 Initial assumptions and tiieti tinptications. 

General System/Device C3iaracteristics 
All devices of tiiterest are electrooptical 

Dynamic responses of the devices do not 
exceed 100 kHz. 

ImpHcations to Experimental Apparatus 
Control of both optical and electrical 
effects wititin the devices and system 

must be achieved. 
An ADC with a sampling rate of at least 
1 MHz requtied to achieve suitable over-
sampling of the signal for the purpose of 

analysis. 
Base-band characteristics of the device 

are of primary interest. 
AU low frequency effects caused by 

extraneous events such as light pollution, 
EMI, power supply ripple, and 
mechanical vibrations must be 

considered potentially significant, and 
controlled. 

A.2 Computer and Instmmentation 

To perform automated data acquisition and analysis, a PC-based interface and 

control system was developed. At the heart of this system was a PC 486 containing an 

Analogic FAST-14-4-1 ADC, a National Instmments GPIB/NT interface port, four RS-

232 ports, and an Ethemet interface. The PC platform was selected because of its 

competitive price-per-performance ratio, its open architecture and operating system, and 

its wide support by thtid-party hardware and software vendors. 

The stiigle most important component of the PC system was the ADC. The FAST 

14-4-1 was capable of sampting four channels simultaneously at a resolution of 14 bits and 

at a sampting rate of 1 MHz/(# of active channels). The ADC also possessed 4 Mb of 

local buffer RAM for on-board storage of the acqutied data tii acquisition real-time. The 

acqutied data could then be transferred from the on-board RAM to the host's memory for 

analysis. 

At the time the FAST-14-4-1 was acqutied for this project (1990), it was the 

fastest and highest resolution board under development for a PC platform; how ever, it was 

not yet a commercial product. To acqutie titis board before its planned market release 



(end of 1991) we petitioned the manufacturer, and were selected, to serve as one of four 

beta test sites. Over the course of the 6 month beta period the board's hardware and 

software functions were completely characterized. This characterization uicluded 

checktiig the tinearity of response, speed of operation, synchronization of the channels, bit 

error, noise, and software control. Stiice the ADC was to be the most critical element in 

the experimental system, this detaUed understanding of the boards behavior was tiivaluable 

for our own understanding of potential experimental timitations and errors. As a point in 

case, it was during the course of this beta characterization that the fuU significance of the 

electromagnetic envtionment became apparent (Section 4.2). 

In order to effectuate automated control over the experiments, the PC required the 

abitity to interface with extemal instmments. This interference was achieved using four 

RS-232 ports to control four Stanford Research SR560 low-noise amptifiers, and a 

National Instmments GPIB/NT interface port to control and download data from a variety 

of instmments including a Hewlett Packard 8116A signal generator, a Fluke 45 digital 

multimeter, a ReHance PPS 2322 programmable power supply, and a Tektronix 2230 

digital storage oscilloscope. The role played by each of these instmments within the 

experimental apparatus is discussed throughout Chapters 5 and 7. In addition to the 

programmable instmments, several custom low-noise photodetector preampHfier and filter 

circuits were constmcted for these investigations. Methods to control noise tii these 

cticuits was of primary interest, as wiU be discussed further in the following section. 

A.3 Electromagnetic Isolation 

Early ui the experimental development the significance of elecu-omagnetic 

interference (EMI) became clear. It was found that EMI-induced signals significantiy 

dontinated aU observable quantities, and, due to the combination of a wide variety of 

narrowband sources, the EMI signal spanned the frequency range of from 60 Hz up 100 

MHz (the hmit of the test equipment). With the dominance of titis composite wideband 

extrinsic tiifluence, it was unpossible to experimentaUy established the tiiUinsic base-band 
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cause-effect relationships for the devices of interest. In terms of the systems model 

developed tii Chapter 4, it was our destie to mtitimize or etintinate aU noise terms except 

those due to the device-level nontinear transformation Kj^{\^(t)} ui Eqns. (4.5) and a.8). 

using Eqn. (4.9). 

It was soon realized that generators of EMI were ever> where and included such 

apparentiy innocuous sources as switching mode power supplies (SMPS), stiicon 

controlled rectifiers (SCR), mercury vapor arc lamps, computer monitors, and the pov\er 

grid, as weU as some not-so benign sources such as the Texas Tech Pulse Po\\er 

Laboratory (which was dtiectiy below tiie Optical Systems Laboratory). 

Given the fact that the observable effects of EMI were spread across the 1 MHz 

window of interest (and were particularly dominant at the low frequencies coinciding with 

the operating ranges of the devices of interest), and that each device within the svstem 

seemed to exhibit observable EMI susceptibitity, it was detemtined that simple ftitering 

would be inadequate to eliminate this extraneous influence from the experimental outputs. 

To achieve effective control of EMI requtied, first of aU, that the experimental apparatus 

be isolated from the ambient EMI. This isolation was achieved by a 1280 cubic foot 

Faraday cage in which the experimental apparams could be located. 

The Faraday cage was assembled from 17 waU panels, 7 ceiling panels, 7 floor 

panels, and one door panel, aU of which were acqutied from site surplus at Sandia 

National Laboratories. These panels consisted of two fine mesh (32 gauge wtie on 1/16" 

centers) copper screens, one on the inside, and one on the outside. The majority of these 

panels were fabricated by Erik A Ltiidgren and Associates, but several were custom built. 

The panels were not pieces of the same prefabricated puzzle, hence significant 

modifications were requtied tii order to assemble a contiguous cage. The layout of the of 

the Faraday cage was selected to accommodate a 4'x 8' optics bench, equipment racks, 

and a computer desk (Fig. A.l). 

The individual panels were bolted togetiier using Zinc bolts, and holes in the screen 

were patched using copper mesh soldered tii place with 1/8 inch 60/40 rosin (no acid) core 
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solder. AdditionaUy patches were constmcted of copper foti and fixed m place with 

copper finishing nails. 

The floor panels were covered with 3/4" plywood sheets to form a load-bearing 

surface. To ensure that the floor had no weak points, strips of 1/4" cold rolled steel were 

counter sunk between the plywood sections. The strength and stabtiity of the floor was 

particularly important under the optics table, which weighted approxtinately 1500 lbs., and 

whose vibration characteristics were critical. 

EMI isolation from the outside worid was maintatiied by suigle-point grounding of 

the double copper-screen sheU, and by filtering the power tines through two stiigle phase 

isolation filters and signals through several banks of shielded BNC connectors. All 

experimental equipment resided wititin the screen room except for an Argon ion laser, 

whose beam was brought into the facUity via an incoherent multi-mode fiber bundle. All 

tiistmments and components withtii the screen room were thoroughly shielded and 

grounded to prevent EMI contamination from within the facitity. To contain potential 

sources of contamination on the power lines tiiside the cage, two independent 20A 120 V 

plug circuits and one independent tighting cticuit were mn from the isolation filters. All 

power suppHes and computer equipment existed on one plug cticuit, with ampHfiers and 

meters on the other. Incandescent bulbs controUed by a dimmer switch were used on the 

Hghting cticuit. The screen facihty sat on a 1/16 inch polyethylene sheet to maintain good 

ground isolation from the laboratory's concrete floor, ensuring a single-point ground (e.g., 

preventing current loops). 

The isolation integrity of the Faraday cage was tested and verified using two 

methods. The first method, and simplest, involved using an AM/FM receiver to observe if 

radio frequency (RF) waves were penetrating the screen. Although it was difficult to 

localize a breach in the shield using this method, several leaks were discovered and 

patched. The second test, and ulttinately the most important, tiivolved acquiring data on 

the PC system and inspecting it for evidence of EMI sources ui the observable. This test 

required that instmmentation wititin the screen room, including the PC, be operating. 
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Using titis metiiod it was reatized tiiat several significant sources of EMI existed wititin tiie 

facitity. These sources were identified to be SMPSs. 

A particularly troublesome aspect of the SMPS contantination was the plenimde of 

titis type of supply in almost aU modem electronic equipment. It was found that the SMPS 

observable consisted of a surpassingly large magnimde pulse train which, depending on 

tiie specific supply, exhibited a fundamental frequency of from 20 kHz to 50 kHz. 

Due to the low current and high voltage nature of the SMPS EMI source, this field 

was dominated by its electric field component. To minimize the effects of EMI we 

employed reflective shielding and single-point grounding techniques. As far as these 

experiments are concemed the normalized shield factors in Eqn. (4.9), 65 and 6^, were 

made effectively zero. For the case of the SMPS driving the gas lasers this could not be 

satisfactorUy accomplished, so only linear suppties were used to drive lasers within the 

screen room. 

Instrument Fiber Optic 
Pass-Thru 

Shif'lded 
Pass-Thrus 

^Cable 
Travs 

Computer 

Isolation 
Door 

Figure A.l Low-noise test facility 
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A.4 Computer Network 

During the early phases of developtiig the low-noise test facitity it was realized that 

the computer resources, particularly disk storage, of the facUity's stand alone PC 486 

would not be sufficient. To provide a general solution for the anticipated resource 

tintitation problems, a local area computer network was developed to provide peer-to-peer 

resource sharing throughout the greater laboratory envtionment. 

The greatest practical concem was the storage issue since data acquisition 

consumes a large amount of disk real estate; much more than was practicaUy avatiable on 

stand alone PC systems tii 1991. The most efficient solution to this storage problem was 

to exploit networked resources. 

Another practical concem involved the abitity to print. Hard copy capabihty was 

particularly important for the data visualization-based system we were developing to 

perform the analysis, as discussed in Appendix C. 

The primary challenge in developing the network was to share resources between 

the PC platform tii the test facitity and existing PC's, Sun workstations, and an Apple-

based printer. To accomplish this we connected the PC to a Novell backbone via a 

multiport transceiver (Fig. 5.2). A Shiva Fast Path 5 was used as an active router between 

the NoveU and the LocalTalk networks. This router allowed for the peer-to-peer sharing 

of resources between aU nodes on the NoveU and LocalTalk networks. An important 

practical outcome of this was that it allowed the PCs to print to the Apple LaserWriter. 
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Figure A.2 Optical Systems Laboratory local area computer network. 
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APPENDDC B 

ACQUISITION, CONTROL, AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 

The abUities to perform automated expertinent control, and real-time data analysis 

and visuatization are critical functionatities of an empuical noise investigation. As 

tinportant as hardware is to the isolation and measurement of destied signals, hardware 

can only achieve so much tii separating the signal components, particularly tii the presents 

of noise. Software provides a tool which is flexible enough to refme the signal isolation, 

as weU as to perform the analysis and provide for the instmmentation control. As such the 

software can eastiy become the stiigle most tinportant experimental tool at the 

investigator's disposal. Well-designed and developed software can greatiy increase the 

scope and effectiveness of the investigation, whereas poorly created software can severely 

limit the investigator's abitity to consider important issues, and/or conduct an experiment, 

even if the necessary hardware is avaUable. In the foUowing subsections we describe three 

major software packages developed for this investigation. It is noted that software 

development requties a strong vision, as did the hardware development described in 

Appendix A. 

B. 1 Philosophy of Software Design 

The abitity to acqutie and analyze data in a observation-based experiment can 

greatly enhance the understanding of the measured physical processes, and effectuate 

isolation of the desired signals. In order for the software to be usable to the investigator, 

it must provide robust functionality in an inmitively agreeable manner. This can be 

accomptished using interactive visualization of data and instmment control. To achieve 

this level of usabUity the software must allow the user to interact with the analysis and 

control routines though a graphical context sensitive interface via a mouse and keyboard. 

Initialization and control of the instmmentation should be accessible through the graphical 
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interface, and the raw data should be available for the user to browse and process on the 

fly-

B.2 Development Concems 

To achieve the desired functionatity, versattiity, and ease of use, the software 

application must be designed and developed tii consideration of four main issues: (1) 

memory management; (2) device drivers; (3) data visuatization and program control 

through context sensitive graphical interface; and (4) user interface through integrated 

mouse and keyboard control. 

B.2.1 Memory management 

Memory management is, tii most respects, the most daunting software design 

issue. In standard DOS systems the HEAP size is Itinited to 640 kb of RAM, no matter 

how much extended or expanded memory may exist on the system. AU program code and 

data segments are loaded into this area of memory, alongside whatever other terminate 

and stay ready (TSR) applications may be miming (it is obviously advantageous to 

elintinate aU but the most essential TSRs). By utitizing various comptier memory models 

(such as large and huge) applications can be developed which possess multiple data and 

multiple code. However, data and code segments are allocated in quantities in accordance 

with the memory segment boundaries. This limits the size of a contiguous data structure 

to 64 kb. This dictates that the maxunum size of a floating point array would be 2048 

elements. Here we assumed a 4 byte float representation as is common to the famtiy of 

Microsoft C/C+-I- compUers. Obviously this severely hmits the development of 

apptications which require reasonably large arrays. 

One way around this limit on the size of the data stmcture is the use of dynantically 

allocated HEAP space. The maxunum HEAP space available for a given data stmcture is 

whatever portion of the original 640 kb that is not used by the program, or the TSRs. 

Contiguous data stmctures tii excess of the 64 kb segment size are realizable using far 
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pointers (i.e. the fitil 32 address) to the data. However, if the enttie 640 kb HEAP were 

utilized for a stiigle floating point data stmcture, an array of only 20,480 points could be 

allocated. For the purpose of data analysis this is not aU that large, however, through tiie 

judicious use of dynantic allocation, deallocation, and reallocation, this HEAP space can 

be used to fuUest advantage. Only when the size of a stiigle contiguous data stmcture 

exceeds that which is avaUable on the HEAP, or when it is required to stinultaneously 

allocate many data stmctures with a combined space requirement exceeding that avaUable, 

does evoking more sophisticated means become necessary. 

One way to achieve greater HEAP space is to uttiize a DOS extender. This is an 

apptication which maps a portion of the extended memory into a flat memory map. For 

the purposes of the DOS applications developed in this investigation we used a FarLap 

extender which provided a 2 Mb HEAP. This additional space coupled with good 

dynamic memory practices allowed us to allocate the requtied data stmctures. 

Another way to achieve greater HEAP space is by exploiting the Microsoft 

Windows 3.1 envtionment. Under Windows, aU virtual memory (i.e. extended memorv 

and swap fUe) is composed into a pseudo flat memory map accessible to the programmer 

as a Global HEAP. The merits of this Global HEAP are one reason why we developed the 

OASIS application under the Windows environment. 

B.2.2 Device drivers 

Control of an extemal device requires a socket through which instructions, 

operational status, and data can be transferred between the application and the device. 

GeneraUy the communication takes place via a port (or a set of ports) which are visible in 

the host machine's address space. In some cases these sockets are provided by the 

operating system (e.g. through DOS BIOS calls). Fortunately this is the case for standard 

devices such as VGA graphics, disk drives, and ntice. However, for most special purpose 

hardware, such as data acquisition boards, SVGA graphics, and printers, these device 
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drivers must be developed. For the case of tiie Analogic FAST 14-1-4 ADC used tii our 

system (Section A.2), it was requtied that we write the low-level device driver. 

Writing device drivers to mn under DOS, although not uivial, is not too difficult 

stiice DOS aUows (acmaUy demands) applications to acqutie sole control over system 

resources. Wtiidows 3.1, on the other hand, is a pseudo multitasking environment, and as 

such wants no program to acqutie sole control over devices. In Windows aU system 

resources are defmed as devices, and as such are accessible by all applications 

concurrently (more or less, depending on the acmal device). For instance, once a driver is 

loaded for a specific SVGA graphics mode, network, or printer, it is avaUable to any 

apptication miming under Windows. This greatiy simplifies the development of a specific 

apptication; however, the development of a device driver is notoriously difficult. 

B.2.3 Data visuatization 

Data visualization is the abUity to display data in a variety of forms, to manipulate 

its display, and to perform analysis on it. This necessitates the development of a context 

sensitive graphical interface, for both program and data control. In each of our 

apptications we have effectuated a high degree of data visuatization by combining the use 

of menus driven controls and graphical windows. An important criteria of this graphical 

interface was that the data be accessible to browse at aU stages of analysis. Aspects of this 

interface wtil be discussed in Sections B.3 and B.4. 

B.2.4 User interface 

To realize an inmitive user interface requties the functionality of both mouse and 

keyboard tiiputs. In the DOS envtionment the control loops for tiiese low-level inputs 

must be programmed by the developer. The Wtiidows envtionment provides these control 

loops to the developer. 
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B.3 DOS-based Data Acquisition and Analysis Applications 

Due to complications in writing device drivers for the MS windows environment, 

the low-level instmmentation control and data acquisition were embedded in a DOS 

application. To aUow the application to serve as the central control for a w ide v ariety of 

experiments, the programmable function for each operation was cascaded off a master 

event driven loop (Fig. B.l). The event loop triggered on either a left or a right mouse 

button strike. The current status of the system was maintained in a global event data 

stmcture which including menu levels, active system parameters, and static variables. 

Upon a mouse event the data stmcture was referenced for the current active menu, and 

the appropriate menu control branching was executed. This cascaded into the core 

function control branch which resulted tii the appropriate core function being executed. 

The system then retumed to master event loop. This event driven architecture allowed for 

a wide variety of functionatity to be realized by embedding the appropriate core functions. 

Ddnitiali 
System 

Core Function 

Figure B. 1 High-level flow diagram of main event loop with cascaded operations. 

B.3.1 Instmmentation control issues 

The FAST-14-1-4 ADC was programmed and controlled by writing and poUing 

bits til two 16-bit registers which were mapped into the PC's address space. Another 
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stiigle 16-bit register provided access to the 4 Mb on-board dual-port RAM. The ADC 

possessed several methods for controlling the addressing of the data window into the on

board RAM. The data could be transferred to the host machine using either PIO or DMA. 

We chose to use DMA to expedite the transfer process. A DMA transfer could be 

performed on either a block of data (not to exceed 128 Kb tii size), or it could be 

performed on two data words at a time. The disadvantage of the block transfer method 

was that the data could not be accessed whtie the ADC was acquiring data. By using the 

two data word transfer method the data could be down loaded hi the intervals between 

acquisitions. It was found tiiat this latter method was the most useful. 

The Stanford Research SR560 amptifiers were programmed and controlled 

tiirough an RS232 interface. The four amptifiers were driven from two RS232 ports, were 

each amptifier was uidividuaUy addressed through separate base addresses. This pseudo 

serial network aUowed for the stinple and efficient control of aU ftinctions of tiie 

amplifiers. 

The'Hewlett Packard 8116A signal generator (HP8116A), Retiance PPS 2322 

programmable power supply (PPS2322), Tektronix 2230 digital storage oscilloscope 

(TEK2230), and Fluke 45 digital multimeter (DMM45) were programmed and controlled 

through a National Instmments GPIB/NT interface. This allowed for the simple control of 

all functions of these devices. 

B.3.2 General purpose apptication 

The general purpose apptication provided for the context sensitive setup and 

control of the instmments, and the data visuatization in two graphical screens (Figs. B.2 

and B.3). Program flow was controlled using a menu system which appeared at the top of 

each screen. The setup screen allowed for the setting of aU instmment parameters to 

include looping on a set of parameters. The data visuahzation screen displayed the 

temporal data, the histogram, and the statistics for each of the four data channels. The 

setup screen preceded the data visuatization screen at the beginning of each acquisition 
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cycle. Durtiig an acquisition loop the data visuatization screen was updated automatically. 

This allowed for the programnting of an tiiteractive experiment ui which the parameters of 

any of the tiistmments would be changed, data coUected, data save to ftie, and data 

proceed, aU in a completely automated fashion. During a data mn the operator could 

scroll though the data window, or inspect the histograms to ensure that the data was vatid. 

This appHcation was used to collect data for aU the intensity-based experiments. 

B.3.3 Simultaneous Stokes polarimeter application 

The SSP appHcation provided for the context sensitive setup and control of the 

instmments, and the data visualization tii two graphical screens (Figs. B.4 and B.5). As 

with the general purpose routine, the program flow was controUed using a menu system 

which appeared at the top of each screen. The semp screen aUowed for the setting of aU 

instmment parameters to include looping on a set of parameters. The data visualization 

screen displayed the temporal data and histogram for each of the four Stokes parameters, 

and the complex polarization plane. The setup screen preceded the data visuatization 

screen at the beginning of each acquisition cycle. During an acquisition loop the data 

visualization screen was updated automatically. This allowed for the programming of an 

interactive experiment in which the parameters of any of the instmments can be changed, 

data coUected, data saved to file, and data processed, ui a completely automated fashion. 

To ensure that the data was vatid, the operator could scroti though the data window, or 

inspect the histograms, during a data mn. This application was used to coUect data for aU 

the complex-amplitude-based experiments. 
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B.4 Microsoft Windows-based Optical Analysis Simnlatinn 

Interactive System (OASIS) 

To perform the signal isolation and data analysis we developed the Optical 

Analysis Simulation Interactive System (OASIS) software environment. OASIS is a 

Microsoft Windows 3.1 apptication which supports 20 simultaneous data channels and 

contains a suite of modules to perform statistical analysis, frequency domain analysis and 

ftitering, arithmetic operations, interactive data plotting, and synthetic signal and noise 

generation (Fig. B.6). Each module is developed to operate as an uidividual process 

within OASIS. Only when a module is active does it acqutie system resources 

(particularly memory). In this way resources can be exploited to their fullest while stiU 

providing a platform for multtiasking. Fig. B.7 shows multiple OASIS modules mnning at 

the same time. 

OASIS 

Main Menu 

Time Domain Data 

X 
S^tietic Data Generator 

- UhKorm Noise 

Statistics 

Shusoid - Chl-Squares 

Gaussian Noise 

Lnear Least Squares 

l - Arithmetic Operations 

Correlation FrecMency 

Power Spectral Density - FcKward Transform 

Kotmogorov-Smirnov 

Oeconvdulion 

- Histogram 

Open File 
1. 

Save File 

- hwerseTraisfcx^m 

Fitter Desigi 

Aritimelic Operations 

Plots 

Figure B.6 Functional components of the OASIS apptication. 

B.4.1 Temporal data window 

The temporal data window is the top level module (Fig. B.8c). AU other modules 

are activated from this level. The matii features of this module are: (1) the data window, 

which is 1000 points wide, and can be scrolled; (2) the channel activation controls; (3) the 

plot range selection controls (either max for maximum range of data, or fuU for complete 
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usable dynantic range); (4) the gravity poim, which places the cursor on the function so 

tiiat specific values can be read; and (5) acquisition information about tiie data displayed. 

The fUe open and ftie save modules are accessible only from this level (Fig B.9). 

One unique feature of tiie file open module is that multiple fties can be selected and 

assigned to specific data channels, in a single loading operation. 

B.4.2 Statistical data window 

The core of the statistical data window is the histogram generation (Fig. B.IO). 

The bin resolution of the histograms can be changed from 512 to 16384, and the range can 

be selected as either the fuU dynamic range or the maximum range of the active data. At 

the ttine the histograms are comptied, the statistical moments and the BERFD are also 

generated. These quantities for each active channel can be plotted with the graph option. 

Other functionatities of this module are the hypothesis testing, which compares histograms 

from two channels or from a channel with a Gaussian, and the deconvolution, which 

deconvolves one channel with another or a channel with a Gaussian. 

B.4.3 Synthetic data generator 

This module, combined with a set of submodules, performs a wide variety of 

arithmetic operations and signal generation in the time domain (Fig. B.l 1). 

B.4.4 Correlation and power spectral density data window 

The correlation module provides for the correlation of a channel with itself, or with 

one another channel, or with aU other channels. The user can select how many points out 

of the record wtil be used in the correlation. The normalized correlation coefficient is then 

plotted (Fig. B. 12a). 

After the correlation(s) have been performed the user can then proceed to calculate 

the power spectral density (Fig. B.12b). The user can select a windowing function and the 
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number of frequency points at which to evaluate the record The specuiim can then be 

displayed in either a linear-linear, linear-log, log-Hnear, or log-log format. 

B.4.5 Frequency domain data window 

The frequency domain data module allows the user to implement both forward and 

tiiverse Fourier transforms. Then both the magnimde and phase of the u-ansformed data 

can be displayed (Figs. B.13 and B.14, respectively). The user can select a windowing 

function and the number of frequency points at which to evaluate the record, and the 

magnitude spectmm can then be displayed in either a tinear-linear, tinear-log, log-tinear, or 

log-log format. From this module the frequency domain ftitering module can be activated 

(Fig. B.15). This module aUows for the user to constmct a wide variety of frequency 

domain filters, and perform many arithmetic operations in the frequency domain. 
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OASIS: Frequency Domain Filtering |c) M. V. MorelliB 
Arithmetic Operations 

Src 1 Operation Src 2 

1 ^ Divide ^ 1 S 

Constant 

Dest 
^Re- i^t 

Close 

Filter Parameters 
Ideal 

Window 

Hanning 

Analog Approx 

O Cheby 
PB Ripple 

0.1 

'Domain 

<g> Sym 
O Asym 

"Type" 
% LPF 
OHPF 
O BPF 
O BRF 

Bidd 

\ Dear 

Load 

Save 

100 
3dB Point Center Frequency 

S 120. ^ 
Order Bandwidth 

40. g 
Figure B.15 OASIS: Frequency domaui filter generator. 
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APPENDIX C 

SIMULTANEOUS STOKES POLARIMETER CALIBRATION 

Three levels of signal catibration were requtied for the Simultaneous Stokes 

polarimeter (SSP): (1) balancing of the electronic gauis for the six photodetectors and the 

four electronic processing chaimels; (2) balancing of the hght uitensities at the six 

photodetectors; and (3) detemtining the requtied software gain coefficients to balance 

what could not be achieved in either the electronics or optics. A critical step in the 

vatidation and catibration procedures was to determine the sensitivity of the SSP to 

different polarization states. The goal was to achieve the best average t)ehavior over aU 

detectable polarizations. The expected and measured polarization sensitivity of the SSP 

are presented in the foUowing subsections. 

To perform these tests, known polarization states were generated usuig a 

combination polarization rotation stage, polarizer, and quarter-wave plate. The test results 

verified the basic operation of the SSP, however, ti was noted that the apparams was more 

accurate measuring linear polarization states tiian it was eltiptical states. The sensitivity of 

the apparams was found to faU-off with an increase in eltipticity. 

The catibration of the SSP was verified before each expertinent During normal 

operation ti was found that the apparams maintained calibration, however, ti was observed 

tiiat if unused for several days, significant tuning was requtied to recatibrate the system. 
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Figure C.8 Catibration information for the eUipticaUy right hand polarized state at 0' 
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Figure C.9 Catibration uiformation for the eUipticaUy left hand polarized state at 0°. 
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Figure C l 1 Catibration information for the eltipticaUy left hand polarized state at 90°. 
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Figure C.1-2 Catibration uiformation for tiie eUipticaUy right hand polarized state at 45°. 
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Figure C13 Catibration information for the eltipticaUy left hand polarized state at 45°. 
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Figure C15 Catibration information for the eUiptically left hand polarized state at -45°. 
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APPENDIX D 

PHOTODETECTORS 

An tinportant criterion for the development of these cticuits was the mimmization 

of extraneous noise components. To achieve titis we used low-noise components, 

mounted aU components on custom butit PCBs, and employed appropriate ftitering, 

grounding, and shielding techniques. There were two basic detector cticuits consuiicted, 

one based on the United Detector Technology PIN-6D, and the other based on the Devar 

539-01-5. Specifics for tiiese cticuits wiU be discussed ui the foUowing sections. 

D.l UDT PIN-6D Photodetector Circuit 

The photodetector cticuit constructed for several of these experiments consisted of 

a United Detector Technology PE Ĵ-6D detector run tii photovoltaic mode across a low-

noise OP37 op-amp (Fig. D.l). It was found that this cticuit was prone to osciUation, so 

it was extemaUy compensated. The power supply for this cticuit was filtered to remove 

line noise and reduce power supply ripple. The pre-amp output was provided in both DC-

coupled and AC-coupled formats. The cti-cuit was fuUy electricaUy field shielded, with the 

case of the PIN diode forming part of the shield. 

CI 33 oF 

> ^ R1 ^IQOk 

DI 
Photodetector Vo 

Fig. D.l UDT PIN-6D photodetector cticuit. 
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D. 1 Devar 539-01 -5 Photodetector Cticuti 

The photodetector cticuit constinicted for the SSP experunents consisted of a 

Devar 539-01-5 PIN detector run ui photovoltaic (Fig. D.2). The 539 contauied a 

detector and op-amp combuiation witiiui a stiigle package. Specification s for the op-amp 

are tisted in Table D.2. 

D2 
Photodetector A \<j 

wr> 

VPD"> 

Fig. D.2 Devar 539-01-5 photodetector cticuit. 

The pins for the detector and op-amp were accessible from outside the package, 

aUowing a variety of cticuits to be wtied. We ran the detector in photovoltaic mode, with 

a DC level-shifting option. This level shifting was found to be necessary since the 

detector's signal did not go to zero when no tight was present. The cticuit connections 

were made via a custom PCB (Fig 7.3a). The power for the cticuit was derived from two 

9 V batteries. 

The cticuit was fuUy electricaUy field shielded, with the case of the PIN diode not 

forming part of the shield. It was found that the cticuit exhibited very low noise 

characteristics, and good EMI immunity. 
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Table D.l Devar 539-01-5 amplifier characteristics. 

T = 25°C,Vs= ± 1 5 V , V D = 1 5 V 

PARAMETER 
Slew Rate 

Output Current 
Min. Supply 

Voltage 
Max. Supply 

Voltage 
Supply Current 
Diode Voltage 

Operating Temp. 

SYMBOL 
deo/dt 

I I 

Vs 

Vs 

Io 
VD 

T 

VALUE 
35 V/uS 
18mA 
± 5 V 

±20V 

3 mA 
0 - 4 5 V 

0 - 70 ° C 

COHDmOH 
Co = 10 V , Step 

Max. 

RL = ^ 

Reverse Bias 
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